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Preface

The U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) Pan of the restoration activities involves
Hanford Site is located in a rural regiou of south- separating the wastes into portions that can be
eastern Washington State, occupying an area of recovered and recycled and others that can be sta-
560 square miles. The Site was estabLshed in bilized and permanently stored as grout or glass
1944 to produce plutonium for the U._. defense forms. To be as efficient and cost effective as
mission. In the decades that followed, operations possible, the separation methods must take into
mainly involved nuclear research and development account the characteristics of the individual waste
and production of nuclear materials for defense stream, the .typeof storage and location, and the
purposes. These activities created a vast and interactions among the various waste components.

varied amount of waste streams, which included The First Hanford Separation Science Work-
hazardous and toxic chemicals along with radioac- shop, sponsored by PNL, had two main objectives:
rive materials. Depending on the nature of the 1) assess the applicability of available separation
waste stream and level of radioactivity, materials methods for environmental restoration and for
were disposed of in underground storage tangs; minimization, recovery, and recycle of mixe0 and
buried or sent to caissons; or discharged to cribs, radioactive wastes; and 2) identify research needs
trenches, or disposal basins, that must be addressed to create new or improved

An estimated 180 million tons of high-level technologies. The information gathered at this
radioactive wastes are stored in 177 underground workshop not only applies to Hanford but could
storage tanks. These wastes are complex, multiple be adapted to DOE facilities throughout the
component mixtures in the form of salt cake, nation as weil.

sludge, and slurry. Leaks from some of these The workshop was designed to draw together
tangs, along with some of the past disposal participants intimately familiar with the history of
practices, have caused certain areas around the environmental problems and waste forms at the
Site to become contaminated. Specifically, over Hanford Site and leading national experts on sepa-
500,000 m3 of soil and a 60-feet-deep by 1000-feet- ration science and technology from private indus-
wide by 2500-foot-long lens of the underground try, academia, and federal laboratories. The work-
aquifer have been affected, shop was held July 23-25, 1991, near the Hanford

In recent years, as mandated by environmental Site in Richland, Washington.

awareness and regulations, the scope of the These proceedings have been divided into
Hanford mission has been refocused to emphasize three components: Background and Introduction
environmental research, development, demonstra- to the Problem gives an overview of the history of
tion, and restoration, including cleanup of radio- the Site and the cle_-,_'p mission, including waste
active and hazardous wastes. Under DOE's direc- management operations, past disposal practices,
tion, the efforts are being led by Westinghouse current operations, and plans for the future. Also
Hanford Company (WHC), the operations and included in this section is a discussion of specific
engineering contractor, and Pacific Northwest problems concerning the chemistry of the Hanford
Laboratory (PNL), (a) the research and wastes. Separation Methodologies contains the
development contractor, papers given at the workshop by national experts

in the field of separation science regarding the
state-of-the-art of various methods and their

(a) Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. applicability/adaptability to Hanford. Research
Department of Energy by Battelle Memorial Institute Needs identifies further research areas developed
under Contract DE-AC06-76RLO 1830. in working group sessions.
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Summary

When the Hanford Site (see Figure 1) was waste at Hanford. The grout process is much less
established in 1944 it was divided into different expensive than vitrification. Work in the near
areas, which were designated for specific future involves incorporating methods to reduce
operations: the volume of waste needing permanent disposal.

100 Area Reactor operations Advanced separation methods are needed to
200 Area Fuel reprocessing, plutonium recovery, achieve this goal, such as selective crystallization,

waste management selective leaching, physical separation, solvent
300 Area Fuel fabrication and research and extraction, and.ion exchange. The challenge is to

development, develop these and other methods that will mini-
mize capital requirements, process whole tank

In the years that followed the development of volumes, effectively recycle or regenerate reagents,
the Site and operations in these areas, the wastes and minimize terminal waste form volumes.
generated included highly radioactive liquid wastes
[discharged to single- and double-sheU tanks (SSTs Pacific Northwest Laboratory and other DOE
and DSTs)], transuranic and low-level solid wastes laboratories, as well as the academic community,
(bmied or discharged to caissons), and low- to are continuing to pursue new technologies"or
intermediate-level wastewater (discharged to soil methods for adapting existing technologies to
column via cribs, ponds, or retention basins), understand the complexities of the waste constitu-
These operations led to the current issue -- ents, to identify and predict their interactions, and
environmental restoration within a cost and time to efficiently separate certain components. By
fTame that is acceptable to the public, the govern- understanding the characteristics and behavior of

the waste and separating the elements, better
ment, and the industries involved, choices for waste minimization and disposal can

The DOE Office of Technology Development be made. The technical papers given in the
(OTD) has put together an integrated research Hanford Separation Science Workshop address the
and development program for environmental state-of-the-art of separation science and those
restoration and waste management. Within that technologies might be applied to, or developed
mission is the need to minimize the volume and tor, the remediation of the Hanford Site.
toxicity of the wastes generated and to obtain
faster, better, cheaper, and safer methods for The workshop consisted of three parts: an
cleanup, management, and permanent disposal of introductory session, a separation methodologies
waste. To meet the OTD goals, the Hanford mis- session, and a parallel working group session. In
sion encompasses environmentally effective, addition, there was a Hanford Site tour that
timely, and cost-efficient cleanup; research, helped acquaint workshop participants with the
development, demonstration, testing, and evalua- physical size and geography of the Site.
tion (RDDT&E) to support the cleanup; and effec- The introductory session included several
tire technology transfer to take advantage of presentations by DOE and Hanford Site manage-
existing and developing technologies, ment responsible for environmental restoration

The first step in the Hanford cleanup is the and waste management. These presentations were
permanent disposal of the wastes stored in the invaluable in familiarizing participants with
DSTs in the 200 Area. Westinghouse Hanford environmental contamination at the Hanford Site.
Company is implementing developed strategies for This background proved important in subsequent
pretreating the DST waste to separate the low- sessions and, in particular, the working group
level and high-level components. The low-level sessions where the goal was to identify Hanford-
waste (LLW) will be grouted; the high-level waste specific separation technology deficiencies andresearch needs.
(HLW) will be vitrified. This approach is essen-
tially the baseline technology for treating tank
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Figure 1. Map of Hanford Site



While the introductory session provided nonradioactive wastes. Many of the separation
slffficient background and relative magnitude of methodologies discussed, such as the use of
the environmental issues at Hanford, it became macrocyclic ligands, modified zeolites, pillared
apparent that the extent of environmental con- clays, and facilitated transport membranes have
tamination is not completely characterized and shown great promise for the ability to selectively
that the baseline renewable technology that will be separate similar chemical species, e.g., alkali metal
used in the cleanup is not well demonstrated and ions. Their application and suitability to Hanford-
is evolving. A need for new separation teclmolo- specific separation needs, however, has been
gies was identified that would minimize the largely uninvestigatetl.

amount of high-level waste, which is much more The two working group sessions identified the
expensive to dispose of than low-level waste. Of separation problems perceived to be most impor-
the different waste matrices (double- and single- tant at the Site and the necessary advances in
shell underground storage tanks, soil columns, separation science and technology to address these
underground aquifer, and facilities and equipment) problems.
the tanks are the highest priority and will likely be
addressed first. There are 177 underground stor- The "problem" components of the waste

include toxic metals (e.g., Pb, Ni, and Cr); anions
age tanks containing approximately 180 million [CRO24", NO_ NO_ I', F', Fe(CN)36]; actinidestons of radioactive and mixed waste. The tank ' '

contents are also the most complex waste materi- (U, Np, Am, Pu); technetium; cesium; strontium;
als in terms of composition and the most challeng- and organics (trichloroethylene, carbon tetra-
ing in terms of opportunities to use advanced chloride). Some of the contamir.ants, for example
separation technologies. Because of the long cesium and actinides, are foun,_ in each of the
duration (estimated 20-40 years) of environmental waste matrices (tank, soil, groundwater,
restoration efforts that will be required, sufficient equipment/facilities) at Hanford, while others are
time exists to research, develop, test, demonstrate, largely confined in a single matrix (e.g.,
and implement new separation technologies into trichloroethylene in groundwater). There are

other separations that are not currently considered
the Site remediation effort, priority,but may be profitably undertaken con-

The separation methodologies session included currently with essential separations. An example
several topit_. Presentations were given by experts would be the removal of noble metals from tank
in the areas of sequestering agents, solvent extrac- wastes, which contain several tons of the precious
tion, membranes, solid sorbents, and "other" sepa- metals, palladium, rhodium, and ruthenium.
ration methods. These presentations were tech-
nically focused, bringing the state-of-science of The prevalent separation technology needs at
each particular subject area to the workshop and the Hanford Site involve separation of specific
Hanford Site separation problems. The other sep- chemical species from a matrix in which they are
aration methodologies included selective chelation highly diluted and compete with other similar
with supercritical fluid extraction; fine particle chemical species. Each waste matrix has unique
aggregation; electrolytic oxidation/separation; and separation requirements and each will require
bioaccumulation, lt was apparent that each of the testing and evaluation. The tank wastes present
separation methodologies held promise for contri- perhaps the greatest challenge because of theh_t_h chemical environment and the nonuni-
bution to Hanford Site separation needs. To what
extent this promise will be realized remains to be fortuity in physical and chemical composition from
seen and will require substantial research and tank to tank. Separation methodologies will have
development effort. Some separation methodolo- to withstand high levels of radioactivity and

caustic solution (pH> 10). Regardless of the sepa-
gies, nothbly the TRUEX for separation of ura-
nium and transuranics (Np, Pa, Am) from nuclear ration methodology, the chemical and radiation

stability of the separation materials will have to be
waste, have been well researched and now appear taken into account; yet, it is important not to let
ready for demonstration. The TRUEX process chemical and radiation effects drive the advance-
may also be readily adapted to strontium
separation from the radioactive and merit of new separation technologies and mate-

rials. Engineering design and system operation
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can often circumvent or greatly reduce the impact The following list summarizes the separation
of these problems, lt is important that any testing research needs identified in the working group
and evaluation of chemical and radiation stability sessions.
be conducted under realistic conditions.

• Strengthen the link and collaboration among
The prevalent theme underlying the research universities, national laboratories, and private

needs is increased selectivity, durability, and rates, industry, as well as between basic and applied
Whether the separation methodology involves sol- research and development efforts.
vent extraction, solid solvents, membranes, or • Test and evaluate, under realistic conditions,
other approaches, the material affecting or facili- the chemical and radiation stability of
taring the separation should have a high selec- materials used in separation methodologies.
tivity, achieve the separation in reasonable times, • Test and evaluate separating reagents, con-
and be able to perform in harsh environments for cepts, and methodologies under conditions
extended periods. The tank wastes, in particular, that actually or closely simulate process
contain such a broad range of chemical compo- conditions.
nents that high selectivity is required to achieve • Develop models to simulate separation process
the needed decontamination factors in the pres- methodologies.
ence of similar competing chemical species that • Develop and apply molecular science to
may be more concentrated by several orders of Hanford-specific separation technologies.
magnitude. A significant amount of research has • Pursue the preparation, characterization,
been conducted on sequestering agents and solid testing, and evaluation of new materials for
solvents, but much of this work has been on separations.
model systems under ideal conditions. There is a
need to investigate the applicability of these
materials and separation concepts in actual or
closely simulated process streams.
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Welcome and Introductory Remarks

Jerry L. Straalsund required? These are the questions we hope you
will be able to help us answer.

Pacific Northwest Laboratory
This session's speakers will set the stage for

Welcome to the Hanford Separation Science. you. They will describe the relevant DOE pro-
Workshop. Before we proceed with the first ses- grams, DOE's needs, and the problems that must
sion, I would like to comment that many of us at be solved--at Hanford and throughout the DOE
Hanford have been thinking about separations for complex. Before you leave, I'm sure you will
some time. In an earlier workshop, we examined understand why we believe it is essential to involve
the separation aspects of the various constituents the scientific and technical communities in our
of the wastes. From that workshop, two issues efforts. We must have a sound scientific and tech-
became evident: 1) Separation methods are essen- nical foundation for every process or method we

tial in developing waste scenarios, but most people propose. We must win the support and accep-
who know the Hanford waste issues are not inti- tance of regulatory agencies and the public. We
mately familiar with the separation technology, must guarantee that the solution will not become
2) On the other hand, most technical experts in a new problem some day in the future.
the separation area are not close to the issues You and your colleagues can help in this
specifically associated with the Hanford waste, endeavor. The intellectual and physical resources
The purpose of this workshop, then, is to bring represented by DOE's family of national labora-
these two communities together, tories have been focused on the problem, and we

William R. Wiley are making progress.At PNL we've been conducting major research
Pacific Northwest Laboratory and development programs in environmental

The Pacific Northwest Laboratory is pre- science and waste technology for a quarter of a
senting this workshop in support of the U.S. century. We've developed the in situ vitrification
Department of Energy's commitment to environ- process and the ceramic melter.
mental restoration and waste management. Dur- We're establishing the Environmental and
ing the course of these proceedings, you'll learn Molecular Sciences Laboratory as a national col-
what that commitment entails and what DOE laborative research center. That is just the tip of
n_ds to fulfill it. the iceberg--and just one of DOE's national

The problems are enormous in size and com- laboratories. But the scientific and technical
plexity, which is one reason we have such a multi- communities at large--those of you in universities,
rude of option_. There. is no single solution to the industry, and other federal laboratories--can make
total problem of environmental restoration and important contributions. And that is why you are
waste management at DOE sites. And there is no here.
scientific consensus as to which options will pro-
duce the best long-term results. John D. Wagoner

One option is based on the concept of sepa- U.S. Department of Energy,
rating and concentrating hazardous constituents Richland Field Office
from the waste. How realistic is this concept from
a scientific and technical perspective? What are On behalf of the Department of Energy, I
the scientific limitations of separations technolo- welcome you to the Hanford Separation Science
gies as we know them today? If new methods are Workshop. While Hanford can be considered an
needed and can be developed, what research is example of the environmental restoration and

Welcome and Introductory Remarks LI



waste management problems in this country, the investment in new technology.

site poses a challenge for separation technology We also must be sure that the solutions we

that probably is unequaled elsewhere. We cer- pick are truly the best for the environment. For
tainly have a large number of different chaHeng_ example, we have technologies that can perma-
for which we do not yet have answers, nently immobilize immense quantities of material;

Unless we find new or improved ways of sepa- however, it would cost lots of money and we
rating out the hazardous and radioactive compo- would have to set aside large portions of the land-
nents of the waste we must deal with, the cost and scape if we used those methods. That solution
time it will take to carry out a cleanup of the doesn't make.much sense considering that a rela-
magnitude required at Hanford will be greatly tively small portion of that material truly requires
increased. That would be intolerable to the regu- isolation from the environment for an indefinite
lato_ agencies, to the Department of Energy, to period of time.

the public, and to Congress. We have no choice Early on we must focus on efforts that offer
but to do everything we can to su_ in this the greatest promise for payoff in this area
area. because we have huge quantities of high-level,

The DOE is already committed to making the transuranic, and low-level waste as well as con-
investment in the technology necessary to solve taminated sol and groundwater. We face an enor-

the problem of hazardous and radioactive waste. :nous variety of problems and, in some cases, we
Since the inception of the Office of Environmen- will have to take parallel approaches.

tal Restoration and Waste Management at DC_E In some areas we'll probably have to begin
Headquarters, we have developed a major program with less sophisticated technologies in order to
in this area. Last year's decision to piace the meet enforceable milestones and conduct parallel

Hanford Site under the management of that pro- efforts to develop more advanced technologies.
gram was an early indication of the direction the One example could be in our high-level waste
Department is taking, treatment program, where the initial timetables

While there are other scientific and technical call for treating high-level waste and double-shell
efforts going on at Hanford, our focus is on tanks at Hanford by the end of the century and
hazardous and radioactive waste management. - dealing with the single-shell tanks later on.

Next year's budget, for example, will be the largest Perhaps by that time we will be able to do a
budget in Hanford's history-over $1.5 billion. Of much better job of separating out the radioiso-
that, almost $1 billion will be allocated exclusively topes and even destroying them. But we must
to waste management and environmental restora- begin to develop the separation technology before
tion, including technological development, we can deal with the permanent destruction or

Another reason we need to advance and diminishment of some of those isotopes.

improve separation science is that not only This is a very exciting time for people with
Hanford but also other DOE sites are committed, your skills and backgrounds. The environmental
through legally enforceable agreements, to very restoration and waste management problem is

long-range programs. Here at Hanford, DOE has another type of Manhattan Project challenge.
entered into a 30-year agreement with the st_.te of When you examine the problem and dissect its
Washington and the U.S. Environmental fundamental components, I think you'll find that
Protection Agency. The agreement sets out it's as great a scientific and technical challenge as
specific milestones that must be achieved by spe- we have ever faced.
cific dates. If we use the technologies that ate

I'm very encouraged that this distinguishedavailable today to achieve these milestones, the
cost, as I said earlier, will be enormous, group has come together here at Hanford. We

appreciate your being here and hope that you will
The people who drafted these agreements did find this a rewarding experience. We also hope

so in good faith, with the expectation that by the that you will leave us with as much of your knowi-
time some of those dates arrived, we would have edge as possible so that we can build on it as we

come up with improved, less costly technology, progress from here.
But we will only do that if we make the necessary
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Hanford Site ER and WM Needs

john R. Hunter(a)

The Hanford Site (Figure 1) is about several generations of processing facilities. The
560 square miles of mostly arid desert. At one 300 Area is a technical support and fuel manu-
time, at the north end of the area along the facturing area. The most recent site area is the
Columbia River, the Department had eight pro- 400 Area where the Fast Flux Test Facility started
duction reactors operating to make plutonium, up and went critical in 1980; it's the new genera-
The 200 Area plateau west and east contain tion activity, mostly technology oriented.

Figure 1. Map of the Hanford Site

(a) U.S. Department of Energy, Richland, Washington.
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Since 1944, waste has been put into cribs, In the late 1950s, some of the SSTs started
tanks, or various kinds of burial grounds, lt is a lealdng. The actual total amount of liquid that
very complex set of waste forms that must be dealt went into the soil was rather small but there was
with over the next 30 years or more to come up still a significant problem. We began a program
with solutions for their ultimate disposal, to take as much of this supernate from these tanks

Over the years, better technology reduced the as possible to prevent further leaks. As the resid-
waste volume, on a per ton of fuel processed basis ual liquid is pumped from the tank, the salt cake
(Figure 2). The old tritium and deuterium plants material left creates new challenges--how to get
were basically a bismuthphosphate processing into the tank and ultimately remove the salt cake.
technology as compared with the current PUREX The SSTs were eventually replaced with more
technology. So over 45 years, the Site has learned effective, double-shell tanks (DSTs). The DSTs
how to reduce waste volumes, which has been a are about 75 ft in diameter and hold about 1 mil-
significant concern, but even so the volume of the lion gallons each. There are 28 DSTs onsite.
material processed has resulted in a significant These tanks, which contain supernate from SSTs
legacy that now must be addressed, as well as current processing wastes from the

In the early days, the high-level processing PUREX operation, are the first target of the
waste was placed in single-shell tanks (SSTs), with vitrification and tank remediation program.
a single-carbon steel envelope, backed by concrete, In the early days the idea was that by
with a lifetime of about 25 years. The wastes, cascading liquid from tank to tank in a cascade
initially liquid, now range in chemical forms in series, to use them as a submerged settling basins,
each tank from supernate liquids to solid precipi- the curie content would be minimized and then
tates. So we have some real challenges. There ultimately the waste would be discharged to the
are 149 SSTs onsite, ground (Figures 3 and 4).

200
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Figure 2. Fuel Reprocessing Waste Volumes
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Figure 3. Tank Waste Discharged to Ground; Radionuclide Material Balance
(Estimated % of Total Curies)

Cribs were studied critically and the soil This material is in very good condition.From 1970-
column was found to be.perfect for retaining 1973, TRU waste was put in 55-gal drums and
certain radionuclides. Several cribs onsite have literally dumped, and we have no confidence that

segregated various radionuclides (Figure 5). For the integrity of those drums is still intact. So we
the most part they have been kept out of ground- expect that we are going to see some very signifi-
water but they are going to be there for a long cant problems retrieving this material even though
time until they decay or are remediated. The in it's fairly recent, post-1970.
situ vitrification technology is one method for There are also a number of reactors that are

dealing with these cribs, being decontaminated and other facilities include
Solid wastes include retrievably stored trans- canyon-type facilities, processing facilities, the

uranic wastes, wastes that have been generated B Plant, the REDOX, D Plant, C Plant, and
since 1970. For example, the EBR-2 fuel shipping PUREX Plant. Some of them were flushed out
containers contain fragments of experimental fuels before they were shut down; others were not.
that were radiated either in EBR-2 or FFTF. This is going to be a major D&D effort that is
Ultimately ali of this material will be repackaged going to take a long time. And it's going to
and sent to WIPP. To that end, however, we will require some very innovative approaches to be
be building retrieval and repackaging facilities, cost effective.
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We're looking at the possible ways that we can better job of recovering secondary wastes from
deal with some of these wastes. We think tl, at other treatment processes. There will be a lot of

separations will help, particularly with regard to decontamination going on and we need to be able
soils, leaking, soil washings, to concentrate the to minimize waste volumes for those activities.

waste portion for disposal. We need to do a
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Baseline Technology for Hanford Tank Waste

Ronald J. Bliss (a)

The Westinghouse Hanford Company (WHC), the vitrification plant for the high-level waste or
as the Hanford Site Operations Contractor, is t.o the grout facility for the low-level waste.
responsible for remediating hazardous and mixed The record of decision (ROD) completed in
waste. WHC has established a baseline program 1988 did not address SST waste. It only focused
for separations and pretreatment of the high level on some of the other waste types and DST waste.
wastes stored in the double-shell and single-shell Decisions regarding SSTs have been put off to a
tanks (DSTs and SSTs) on the Hanford Site. supplemental EIS that is planned to be completed

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, work was in the 2002-2003 time frame. Because of some
begun to address final disposal options for the changes in the program, efforts are being made to
SST and DST wastes. It quickly became obvious expedite this supplemental EIS.
that there was no way to take the large volume of Technologies identified in the 1988 EIS that
wastes and convert them ali to glass for final dis- would be used for pretreatment were solid separa-
posal. Some very significant separations would be tion _ing settling and decanting methods, sludge
required to divide the wastes into high-level and washing to minimize the amount of sludge, cesium
low-level waste forms in order to proceed in a ion exchange, and, for some of the waste, organic
rational, cost-effective manner. At this same time destruction. This is as far as the EIS has taken
period, Savannah River and West Valley were the baseline technology for pretreatment and sepa-
conducting studies on how to pretreat, separate ration of the waste.
and handle their radioactive and mixed waste After the 1988 ROD and EIS were completed
forms. That information was also of value to the
Hanford Site when in 1983 WHC began a detailed follow-on efforts continued to examine the addi-
effort on an Environmental Impact Statement tional waste reduction capabilities needed tofurther reduce the number of canisters and logs
(EIS) for the Hanford Defense Waste Program.
The EIS looked at a number of different processes that would be generated from vitrification and
and a number of different facilities that could be grouting. TRUEX, a process developed at
used to pretreat the waste contained in the DSTs Argonne National Laboratory for separating trans-
and SSTs. The Hanford Defense Waste EIS, uranics, was examined and determined to have
which was completed in 1988, selected the B-Plant great potential for waste reduction. It is estimated
as a reference case pretreatment facility. The B- that greater than a 50% reduction in canistersfrom both DSTs and SSTs may be realized--from
Plant was the first fuel reprocessing facility at
Hanford. Over the years its mission changed. In 3,350 to 1,560 canisters for DSTs and from 24,000
the late 1950s and the 1960s it was used for the to 7,600 canisters for the SSTs.
strontium and cesium recovery program. Now it is In 1989 DOE concurred with adding TRUEX
being used to store strontium and cesium capsules, to the baseline pretreatment technology base to
When the EIS was completed in 1988 the base reduce the number of canisters that would be
plan was to modify the B-Plant and use it to pre- produced by the vitrification plant. Figure 1
treat the tank waste before it was sent either to shows what the baseline program looks like today

based upon the 1988 EIS. Looking at the DSTs,
the plan is to remove the waste from the tanks,

(a) Westinghouse Hanford Company, Richland, Washington pretreat it, separate the high-level fraction from
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Figure 1. Hanford Waste Management Program

the low-level fraction, send the high-level fraction One other waste type covered in the 1988 EIS
to the vitrification plant, and the low-level fraction is the strontium and cesium capsules. These cap-
to the grout treatment facility, sules are _tored at the Waste Encapsulation

The grout then would be stored in near- Storage Facility (WESF) facility at B-Plant. When
surface vaults, while the vitrified waste would be the EIS was completed it had a reference case that

said the capsules would be 'overpacked" and sent
stored in a deep repository, to the Deep Geologic Repository upon its comple-

As previously mentioned the SSTs are not tion. Because of second thoughts about the
covered by the 1988 EIS. As shown in Figure 1 acceptability of that approach, an alternative being
two flow paths will be considered in the supple- considered is to redissolve the waste and send it to

mental EIS for the SSTs. One path will be to the vitrification plant. The baseline case of the
take the DST waste processing path, going 1_988EIS does not include this latter option.
through a pretreatment process to separat6 the
high-level and low-level waste. An alternative The major near-term focus is on the DST
path, yet to be examined in detail, is in-piace, or wastes, which are to be processed first. The DST
in situ, processing and disposal. A lot of work wastes have been segregated into 4 basic type,s--
would be required to prove that in situ processing Neutralized Current Acid Waste (NCAW),
and storage, e.g., in situ vitrification, is a feasible Neutralized Cladding Removal Waste (NCRW),
disposal method. Complex Concentrate (CC) and Plutonium
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Finishing Plant (PFP) waste. This has been done TRUEX process shown in the far right hand col-
in recognition of their different compositions and umn of Figure 2 has been identified as the most
that the pretreatment processes for the individual suitable process for this purpose. The CC waste
wastes are likely to be different, along with the has yet another unique characteristic that adds to
final disposal mechanisms, its processing difficulty. Because of the high con-

centration of organics, it will require some form ofThe NCAW was produced in the first separa-
tion cycle in the Plutonium Extraction or PUREX organic destruction. The current baseline plans
process. The NCAW sludge contains the actinides for processing these various wastes before final
and the strontium-90, while the NCAW supernate disposal are shown in Figures 3 through 5.
contains cesium-137. The NCAW is scheduled to Over the past year a number of significant
be the first waste type processed, issues have surfaced, requiring a reexamination of

the baseline technology. Questions have arisenThe NCRW came from the PUREX process
via a chemical decladding removal step where the such as are we ready to start building the vitrifi-
zirconium cladding is dissolved off of the fuel cation plant? What are the unknowns and uncer-
before the fuel itself is dissolved. The NCRW tainties? What are the unknowns with what's in

the tanks? How well can we pretreat the waste?sludge contains primarily zirconium with some
TRU, while the NCRW supernate as now identi- What uncertainties are there as a result of project-
fled is just a low-level waste with some ing results from the Defense Waste Processing
cesium-137. Facility (DWPF) at Savannah River which has not

started up yet? A risk assessment study of these
The CC waste was generated from the past issues identified a couple of key concerns.

strontium-cesium recovery operations. Its sludge
contains a lot of metal compounds, degraded First there is concern over the operability of
organic complexants, and precipitated TRU. The the B-Plant, a 45-year old facility. Washington
CC supernate contains cesium-137 and some TRU State and the GAO recently put out a report
solubilized by complexants, questioning the feasibility of using the B-Plant for

pretreatment of the waste. Th.ey do not feel the
The PFP waste came from the operation facility can be brought up to today's environ-

where the plutonium nitrate was converted into mental standards. So the above outlined baseline

metal buttons. The sludge has loadings of heavy program that depends on the use of that facility is
metals and contains TRU, while the PFP super- very, very shaky at the present time. There is alsohate is classified as a low-level waste. There is

concern over the funding profile that jeopardizes
little in the way of fission products, cesium, or our ability to support the TRUEX process and to
anything else in the PFP waste supernate, take it from pilot scale to full scale operation in a

Figure 2 shows the pretreatment processes timely fashion, and that other waste type treat-
that are currently identified in the baseline plan merit capabilities may not come on-line in time to
for the four waste types. For the NCAW the only provide continuity to the plan. There is concern
pretreatment technology now required is sludge that the vitrification plant would be brought on-
washing and cesium ion exchange. Both are line along with the pretreatment process for the
simple, well-proven technologies that have been NCAW waste, but then the facility would have to
used in prior years. WHC's goal is to identify as be shut down for a number of years waiting for
much waste as possible that will only require these pretreatment technology to be developed to allow
simple pretreatment steps in order to expedite treating the other three forms of waste. These
waste disposal through grout and vitrification, concerns have signaled the need for a complete
However, as also shown in Figure 2, the other pretreatment strategy revision which is now in
three waste types, because of the metal com- progress. A very detailed set of studies is under
pounds or transuranics content and the large way to look at ali the options that will allow us to
volume of sludge that exists in those wastes, will proceed with the mission of cleaning up the wastes
require some type of advanced separation to mini- and doing it in a cost- and technically effective
mize the amount of sludge that has to be proc- manner. The results of that study are to be
essed by the vitrification plant. To date, the
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Figure 2. Double Shell Tank Pretreatment Baseline
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completed in and transmitted to the Department maximize the amount of waste that can use the
of En,_r_yin mid-October and then to the State of simple existing technologies in order to provide
Washinglon in Decedlber of this year. So the base- the maximum amount of feed to the vitrification
line pre_reatment plan shown in Figure 2 is very plant. To do so we may have to move away from
likely to see significant changes in the next few the 1988 EIS in the sense that its structure covers
months, only DSTs and we're broadening our search and

One objective identified for the new study is options to include the SSTs as weil. It is now
to continue to implement the Hanford Defense believed the CC sludge as well as NCAW can use
Waste EIS, basically using glass and grout as final these simple pretreatment processes. Furthermore
waste disposal forms. Needed changes are not some of the SSTs appear to have wastes that are
foreseen in these two reference disposal mecha- similar to the NCAW. If sludge washing and ion
nisms. Another objective is to continue to exchange prove successful for some of these waste
support the December 1999 hot startup of the vit- types as well it would translate into upwards of

8 years of operation of the vitrification plantrification plant. That particular facility is seen as
the cornerstone of the cleanup effort at the before a new technology or new facility would be
Hanford Site. It will be the first time waste is required to support pretreatment operations.

actually removed from the tanks and something While the early pretreatment phase is pro-
done with it in a permanent fashion. Conse- ceding the intermediate and longer range tech-
quently, the December 1999 date is a very impor- nologies and new pretreatment facilities that are
rant milestone to WHC and the State of needed for the other waste types can be devel-
Washington, and every possible effort will be oped. The intermediate term processes will focus
made to meet it technically and to do so in a cost- on some wastes types that could go directly to the
effective way. vitrification phmt but because of chromium and/or

We also want to have a strategy that will allow high zirconimz: content it really is not cost-
us to utilize new technologies in our pretreatment effective becarae the chromium and zirconium will
processes as they are developed here and else- require the waste loading in the glass to be

reduced. So the intermediate term _s looking forwhere. As mentioned earlier it is likely we will no
longer be able to plan on using B-Plant for waste ideas for stripping these chemicals from the wastes
pretreatment. However, we don't believe it is that would then allow the rest of the material to
possible to fund and build a major new pretreat- be sent to the vitrification plant. This would per-
ment facility at the same time we are building mit greater utility of the vitrification facility
HWVP. For this reason our plan is to try to do beyond the 8 years described above.
as much early pretreatment processing as possible However, over the long range, some new type
in existing facilities or in the tanks themselves, or of pretreatment facility will be needed, using a
maybe in a small annex to the vitrification plant, process such as TRUEX, to perform dissolution
and then look at building a new pretreatment and separation for both the remaining large
facility somewhere downstream and bring new volume of DST and the SST wastes. The long-
technology into that facility. Fil.ally, we also want term goal is to be able to do enough separations
to consider ali stakeholders vah es in any new of high-level and low-level waste so that all of the
plans. The stakeholders are W_.'stinghouse,DOE- glass processing can be performed in a single vitri-
RL, DOE Headquarters, the State of Washington, fication facility. In order to avoid having to build
the EPA, and the Indian nations. This will help another vitrification plant, feed volumes to it will
ensure that the conclusions drawnwill support the have to be reduced to coincide with a 30- to
values that those stakeholders consider to be 40-year plant operating time to handle ali of the
important. Hanford wastes. This strategy is summarized

Some of our recent studies, summarized in graphically in Figure 7. At the top of the figure
Figure 6, consider a three-pronged pretreatment the DST waste is shown, followed in turn by the
consisting of an early pretreatment phase where early processing phase, the intermediate, and
proven technology is used, i.e., sludge washing and longer range phases. The early phases depict
ion exchange followed by two additional phases sludge washing, filtration and ion exchange as
requiring new technologies. Our goal is to being the only ne._led technology. A number of
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Figure 6. Pretreatment Strategy
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facility options are being considered in the study, processes are being developed. Intermediate term
including the B-Plant, an AR vault which is an old processing facilities being evaluated include an
tank vault system near the B-Plant, an annex to annex to the vitrification plant, in-tank processes,
the vitrification plant, in-tank processing for and NPFs. For longer range options using
sludge washing in the tanks themselves thus miti- TRUEX, SREX, or other advanced techniques for
gating the need to move it to another facility to sludge dissolution and separation, we will be
allow that to happen, and a new processing looking primarily at a new processing facility. So
facility (NPF). The NPF is not very likely since it our goal here is to provide for continuous opera-
woul4 be competing with money for the vitrifica- tion of the vitrification plant in a logical time
tion plant itself. In-tank processing appears to be sequence manner. The intermediate and long
the preferred option at this time. range technology will req_,.a'e time to develop, but

The primary focus of the study is to try to find in the interim the simple oFeration of sludge
cost-effective existing facilities or small annexes washing and ion exchange will provide the steady
that would allow the early processing to move progress needed to meet the overall goals of the
forward while intermediate and long-term Hanford Waste Management Plan.

Ronald J. Bliss is the Vice President of Restoration and Remediation for

Westinghouse Hanford Company. His responsibilities include waste manage-
ment, environmental restoration, surplus facilities management, decontamina-
tion and decommissioning, and the Hanford Waste Vitrification Project.
Mr. Bliss received a Bachelor's degree in engineering from the U.S. Naval
Academy and a Master's in math from the U.S. Naval Post Graduate School.
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Advanced Technology
Michael K. Korenko (a)

Most of the radioactive wastes produced at of gallons. Of ali the radioactivity that has been
Hanford are stored in underground single- and produced at the Hanford Site, 99.99% of it is still
double-shell tanks (SSTs and DSTs). There are in the tanks where it is supposed to be. In other
177 of these tanks, containing roughly 250,000 words, most of the releases were controlled and
cubic meters of waste, the planned waste management objectives met.

Figure 1 represents the total :umulative liquid One of the Site challenges is to remove the
waste volume generated over th_ years on the radioactivity from the crib-generated soil plumes.
Hanford Site. As shown in the figure, the tanks Because the soil is sandy in nature, much of the
contain only 20% of the total volume, mainly contamination is naturally concentrated or
because the total volume was mostly water, which retained and an easier target for remediation than
was disposed of into cribs, holding ponds, or even the actual water plume. So while using soil-
the Columbia River. That was deemed to be rela- washing techniques to remove the contaminants is
tively safe and the approved strategy of disposal at certainly an important objective, the DSTs and
the time. Today this would not be allowed; fur- SSTs are the primary focus of the Site clean-up
ther treatment would be required to reduce the activities.

concentration of contaminants. If the accidental In terms of the radionuclide content, there are
spills from, say, corroding tanks are added to the three or four elements in the tanks of particular
total releases shown in Figure 1, they really could concern; the transuranics with 7 x 10-4weight
not be seen on the scale of these tens of millions

A L/h .01%
I

LS o

VOLUME RADIOACTIVITY
DISTRIBUTION DISTRIBUTION

(a) WestinghouseHanfordCompany,Richland,Washington
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percent; cesium and strontium with 3 x 10"4; and standard extraction technique, for example
technetium; which is such a devil in the commer- TRUEX, developed at Argonne National

cial fuel arena, with 10 x 10"4. These ali add up to Laboratory for separating transuranics, requires
20 parts per million. If ali the other fission pH adjustment.

content in the tanks is added, the value is 2 or While the primary waste separations thrust is
3 times higher, so these are very dilute materials, to remove the transuranies, some secondary separa-
In one sense this makes it easier for some remedi- tions are also needed. Cesium and strontium are

ation techniques and more difficult for others. So particularly troublesome because they create
that's the challenge--to develop technology to excess heat which is a potential problem in grout.
remove small amounts of hazardous material that Since they only have a relatively short half life
are contained in low concentrations in large they are basically decayed in 300 years. The
volumes of material, primarily located in the tanks chromium and zirconium are deleterious to the

or in secondary streams from, for example, soil glass properties and, therefore, need to be
washing, removed; otherwise dilution is required, which

The basic strategy is to dispose of the sepa- increases significantly the number of glass logs to
rated wastes in one of two different forms, low- neutralize their deleterious effects. The cost per
level and high-level waste. The low-level waste is glass log is a very significant number, about

packaged and disposed of as grout, while high- $1 million, so there is a very strong cost driver to
level waste is vitrified and packaged as glass and remove chromium and zirconium.

disposed of in glass canisters and sent to a deep The organic complexants, depending upon
geologic repository. As much waste volume as their type, may be compatible with grout, but
possible will be put into the grout form because it others won't be. If we are trying to look at grout
is a much lower cost disposal medium. The cur- integrity, we don't want the uncertainty of trying

rent grout process can do the job, but the cost to analyze the number of unknown complexants.
associated with the current processing could be $2 This is why the organic destruction techniques are

to $4 billion in capital costs, maybe even higher, very important. The nickel cesium ferrocyanide is
The annual operating costs will probably be about a tank safety concern. Here is an example of
$1 billion plus. If you multiply the annual where to solve one issue, removing Cs, we have
operating costs by the number of years of opera- created another. In some cases, the methodolo-

tion you arrive at some pretty heavy numbers, gies exist to accomplish the needeat separations,
Also, it's almost a natural law that as we go into e.g., the TRUEX. It exists, but is it scaleable to a

these more stable glass forms, the total waste pilot- and production-scale process? TRUEX has
volume is increasing. Of course, the radiological been taken through a conceptual stage, the dry
content only changes in accordance with its lab, the wet lab, ap.d scale-up. We are in t.,_e

natural decay rate. But if you put it in grout, you mode now of trying to determine just how scale-
are diluting the activity by a factor of 3. Glasses able TRUEX is to a real production mode.
also dilute the activity, but like grouting, they con-
tribute to a net increase in volume of waste. We The cesium extraction is a standard ion

wish there was a better way than having to keep exchange process; the strontium extraction is a

expanding the waste volume in order to stabilize it newer generation separation method which
to a more permanent disposal form. employs a solvent extraction technique. You can

go right down the list of fission materials and start
The processes that are employed are dissolu- inventing new processes, and as you do, even

tion, solid-liquid separation, solvent extraction, though we don't use the NRC criteria, you can see
and grouting or vitrification. In the course of the yourself evolving from high-level waste to low-
processing, the pH is adiusted. Sometimes we go level class C, B, A, and even lower, depending how
from basic to acidic and back into basic, but every successful you are. As you do that, then the large
time you do this you generally increase waste volume of remaining solvent becomes more and
volume, where you are adding sodium hydroxide more innocuous. There is a real benefit to this

and nitric acid. Every time you take one of these approach, particularly since what you leave in the
steps, the net penalty is more waste volume. The ground in any form is left for the next generations.
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So there is a real incentive to partition to remove In dealing with these massive voluxaes of
and minimize the volume of these hazardous wastes, we really are looking for simplicity as
materials. Most people that play the partitioning much as possible. Simple flowsheets, which work
game make an error in that they focus on what very well over a wide range of feed compositions,
they are extracting. It's a natural tendency. Look are essential since we do have a wide range of
what I have extracted. The proper statement compositions in the tanks. Having processes that
is--look at what you've left behind because that's are too specific is not necessarily that valuable
where all the volume is and that's where all the because they are not likely to be flexible enough.
costs are. And ff you look at all the bad Ideally, we'd like to have something that has a
actors---the radioactive bad actors in the total wide range of operability with simple flowsheets.
Hanford waste arena--there is probably 7 cu. yds., We're very cautious about processing methods that
enough for a large dump truck, ff you could get it require the addition of other chemicals since we
in there. The key is can you partition cost- don't want to get in that situation where we put in
effectively to get it in there. The rest would be ferrocyanide in to remove the cesium and in so
just water, chemical organics, and salts, doing created another problem. At Hanford a lot

One technique that has potential is selective of our serious problems are in fact a result of
crystallization. There is a lot of sodium nitrate in chemical techniques used in the past that pro-
the tanks, mixed with much other material. If it duced hazardous residues and byproducts. So we

are not particularly anxious to mix the differentcan be selectively precipitated out as very pure
sodium nitrate, then we have made a significant types of wastes. We don't want to make some-
reduction in the amount of waste. Selected oxida- thing a listed waste that isn't. If we are trying to
tion is another relatively new concept for facili- look for processes to extract radioactive material,
taring separations. By changing the oxidation but it changes to a mixed waste, that has really

hurt us quite a bit, so be cognizant of that.state of a material it may be rendered more
amenable to subsequent treatment and separation The bottom line is low-cost facilities and low
as, for example, by molecular recognition tech- operating costs of these facilities. We already
niques. Changing the oxidation state of an ion have a concept for the design of a major canyon
could be coupled with selective separation tech- processing center, and the other end of that, of
niques in a two-phase process, course, is in-tank processing. Somewhere in

There are opportunities for physical separation between is the truth. But looking at the impacts
too. The tanks contain sludge, and the sludge of a technique on the type of facilities is a kind of

direction. We are taking new information andcontains multiple phases including a range of com-
positions. Flotation, filtration, and distillation are trying to determine what the impact would be.
some of the standard techniques that may be Does the approach produce useful byproducts?
applicable to the tank wastes. Selective dissolu- As an example, can the sodium nitrate, mixed with
tion is another technique which, in conjunction other compounds and heated, be feedstock for
with pH adjustment and temperature, could selec- grout? Since grout is needed for part of the
tively take things in and out of solution. The use process, that would be really helpful. Trying to
of chelating agents to selectively complex and take one waste form and use it as fee_lstock for
separate metals is another interesting approach the rest is being investigated as a solution which
which lends itself to potential tank processing produces no net volume change. Any process that

will reduce the terminal waste volume is verystrategies. For example, if you could produce a
tailored receptor for a series of different isotopes good, too.
or targeted materials, one could envision sort of a
closed system where you are pumping the tank
contents through the different chelating agents
and recycling back to the tank.
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Michael tC Korenko is Vice President of Engineered Applications at
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Science and Technology Perspective

Michael L. Knotek (a)

Hanford Science and Technology Basicresearchprograms addressing issuesrelevant
to the DOE provide a knowledge base to support

Largely because of the awareness of the effects this RDDT&E, but this in turn relies on the much
of hazardous contaminants on health and the broader base of knowledge generated by the basic
degree to which these contaminants can persist research community at large. The Hanford mis-
and transport in the environment, there is an ever- sion is too complex to be successful without the
increasing appreciativn of the impact that our involvement of the basic research community.
actions may have on future generations. There is The mission is also too large and complex to be
an increasing need to reduce both the volume and successful without the technology innovations
hazard potential of materials discharged to the from the technology and industrial community.
environment. Faced with the legacy of 50 years of

production missions, Hanford represents both a Linkage of Hanford Problems to
great challenge it_ the cleanup of past waste, and
an opportunity as a proving ground for the future. Science and Technology
Much of what is learned in the cleanup of Figure 3 shows the interrelationship among
Hanford and other DOE sites will help minimize the operational, technology development, and
future waste generation in processes used research programs. The breadth of the remedia-
throughout our economy, tion problems at Hanford requires a wide spec-

The Hanford cleanup will proceed over several trum of technologies and capabilities. In general,
decades and involve a series of complex decisions, the development and application of these tech-
Major factors in these decisions are the public, or nologies can be greatly facilitated by a better
institutional expectations, the engineering and understanding of the underlying scientific pheno-
application aspects, and science and technology; mena which control their performance. This work-
science, technology, and policy must come shop is to explore in some detail the potential
together (Figure 1). Science and technology will applications and underlying phenomena of one of
provide new options for application and the these areas---separations. Separations can have an
knowledge to support the mutual understanding enormous impact; innovations of both a revolu-
among the various parties that will be required to tionary and evolutionary nature are needed. A
make lasting decisions, wide range of separation technologies will be

needed in order to deal with the tremendous com-

Basic Research Is the Foundation plexity of the problem; a sound knowledge of the
underlying principles will be required not only to

for DOE Cleanup support development but also to form the basis of
A series of activities support the science and making good decisions. As we go through the

technology part of the equation (Figure 2). There inevitable process of changing "baselines" to
are detailed activities focused on Hanford-specific accommodate changes in understanding of both
problems and options which, in turn, are sup- the technical and social aspects of our cleanup
ported by broader research, development, demon- mission, this decision-making aspect will become
stration, testing and evaluation (RDDT&E) pro- increasingly important, and requires information
grams addressing DOE's waste issues in general, flow both vertically and horizontally on this

diagram.

(a) PacificNorthwestLaboratory,Richland,Washington
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1,500 Identified Waste Sites
• 900,000 Cubic Meters of "Hot" Waste
• 69 Million Curies of Radioactive Waste
• 1.4 Billion Cubic Meters of

Contaminated Soil

DOE Needs

DOE Basic Research O01EKnowledge _ase

Basi_ ReSearch (_orn_unity 9cientit

R9302060.2

Figure 2. Basic Research Is the Fundation for DOE Cleanup
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Hanford Waste Constituents magnitude reduction in the amount of glass
volume that would have to be sent to a repository,

Both revolutionary and evolutionary advance- but it also results in a lot of grout.
ments in separations technology can have an

enormous impact on the Hanford mission because Single-Shell Tank Wastesof the basic nature of our waste (Figure 4). It is
important to realize that most of our problems The sketch in Figure 6 will help place the
stem from just a few parts per million of highly volumes in perspective. The radioactive contents
radioactive constituents, and maybe a few parts of the SSTs would cover a football field _'ith an
per thousand of toxic metals such as chrome and inch or so of radionuclides. As a result of various
mercury. [Note: Chrome is only toxic in certain actions over the history of the SSTs, the total
forms. Mercury is probably the most toxic of the volume of waste in the tanks would cover the field
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)- to a depth of about 75 feet. The volume of glass
listed toxic metals but it exists at Hanford at a frit imported to make glass would add another
much lower level than chrome.] These constitu- 3 feet. Addition of the grout results in a column
ents are embedded in wastes that are either of more than 300 feet if it is required that the
dest_ctible or are elements such as sodium which, grout be able to immobilize the low-level stream
although hazardous in concentrated form, are to the extent that any groundwater coming in
quite common to our environment and easy to contact with it would remain drinking water
deal with. To the extent that these constituents quality. This volume could be substantially
can be separated and dealt with according to their reduced to a column only a few hundred feet high
relative needs, our job can be greatly simplified, if engineered barriers, which have their own

problems, can be developed to reduce the possi-
"Reference" Scenario Used for SST bility of groundwater interaction.

Study Volume and Cost Reductions for
The waste contained in the single-shell tanks Both Glass and Grout

(SSTs) can be considered for purposes of illustra-
tion (Figure 5). There are about 140,000 cubic Effective separation technologies could possi-
meters of process waste in these tanks. One bility achieve enormous volume reductions by
option for remediation of the tanks is to remove removing the troublesome constituents from the
and immobilize the waste. These wastes contain waste (Figure 7). Often these troublesome con-
transuranics, strontium, cesium, and technetium, stituents are not hazardous but affect the stability
etc. Incorporation of ali of this waste in glass for of the waste form. In terms of practicality, how-
disposal in deep underground storage would be ever, it makes little difference whether the large
prohibitively expensive, both in terms of glass log waste volumes are the result of the "hazardous"
production costs and demands upon repository nature or the "troublesome" nature. This figure
space. One option is wash the waste, sending the continues with our example of a SST option, lt

' mostly dissolved sodium nitrate, a low-activity was developed to see how the volumes could be
waste stream, for immobilization in grout, leaving reduced if "ideal" or "perfect" separations were
the solids which contain most of the radioactivity available. The grout volume of 6 to 7 million
for incorporation in glass logs. This still leaves cubic meters corresponds to our 3500-foot support
too much volume to be incorporated in glass, so a column for a football field. Grout volumes could
further step could be an acid wash of the sludge, be successively reduced by destruction of the
leaving a reduced amount of highly radioactive nitrates, more complete removal of the techne-
solids for glass. Separations are then used to tium, iodine, strontium, and cesium; while the
remove the excessive radioactive elements from glass volumes could be reduced by better separa-
the acid wash stream before i' is neutralized and tions to remove elements affecting glass stability
sent to grout. The separation efficiencies indi- from the feed stream. Of course, the ultimate
cated are based on expected performance of tech- reduction would come from completely removing
nology which is (essentially) presently available, the very small amount of radioactive and
This option provides for more than an order of
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Figure 4. Hanford Waste Constituents
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Figure 5. Reference Scenario Used for Single-Shell Tank System Study
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Figure 6. Single-Shell Tank Wastes
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hazardous constituents from the waste, leaving Experience has shown that even subtle phe-
only a small residual of high-level waste. This nomena and mechanisms can easily change decon-
"ultimate"scenario actually amounts to purifica- tamination factors from numbers like one million
tion of the waste, as opposed to recovery e _ :on- to numbers like one hundred. For example, a
stituents. The process streams would have to be major portion of this conference will focus on
extremely low in residual content, ranging from selective sequestering agents because of the high
10-5 to 2 x 10"sweight percent, for a Class A low- selectivity and decontamination factors this tech.
level waste. In addition to the volume reduction nology offers. Competing reactions form organic
incentive, there is a large cost incentive. The complexants in the waste, and bypass mechanisms
waste form production and disposal costs such as colloids, as well as factors such as specia-
associated with these volumes for the SST wastes tion, can make the difference between succe_ and
alone are estimated to be in excess of $10 billion, failure for these approaches. The potential pay-
This consideration has been based upon a off is very high so these approaches must be
simplistic model of the SSTs. They are not pursued. Therefore, it is important to identify and
identical, and the composition is heterogenous and gain understanding of the potentially interfering
poorly known. Actions taken for different tanks, mechanisms.
or even regions of tanks, may be different.

However, the analysis is qualitatively accurate in Waste Management Options
that the incentive for revolutionary advancement (Network of Systems, Technology
to enable complete separation is obvious. A large
incentive is also evident for evolutionary changes and Science)
in separation technologies. Even small I have used the tank wastes as an example to
improvements can have high payoff, and there are illustrate the incentive for both revolutionary and
numerous situations where such improvements are evolutionary advances, as well as the complexities
called for. that will be encountered developing these

advances. Figure 9 shows a little about the pro-
Waste Tank Constituents cusses by which these advances might be made and

A consideration of the complexity of the tanks implemented. It is important to note that there
provides a reality check on the feasibility of the are a number of problems being addressed on a
application of advanced technology. Figure 8 is a broad front and on different time lines. The
picture of the inside of one of the double-shell DSTs, for example, actually consist of a number of
tanks (DSTs). These tanks hold several different different waste streams each with their own
types of waste so there are major tank-to-tank separation requirements. Similarly, there are
differences. A major characterization effort has several types of "contaminated soils" and several
been ongoing and will continue for some time just different kinds of groundwater contamination.
to determine the contents of these tanks. In These different subsets are ali on their own
general, the tanks have a complicated history and timelines. For each case, system engineering
are inhomogeneous, consisting of several layers, studies of a spectrum of interrelated waste prob-
each containing mixtures of phases which are also lems will be used to support top level decisions
nonuniform. Most of the periodic table is (such as leave or retrieve) (Figure 10). As time
included in an almost infinite number of com- goes on the options will become narrowed and

more focused and decisions will be made at a
pounds and phases. Some basic questions are:
How do you even describe this on paper? What is lower and lower level. Also, as time goes on, the
the structure, or mineralogy, as well as the cumulative investment in earlier decisions
chemistry of the waste? How is it distributed? becomes larger. Poor decisions will be very
Can you even plan a processing scheme for any- expensive!!! The quality of these decisions will be
thing this complex? What are the myriad of inter- dependent on, among other things, our knowledge
actions that can occur during processing? of the limiting phenomena.
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Sound Scientific Foundation/ to make good decisions about the use of such
improvements (Figure 11). The mission is com-

Understanding Is Needed plex enough and long enough that things will

In summary, we are starting on a difficult surely change from the way we perceive them now.
mission that will continue for some time. There is So, in addition to the good decisions, we will need
a large incentive for technology improvements, a defense-in-depth or number of alternatives to
and just as important will be the need to be able accommodate surprises when they arise.

Unknown Regulatory/

Budget _ Performance

Limitations _ts

Affects of _-- _ InadequateTechnologies
Near-by - Characterization
Activities - Treatment
(e.g. facilities, Chemistry?
trenches, Thermodynamics?
cribs)? Physics?

Structural
Integrity?

Soil
Contamination? Groundwater Contamination?

Figure 11. Sound Scientific Foundation/Understanding Is Needed

Michael L. Knotek is Senior Science Director for Battelle's Pacific Northwest
Division. He is responsible for the Division's scientific activities in the
Northwest, including the establishment of research capabilities and programs
that respond to the needs of the nation and the region. Dr. Knotek received
his Ph.D. in physics from the University of California at Riverside.
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Hazardous Chemical and Radioactive Wastes at Hanford

J. F. Keller and T. L Stewart (a)

The Hanford Site was established in 1944 to loop. N Reactor is currently in cold standby.
produce plutonium for defense. During the past Radioactive species contained in the discharged
four decades, a number of reactors, processing cooling water came from two sources: 1) failed
facilities, and waste management facilities were fuel elements that released fission products and
built at Hanford for plutonium production. 2) activated metals present in the water.
Generally, Hanford's 100 Area was dedicated to To reduce the concentration of activation

reactor operation; the 200 Areas to fuel reprocess- products released to the river, a significant effort
ing, plutonium recovery, and waste management; was made in the early years to develop water pre-
and the 300 Area to fuel fabrication and research treatment that removed impurities susceptible to
and development. Wastes generated from these activation as the water passed through the primary
operations included highly radioactive liquid and secondary cooling systems. Chemicals were
wastes, which were discharged to single-and also used to prevent formation of corrosion pro-
double-shell tanks (SSTs and DSTs); solid wastes, ducts that could become activated and be trans-

including both transuranic (TRU) and low-level ported through the cooling water to the environ-
wastes, which were buried or discharged to ment. This water treatment was the primary
caissons; and waste water containing low- to source of hazardous chemicals that are found in
intermediate-level radioactivity, which was dis- the soil column and groundwater today, although
charged to the soil column via near-surface liquid other operational activities contributed to the
disposal units such as cribs, ponds, and retention releases.
basins. Virtually ali of the wastes contained haz- Chemicals used in the 100 Area include alumi-
ardous chemicals as well as radioactive constitu-

num sulfate, ammonia, ammonium hydroxide,
ents. This paper will focus on the hazardous
chemical components of the radioactive mixed ammonium copper sulfate, chloride, hydrazide,
waste generated by plutonium production at morpholine, polyacrylamide, sodium oxylate,sodium dichromate, sodium sulfamate, sodium
Hanford. The processes, chemicals used, methods
of disposition, fate in the environment, and sulfate, sodium hydroxide, sulfamic acid, sulfuricacid, trichlorotrifluoroethane, potassium borate.
actions being taken to clean up this legacy are

The uses and disposition of these chemicals are
described by location, shown in Table 1.

100 Area - Reactor Operations 100 Area - Current or Planned Cleanup

The reactors are located on the northern edge Actions

of the Hanford Site, very near the Columbia Although characterization activities within the
River. Enriched uranium fuel was irradiated 100 Area are in their infancy, some contaminant
primarily to produce plutonium. The huge plumes are of immediate interest. Examples
volumes of cooling water that were required for

this operation were pumped from the Columbia include the presence of strontium at elevatedlevels in the N Springs area. Chromium from the
River and discharged after use to the soil column dichromate treatment is found above drinking
and the river. The early reactors (designated B, water standards in groundwater at several loca-
D, F, H, DR, C, KW, and KE) used once-through tions. Nitrates are prevalent, and trichlorethylene
cooling systems. These reactors have ali been has been found in one area with strontium and
decommissioned. N Reactor used a closed cooling nitrate. The soils near the retention basins,

trenches, and ponds may contain fission products
(a) PacificNorthwestLaboratory,Richland,Washington
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Table 1. Use and Disposition of Chemicals Generated from Reactor Operations in
Hartford's I00 Area

Chemical Use Disposition

Aluminum Flocculant in filtered water Sulfate discharged to the Columbia;
sulfate production aluminum trapped in filters and

discharged to ponds in backwash

Ammonium Controlled pH of water in Small quantities sent to ponds
hydroxide primary cooling systems

Chlorine Algicide for potable water Chloride ion discharged to cribs or
sanitary tile fields

Hydrazide Controlled oxygen concentration Small quantities sent to cribs or to
in cooling systems the Columbia River

Morpholine Controlled pH in the secondary Small quantities sent to the
cooling systems Columbia River

Polyacrylamide Filter aid and coagulant in the Backwash discharged to ponds
filtered water production

Sodium Reduced corrosion in once- Discharged to retention basins
dichromate through cooling water

Sodium Regeneration of anion resins in
hydroxide demineralized water plant and

cleaning columns in KE Reactor

Sulfuric acid Regeneration of cation resin in Discharged to ponds
demineralization water plant

Sodium Decontamination of dummy fuel
dichromate, elements
sodium
oxylate, and
sodium
sulfamate

and chemicals used in the reactor operations; Removal could include extracting groundwater,
however, the concentration, speciation, and which would then require above-ground treatment;
cleanup requirements are not well known, because many of the contaminant problems are

No ongoing restoration actions are being radionuclide or heavy metals, separation tech-
taken for these problems currently. Characteriza- niques will be required. Although cleanup limits
tion is under way, and some waste sites have been have not been established, drinking water start-
considered for expedited response actions. Two dards can be used for evaluating restoration tech-
actions that are very likely to be considered for an nologies. Removal could also include excavation
expedited response are isolation or removal, and above-ground treatment _f soils and buried
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wastes; this treatment may also include separation Bismuth Phosphate Process

steps to reduce volumes before final treatr,tent and The bismuth phosphate process operated from
disposal. 1944 to 1956 and included the following steps

200 Areas - Fuel Reprocessing (Ballinger and Hall 1989):
• Sodium nitrate solution was used to keep

Several separation processes used in fuel plutonium in the +4 oxidation state.

reprocessing were conducted in the 200 Areas. • Bismuth nitrate and phosphoric acid were
Most of the 200 Area plants were used to chem- added to cause the bismuth phosphate to
icaUyextract plutonium from fuel; other plants '- precipitate, carrying the plutonium with it.were used to convert extracted uranium. For

example, T and B Plants used a bismuth- * The precipitate was centrifuged to recover
phosphate separation process to service B, D, and solids, and the liquid waste was sent to the
F Reactors. S Plant and A Plant used the tanks.

reduction-oxidation (REDOX) and plutonium- • Nitric acid was used to dissolve the precipitate.

uranium extraction (PUREX) separation proc- • Dichromate solution was used to adjust the
esses, respectively, to service the remaining plutonium valence to +6, causing bismuth
reactors. C Plant was used to obtain experimental phosphate to precipitate with plutonium leR in
data on separation processes and equipment. In solution.
the U and UO 3 Plants, uranium was recovered

This process was repeated twice.from stored bismuth phosphate wastes and con-
verted to oxide. The dilute plutonium solution was concen-

Ali fuel separation processes involved dis- trated in the following steps:
solving fuel jackets in sodium hydroxide for alumi- • Sodium bismuthate was used to oxidize dilute
num jackets or ammonium fluoride-nitrate solu- plutonium solution.

tions for zirconium-clad fuels. The resulting • Phosphoric acid was added; plutonium
irradiated uranium metal was dissolved in nitric remained in solution and impurities were
acid and multiple purification operations were precipitated as a by-product.
conducted on the resulting nitrate solutions.

• Centrifuges were used to separate the precipi-
Liquid effluents from fuel reprocessing were tate; nitric acid was used to dissolve the by-

sent to tanks, cribs, and ponds. The highly radio- product, which was then neutralized and
active liquid wastes, which contained chemical disposed of in the tanks.

constituents, were sent to SSTs and DSTs for • Hydrogen fluoride and lanthanum salt were
long-term storage. Intermediate- and low-level
waste waters containing up to 100 t_Ci/mL fission added to the plutonium solution, which again
products were discharged to the soil column; precipitated impurities as a by-product. The
chemical constituents contained in these streams by-product was dissolved by centrifuging with

nitric acid, neutralized, and sent to the tanks.were not considered in the decisions to release
them to soils. Cooling water and steam conden- • Oxalic acid, hydrogen fluoride, and lanthanum
sates were sent to the ponds. If the cooling water salt were added to precipitate plutonium and
was contaminated with radionuclides, it was lanthanum fluoride. The mixture was centri-
diverted to the cribs. Process condensates and fuged, and the waste solution was neutralized
other slightly 7adioactive streams were discharged and sent to the tanks.
to cribs. Liq',,_dwastes from the Isolation and • Potassium hydroxide was used to wash and
Concentration Buildings were sent to drywells and then digest plutonium and lanthanum fluoride
cribs. Nonaqueous liquid wastes were disposed of cake to form plutonium hydroxide.

in trenches that were then backfilled. • Centrifuges were used to separate the solid
The major processes and the chemicals used plutonium hydroxide, which was then dissolved

for each process are described in the following in nitric acid to form plutonium nitrate as a
sections, product.
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• The plutonium nitrate was transferred to the PUREX Process

Isolation Building for purification. The PUREX Process operated from 1956 to
In the purification process, ammonium sulfite 1972; operations were resumed in 1983. In 1990,

was added to reduce hexavalent plutonium, and the PUREX facility was shut down for repairs and
sulfate was added to provide conditions for rapidly has not been restarted. Chemicals used in the

settling plutonium peroxide. Plutonium was pre- PUREX process included aluminum nitrate,
cipitated as a peroxide using hydrogen peroxide; ammonium fluoride-ammonium nitrate, cadmium
nitric acid was used to dissolve precipitate for the nitrate, caustic sodium hydroxide, ferric nitrate,
next purification step. Uranium was not recovei'ed ferrous sulfamate, hydrazide, hydroxylamine
in this process; it was discharged to the tanks and nitrate, nitric acid, normal paraffin hydrocarbon,
later recovered in a special campaign conducted at oxalic acid, potassium fluoride, potassium
U Plant. (See the section on the tributyl hydroxide, potassium permanganate, sodium
phosphate process.) nitrite, sodium carbonate, sugar, sulfamic acid,

sulfuric acid, tartaric acid, and tributyl phosphate.

REDOX Process In the PUREX process, as in the REDOX
The REDOX process operated from 1952 to process, the uranium, plutonium, and neptunium

1966 and included the following steps (Ballinger were separated from the fission products and
and Hall 1989): recovered. Nitric acid recovery, organic solvent

• Aluminum jackets were removed and the fuel decontamination, and waste concentration were
dissolved. A plutonium valence state of +6 incorporated into the process. Ammonium
was chemically maintained, fluoride-ammonium nitrate solution was used to

dissolve the zirconium-cladding on the fuel
• Nitrate solution containing plutonium and elements and nitric acid was used to dissolve the

uranium was fed to an extraction column in declad fuel elements. Tributyl phosphate in
which hexone (MIBK) was used to extract kerosene was used as an organic solvent to sepa-
both plutonium and uranium, rate uranium, plutonium, and neptunium from the

• Aluminum nitrate was added as a salt forming acid solution. Waste streams from this process
agent to enhance extraction in the hexone included cladding, organic wash, and high-level
column, wastes, which were sent to the tanks (Ballinger

• Plutonium- and uranium-bearing hexone was and Hall 1989).
contacted with an aluminum nitrate solution

containing ferrous ions in a second column Tributyl Phosphate Process

where the plutonium was reduced to +3 and The tributyl phosphate process was used from
extracted to aqueous solution. 1952 to 1958 to recover uranium from the tank

• Uranium-bearing hexone was contacted with wastes. In this process, tank wastes from the
plain water in a third column. The uranium bismuth phosphate process were slurried and sent
solution was concentrated and sent through to U Plant, where a process similar to PUREX
two more cycles of solvent extraction, and its was used to recover uranium. Tributyl phosphate
volume was reduced by evaporation, was used to extract uranium. The resulting uranyl

• Nitric acid and sodium dichromate were added nitrate was converted to uranium oxide by calcina-

to the aqueous plutonium solution from the tion at the UO 3 Plant (Ballinger and Hall 1989).
second extraction cycle to oxidize plutonium to
the +4 or +6 states for further hexone 200 Areas - Z Plantlutonium
extractions. Finishing

• The purified plutonium was shipped to the The recouplex process was used from 1955 to
Plutonium Finishing Plant. 1962 and was later used in the Plutonium
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Reclamation Facility from 1965 to 1985. Chemi- The REDOX and PUREX wastes were more con-
cais used in plutonium reclamation and finishing centrated, and the waste boiled during the radio-
included aluminum nitrate nonahydrate, calcium active decay. The tanks had facilities to remove
metal, carbon tetrachloride, caustic, dibutyl butyl condensates, entrained liquids, and particles; the
phosphanate, hydrazide, hydrogen fluoride, hydro- resulting liquid wastes were sent to the cribs.
gen peroxide, hydroxylamine sulfate, liquid nitro- Cesium and strontium were removed from the
gell, magnesium oxide, mercuric nitrate, nitric tank wastes at B Plant to reduce heat generation
acid, oxalic acid, potassium permanganate, soda in the tanks. This process had two benefits: first,
ash, sodium nitrate, sodium nitrite, and tributyl it allowed for concentration of the remaining
phosphate. The following describes the recouplex waste to increase available tank capacity, and
process (Ballinger and Hall 1989): second, it allowed for potential reuse of these

• Nitric acid-hydrofluoric acid was used to radionuclides.

dissolve the plutonium solids. Other tank management activities to optimize
® Tributyl phosphate-carbon tetrachloride was tank capacity focused on in-tank scavenging of

used for solvent extraction, strontium and cesium and reducing the volume of

• Aluminum nitrate was used as a salting agent bismuth phosphate wastes. Scavenging reduced
for selective extraction of plutonium, the concentration of strontium and cesium in the

supernatant liquids, allowing the liquids to be
• Dibutyl butyl phosphonate was used to recover handled as low-level waste water. Typically, this

americium. Oxalic acid was used to precipi- waste water was sent to evaporators and only the
tate plutonium as an oxalate, which was then condensates were released to cribs. Uranium was

calcined to an oxide, recovered using the tributyl phosphate process
• Hydrofluoric acid was used to convert between 1952 and 1958. Evaporator capacity was

plutonium to fluoride, which was then mixed exceeded with both uranium recovery and in-tank
with calcium metal in a pro_ess to convert to scavenging activities, so waste scavenged to
plutonium metal, remove long-lived fission products was discharged

• Iron, calcium, and magnesium waste from the to the cribs between 1954 and 1957. The wastes
plutonium metal process was dissolved in discharged to the soil column included chloride,
nitric acid for disposal, ferrocyanide, hydroxide, nitrate, phosphate,

sodium, sulfate, and uranium.
Effluents from Z Plant contained high concentra-
tions of metallic nitrates. These were initially To reduce the volume of the bismuth phos-
discharged to the cribs and later stored in the phate wastes, the following process was used:
tanks. • Second-decontamination-cycle supernatants

were sent to cribs, starting in 1948.

200 Areas - Tank Waste • Beginning in 1951, first-decontamination-cycle
Management wastes were concentrated by evaporation and

condensates were sent to the cribs.
Tank waste management through the history

of Hanford operations has included managing • A limited volume of first-cycle supernatant was
high-heat tanks, modifying operations to optimize sent to the trenches in 1953.
tank capacity, and stabilizing tanks to avoid Chemicals discharged to the soil with these
adverse effects from tank leaks, practices potentially included ammonium nitrate,

Maintenance of high-heat tanks has entailed bismuth phosphate, chromium nitrates, lanthium
managing condensates and removing cesium and fluoride, manganese nitrate, potassium hydroxide,

sodium aluminate, sodium fluoride, sodium
strontium. The bismuth phosphate waste gener-
ated radioactive decay heat. Reflux condensers hydroxide, sodium nitrate, sodium nitrite, and
returned any evaporated material to the tanks, sodium silicate.
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To reduce the volume of the PUREX Plant from the soil column using soil-gas extraction.
wastes in the tanks, carbonate and organic wastes The underlying groundwater contains carbon tetra-
were segregated. After segregation, sufficient heat chloride, and the response action is intended to
was generated from the remaining waste to start reduce the source term feeding this plume. From
boiling in 1956. Boil-off began to exceed input by a future treatment perspective, the carbon tetra-
1957, making it necessary to add water. Conden- chloride plume overlaps other plumes in the
sates were sent to cribs. 200 Areas that contain nitrate and uranium.

Finally, tank waste management has included These plumes have the potential to be treated in
stabilizing SSTs. Stabilization has included situ, because they are farther from the river than
removal of free liquid, which has been transferred either the 100 or 300 Areas.
to DSTs for storage before they are treated and Solid wastes were also buried in the 200
disposed of. In some cases, diatomaceous earth, Areas. These wastes contain TRU and low-level
clay, and Portland cement were added to the tanks constituents, often mixed with hazardous constitu-
to absorb residual supernatant liquors. The pre- ents. Efforts are being made to characterize these
sence of these materials must be considered during wastes to determine the best method of retrieval
retrieval of tank waste and may influence the and treatment for final disposal. Subsequent work
choice of separations techniques used. will need to be done to evaluate treatment

methods. An overall systems approach to evalua-
200 Areas - Current and Planned tion and resolution of the problem is under way.

Cleanup Actions Facilities in the 200 Areas are currently
operating or in standby status, and process water

In the 200 Areas, millions of gallons of tank is being generated and discharged to the soil
wastes must be stabilized, treated, and disposed of. column. Water treatment options are being
For several years, efforts have been under way to studied in order to discontinue discharging to the
stabilize the SSTs, and currently, efforts are being soil column; separation technologies for above-
made to retrieve and treat selected DST wastes, ground treatment will be used. The waste gener-
Some low-activity wastes from these tanks are now ated during decommissioning and decontamination
being grouted and disposed of in subsurface con- of these facilities will be mixed waste; use of
crete vaults. Also, processes are being developed separation technologies for above-ground treat-
to separate other DST wastes before the low-level ment will probably be considered.
components are grouted and high-level compo-

nents are vitrified. Based on the chemicals used 300 Area - Fuel Fabrication
during fuel reprocessing, both SST and DST
wastes contain metal salts with nitrate salts From 1944 to 1971, aluminum-clad uranium
predominating; additionally, many tanks contain fuel was used in all the reactors at the Hanford
ferrocyanide and organics. Although DST flow- Site except the N Reactor. The fuels fabrication
sheets focus on waste retrieval and above-ground process included billet extrusion, cutting,
operations, options for SST waste remediation are degreasing, and canning. Molten baths were used
being considered currently. New techniques for during canning. Uranium chips were recovered,
in-tank as well as above-ground treatment could and tailings were turned into oxide and shipped
be considered, offsite.

Operations in the 200 Areas have also The N Reactor used zirconium-clad fuel in a
contaminated millions of cubic yards of soils, tube-in-tube design. The process steps included

which received water containing millions of • component cleaning using vapor degreasing
pounds of chel_Licalwastes. These soils and the with perchloroethylene, hydrofluoric-nitric acid
underlying groundwater need to be characterized etching and rinsing with deionized water
and assessed to determine the need for and type of

• billet assembly and preheatingremediation. Some characterization activities are
under way and one of the waste sites has been • extrusion to tubular fuel configuration using
identified as an expedited response action. This copper-silica jacket as the lubricant
action is for the removal of carbon tetrachloride
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• element shaping and cleaning, including Future Directions
sawing under water and nitric acid stripping of
the copper jacket The Hanford Site can greatly benefit from

focused separation science and technology as it
• chemical milling with nitric and sulfuric acid accomplishes its environmental management
• end cap welding mission. The Hanford mission is now focused on

• fuel heating and treatment in salt bath. environmental restoration and waste management.
Currently,waste minimization and pollution

During these operations, liquid effluents were prevention methods are increasingly being imple-
discharged to the process sewer that flowed to merited across the Site. A program has been initi-
unlined percolation ponds in early years. By the ated to discontinue the discharge of liquid to the
mid-1970s, the wastes were handled differently, soil column. Characterization activities are under
Neutralized acids were sent to concrete basins in
the 100 Area, and only waste water was discharged way. Technology development and the supportingscience are directed at environmental restoration
to the soil column via process trenches. These and waste management needs. New, innovative
trenches, which are still active, also receive some science and technology, such as advanced separa-
waste water from research laboratory activities. tions, is needed to treat the wastes in the tanks,
The ponds and trenches received the following facilities, and the soils and groundwater cost-
chemicals from the cooling water and low-level effectively and efficiently.
liquid wastes: ammonia, beryllium, cadmium,
copper, fluorine, hexone-bearing uranium, hydro- The following key constituents should be
fluoric acid, lead, manganese, mercury, nickel, considered in the development of separation
nitrate, nitric acid, nitrite, perchloroethylene, science and technology:
silver, sodium, sodium aluminate, sodium • Radionuclides: uranium, plutonium, tech-
hydroxide, sodium silicate, sulfuric acid, tri- netium, strontium, iodine, and transuranics

chloroethane, trichloroethylene, trivalent • Heavy Metals: chromium, lead, cadmium,
chromium, uranium, and zinc. copper, nickel, mercury, and silver

Also by the mid-1970s, the solvents were no • Anions: nitrates, nitrites, hydroxides, salts,
longer discharged to the soil column; instead, they and others
were concentrated in an evaporator, and the
resulting sludge was buried in the 200 Areas. • Organics: carbon tetrachloride, trichloro-

ethylene, PCBS, tributyl phosphate, ethylene

300 Area - Current and Planned diamine tetraacetie acid (EDTA), and others.
Separation science and technology should

Cleanup Actions focus on both in situ and ex situ methods. In situ
Because it is so close to the Columbia River methods could be applied within a tank, a solid

and the Richland municipal water treatment plant, waste site, or in the soils and groundwater. For
the 300 Area waste sites have been given high example, an in situ tank device may physically
priority for remedial investigation. Characteriza- and/or chemically separate constituents within the
tion of the decommissioned (i.e., dry) percolation confines of the tank structure. The fundamental
ponds is under way, and two expedited response physics and chemistry for desorbing heavy metals
actions are being taken. These response actions and radionuclides from the Hanford soils is
require that the drums containing hexone be another method of in situ separation. Biological
removed and the process trenches be cleaned up. means of separations should also be considered.
Removal of soils and extraction of groundwater Ex situ separations could be accomplished in
are likely remedial actions for this area. The soils mobile treatment units or in centralized separa-
contain primarily heavy metals and uranium. The tion facilities.
groundwater contains uranium and nitrate.
Separation technologies that reduce the volume of
waste for final disposal will be a key component to
restoration.
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Hanford-Specific Waste Constituents

This section gives an overview of the specific grout for low-level waste (LLW) and vitrification
chemical separation problems that need to be for high-level waste (HLW). Ions such as Bi, Fe,
addressed for the Hanford Site. The constituents or AI, for example, may interfere with solvent
of the waste include toxic metals, oxy-anions, extraction processes. Feeds must be compatible
sequestering agents, actinides (mainly plutonium with the end waste form. High metal levels may

- and americium), noble metals, other radioactive slow grout curing and C'rhas a deleterious effect
materials (technetium, cesium, strontium), and on glass stability produced from vitrification. In
organic materials. The four waste matrices in the long run, removing problem ions can reduce
which these wastes are found are the underground the number of glass canisters needed and ulti-
storage tanks, the soils, groundwater, and decom- mately reduce the cost of waste stabilization°

missioned reactors and equipment. Ali waste matrices, except possibly ground-
water, may need to be pretreated before toxic

Toxic Metals metal separation can be carried out. However,

Various waste matrices on the Hanford Site pretreatment also dictates chemical speciation of
the toxic metal. For example, the digestion ofcontain toxic metal ions. The tank waste contains

about 240,000 m3 of waste with varying concentra- sludge from single-shell tank (SST) with aqua
tions of Ag, As, Ba, CA, Hg, Pb, and Se. Virtually regia will produce different chemical species andconcentrations than dissolution in dilute nitric
all of these elements were introduced as process acid. In this case, then, it is of paramount impor-
chemicals in various phases of plutonium produc- tance that the chemical form and concentration of
tion and recovery activities. Separating these

the solution be known and preferably predictable
metals f_om tank waste means also dealing with a

following digestion of the different waste matrices.
matrix containing multiphases with different com-
binations and concentrations of compounds of AI,
Bi, Cu, Fe, Na, Si, and others. Another toxic Anions
metal problem is Cr contamination in the ground- Effective technology is needed for sequestering
water. Chromium contaminant plums occupy a and separating hazardous anionic species from the
total area of about 10 square miles and contain an various waste matrices on the Hanford Site. The
estimated 700,000 lb of Cr. aqueous solution chemistry of a number of hazard-

Separating toxic metals from the waste is an ous substances is dominated by anionic species.
important task in meeting regulatory and process Table 2 lists the perceived most problematic
assessment criteria involving disposal of radio- anionic species and the matrix in which they are
active and mixed waste. These criteria include contained on the Hanford Site.

Land Disposal Restrictions, DOE Orders, WIPP The pretreatment of solid waste matrices, such
Criteria, Drinking Water Standards, and Toxicity as soil and tank sludge, to extract and sequester
Characteristics. Future regulations may require hazardous chemicals into solution to facilitate

more stringent removal. Other regulations that their separation will dictate the nature of the
must be considered to achieve separation factors anionic species in solution. Theseanionic species
that reduce toxic metal concentrations to accept- in turn depend on the chemistry of the aqueous
able levels are the EPA Leachability Tests for solution, e.g., pH, ionic strength, nature and
solids and the Clean Water Act (CWA) Standards concentration of other coordinating ligands, and
for aqueous process streams. Table 1 provides solution redox strength. Anionic species in form
toxic metal concentration limits set by the CWA. and concentration which will require removal are

Feed streams must be compatible with immo- also likely to be encountered in the groundwater
bilization or other processing technologies such as at the Hanford Site.
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Table 1. Safe Drinking Water Act Contaminant Limits (40 CFR 141.11, Subsection B)

Maximum Contaminant
Contaminan_ Level (mp./L_ _

As 0.05
Ba 1
Cd 0.010
Cr 0.05
Pb 0.05

Fig 0.002
(asN) 10

Se 0.01

Ag 0.05

Table 2. Anionic Species

Species Matrix

I', I_, IOi groundwater, tank wastes

CrO_4 (pH>6), tank wastes

Cr20_"7 and HCrO_ (2<pH<6) soil

TcO4- tank wastes

NO_, NO_ tank wastes, soil, groundwater

Fe(CN)_, Fe(CN)_ tank wastes

RuO, RuO42" tankwast=

As(OH)20", As(OI-I)O_, AsO3" tank wastes

F tank wastes

Ox', Ac', EDTA2" tank wastes

HSeO_,SeO_ tankwastes

While Table 2 is a listing of problematic process. Another complicating factor is that the
anionic species likely to be encountered in the matrices from which the anionic species will be
Hanford environmental restoration (ER) and sequestered are not homogeneous. The 149 SSTs

waste management (WM) effort, it must be recog- and 28 double-shell tanks (DSTs), for example, are
nized that the anionic species will ultimately known to have quite variable inter- and intra-tank
depend upon the technology used to separate the composition and concentration of chemical spe-
other hazardous wastesfrom the different waste cies. This is illustrated in Table 3 for DSTs. Yet
matrices. Hence, the chemistries of the anionic another difficulty in recovering an anionic species
species listed in Table 2 need to also be con- is that they can act as ligands, binding to metal
sidereal in the context of a portion of the overall ions that will also be in solution. A number of
process for ER and WM; i.e., anionic species the anions are particularly good ligands for
sequesting and separation need to be considered transition metals; the hexacyanoferrate complexes
as an integral portion of an overall separation Fe(CN)_4 and Fe(CN)_ 3 are good examples.
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Table 3. Estimated Hanford DST Radionuclide Inventory(a)

NCAW NCRW(g) PFP CC DSS
Element k_ nCi/2 _ nCi/l _ _Ci/g _ _ kg nCi/g

239"4°pu 43 (b) 320(0 460(b) 4,450 8.8(b) 2,100(f) 38(b) 125(0 19(b) 9.6(t')

241pu ? ? 0.08(b) 2,660 ? ? ? ? Neg Co) 4.2(d)

241Am 55@) 22,400(f) 0.16(b) 173 2.6@) 3,400@) 4.4(b) 775(0 3(0 90(b)

23SU 10,200(a) 0.49(b) 11,860 1.1 0.7(a) Neg ? ? 5,80 0(b) 0.02(d)

237Np 127(a) 10.6(b) ? ? Neg Neg 42.5(a) 95(d) ? ?

244Cm Neg ? Neg ? Neg Neg Neg ? Neg (b) Neg (d)

k..Xt_ 3 3 CUm3 m3
99Tc 260(b) 0.63(0 ? ? Neg Neg 760(b) 0.8(0 77 (b) 0.16(0

1291 59(b) 0.0015 (t) ? ? Neg Neg 40(b) 0.001(f) 113(b) 0.002(d)

90Sr 188(b) 3,660(a) 0.14(b) 6.3(0 5.8(a) 550(b) 45 (b) 485(a) 59(b) 96 (d)

137Cs 252 (b) 3,110 (a) 2.6(b) 0.08 4.4 (a) 260 (b) 70 (b) 385 (a) 50 (b) 52(0

Lanth(c) 7,200 ? 1,480 ? Neg Neg 6,700 ? ? ?

Assumed
Density g/cm3 1.2 1.38 1.8 1.2 1.5

(a) M.J. Kupfer, A. L. Boldt, and J. L Buclt, 1989. Process and Facility Options for _ of Hanford Site Tank Wastes. SD-
WM-TA-Q15 Rev 0.

(b) Obtained from Mi = F! x Ct or Ct - Mt/Ftwhere Fi is found in Table XIII of footnote (a).
(c) Most lanthanides are nonradioactive, having been added during the processing steps.
(d) Data from Table A-4, DOE/EIS-0113.
(f) Internal Memo 82300-90-DDW-035 from D. D. Wodrich to J. J. Holmes, March 2, 1990. Includes remainining N fuel.

(Prepared by A. L. Boidt)
(g) Data from A. C. Coroneos, "Analysisof Neutralized Cladding Removal Waste Core Samples Taken During 1986." SD-WM.ER-

036.

NCAW -- neutralized current acid waste; NCRW = neutralized cladding removal waste; PFP = plutonium finishing plant waste; CC

= comple_ concentrate; DSS - double-shell tank slurry.

Actinides The cost of vitrifying the tank wastes directly is
prohibitive. On the other hand the mass of TRU

Large volumes of HLW and transuranic elements actually present in these wastes is quite
(TRU) waste (>100 nanocuries TRU) are stored small. Thus, separation of the TRU elements
in underground tanks at Hanford. Current regula- from the bulk of the other components (i.e., Na,
tions require that high-level and transuranic Zr, Cr, Fe, AI, Si, etc.) would result in a small
wastes be stored in a geologic repository, and waste stream needing vitrification, and a large
vitrification is currently the preferred waste LLW stream which can be disposed of in a less
immobilization process; the cost of vitrification expensive manner such as grout; thus resulting in
plus repository disposal is expected to be on the a large savings in the cost of disposing of these
order of $1 million per canister of glass produced, wastes.
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The current baseline process for removing the 13 tons of ruthenium are expected to be
transuranic elements from dissolved Hanford tank distributed in various tank wastes. Another
waste is the TRUEX process. The TRUEX possibly useful material present in Hanford tank
process extracts plutonium and americium from wastes is 98Mo, which can be converted to 99M0
nitric acid solutions using a solvent consisting of by neutron bombardment. The latter isotope is
0.2 M octyl (phenyl)-N,N-diisobutyl-carbamoyl- used to produce 99mTc,which is used in
methylphosphine oxide (CMPO) plus 1.4 M_M_ radiopharmaceuticals. The value of these materi-
tributyl phosphate (TBP) in normal paraffin als does not appear at this time to warrant the
hydrocarbon (NI'H) diluent. AlthOugh the development and implementation of processes
TRUEX process has been demonstrated to be designed exclusively to recover them from tank
quite effective at removing TRU's from certain wastes. However, if simple processes for the
waste types at a laboratory scale, a pilot plant recovery of these materials can be developed to
demonstration has not been performed. Further- operate as add-ons of a primary waste pretreat-
more, because of the uncertainty in the suitability ment process (e.g., TRUEX), then their recovery
of B-Plant for the TRUEX process, and the might be cost effective. Thus, the development of
desirability to provide feed to the Hanford Waste such methods should be explored. Noble metals
Vitrification Plant (HWVP) in time to support the thus represent a potential opportunity that could
planned December 1999 startup, alternative be lost by failing to weigh their separation and
methods are being sought to separate plutonium recovery in the overall scheme of the Hanford Site
and americium from the bulk components of these restoration.
wastes.

Several areas on the Hanford Site contain soil Technetium
contaminated with plutonium and americium. Significant quantities of technetium are
Because these elements are primarily insoluble in presumed to be present in the tank wastes. The
water under these conditions, their presence in current Hanford baseline plan for pretreatment of
these soils is deemed to be of rather low priority. Hanford tank wastes would result in technetium
However, as part of the ultimate remediation being incorporated in grout. This would result in
goals of the Hanford Site, these elements will an unacceptable radiation dose to the grout. The
need to be removed from these contaminated waste also contains high concentrations of sodium
soils. Technologies to achieve this in a safe, nitrate, and other chemicals that may interfere

efficient, and cost-effective manner need to be with any given method for technetium removal.
developed. Tc is predicted to be present as pertechnetate,

Groundwater contaminated with uranium is under conditions prevailing in the tanks.
viewed as being a high priority problem because of
the possibility that the uranium will migrate from Cesium and Strontium
the Hanford Site. Technologies need to be
developed to remove uranium from groundwater In the production of fissile plutonium (239pu
in an efficient and cost-effective way. and 241pu) from the consumption of 235U and the

radiative capture of 238U and 24°pu, large quan-

Noble Metals and Other Potentially titles of fission products and other actinides are
produced. Of the initial fission products, 9°Sr and

Valuable Materials 137Cs predominate. The relatively high abundance

A number of elements or isotopes that are of and intermediate length half-lives (30 y for 137Cs

potential value are presumed to be present in and 28.87 for 9°Sr) of these fission products give
Hanford tank wastes. For example, an estimated rise to their problem in waste handling and stor-
9 tons of palladium,(a) 3 tons of rhodium, and age. Cooling times of 10 to 1000 y are required

for 9°Sr, 137Cs,and their daughters. For these
reasons, considerable effort is being directed
toward the selective removal of these two

(a) The palladium present in the tanks will contain 17% X°Tpd, radionuclides from the bulk waste before final
which has a half-life of 7 x 106y. Thus, any palladium
recovered from the tank wastes will be radioactive, waste disposal is' effected.
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It is estimated that about 2 x 107 Ci of 137Cs waste. Processes are needed which focus on the

and 5 x 107 Ci of 9°Sr were placed in the removal of Cs and Sr from the soil at the Hanford
177 high-level radioactive waste storage tanks on Site. A high priority issue for the final remedia-
the Hanford Site. Economically it is desirable to tion of the Hanford Site will also include the
separate the highly radioactive fraction of these removal of cesium and strontium from ground-
tanks for vitrification, leaving the bulk of the water contaminated from these cribs.
waste to be disposed of in a relatively low-cost
medium, grout. Processes designed to remove Cs Organics Separation and
and Sr must focus on waste contained in the tank Destruction
environment. A Sr and Cs separation process
would likely be a pretreatment step to The presence of organics remains a major
vitrification, problem in the tank wastes and in contamination

During the 1950s and 1960s additional waste of groundwater and soil. In the tanks, the pre-
tank space was needed at the Hanford Site to sence of organic chelators and organic ligands
accommodate increased production and processing (e.g., EDTA, acetate and oxylate) and their degra-
of defense nuclear waste. To meet this need, a dation products could present some problems for
process to scavenge radiocesium was developed to the ultimate disposal of low-level wastes in the
drop the level of cesium in the supernate before grouting process. Soil and groundwater contami-
the supernate was pumped from the tanks into nation basically consists of various solvents spilled
soil cribs. The radiostrontium was already con- and deliberately disposed into the soil during
rained in the tank solids in the form of strontium processing work at the site. The primary organic
hydroxide or phosphate. The removal of the solvents include carbon tetrachloride, tetrachlo-
supernate from the high level waste storage tanks methylene, methyl isobutylketone, and kerosene.
during the scavenging campaign has been the chief While separations in some situations could pro-
contributing factor of the contamination of the vide beneficial, destruction could be more cost
soil beneath the cribs, ponds, and trenches used effective in the overall waste remediation of
for the containment and disposition of liquid organics.
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Metal Ion Separations with Proton-Ionizable
Lariat Ethers and Their Polymers

Richard A. Bartsch(')

The preparation of novel and specific organic organic phase by shaking with aqueous mineral
complexing agents may lead to the development of acid. Thus both metal ion extraction and stripping
new separation systems for aqueous metal ions. are facilitated by the pendent proton-ionizable
Thus the introduction of highly lipophilic oximes groups.

led to the current utilization of these compounds Most of the hazardous metal ion species in the
as commercial extractants for the hydrometallurgy Hanford Site tank wastes are members of the

of nonferrous metals, alkali-metal, alkaline-earth, lanthanide, and
Crown ethers (macrocyclic polyethers) have actinide families. These hard metal ion species

been employed in the laboratory-scale solvent prefer association with hard donor atoms, such as
extraction of alkali-metal, alkaline-earth, and other oxygens. Therefore, crown and lariat ethers are
metal cations into organic phases (Pedersen 1967; well-suited for complexation with such metal ion
Takeda 1984; McDowell 1988). Attachment of species.

side arms to crown ethers gives lariat ethers The synthesis of several series of proton-
(Gokel and Trafton 1990). The presence of one ionizable lariat ethers was undertaken to investi-
or more potential coordination sites in the side gate the influence of structural change within the
arm of the lariat ether may produce substantial ligand upon the selectivity and efficiency of
changes in the selectivity and efficiency of metal solvent extractions involving alkali-metal and
ion complexation, alkaline-earth cations (Bartsch 1989). Structural

The potential of crown ethers as the next gen- variation within the complexing agents includes:
eration of specific extracting agents for aqueous 1) the identity of the proton-ionizable group;
metal ions was markedly enhanced by the intro- 2) the ring size and rigidity of the polyether ring;
duction of lariat ethers which bear pendent 3) the length of the "arm_which connects the
proton-ionizable groups (Helgeson, Timko, and proton-ionizable group to the polyether frame-
Cram 1973; Bartsch et al. 1982). It has been work; and 4) the attachment site and nature of the
demonstrated that concomitant transfer of an lipophilic group which is necessary to retain the
aqueous phase anion into the organic medium is ionized lariat ether in the organic phase during
not required for metal ion extraction (Strzelbicki solvent extraction. For solvent extraction of
and Bartsch 1981). This factor is of immense alkali-metal cations, the relationship between the
importance to potential practical applications of diameters of the metal ion species and the cyclic
these proton-ionizable crown ethers in which the polyether cavity as well as preorganization of the
common, hard, aqueous phase anions (chloride, binding site (Cram 1986) are found to exert a
nitrate, and sulfate) would be involved. The strong influence upon the selectivity and efficiency
combination of ion binding cavities possessing of competitive extraction processes (Bartsch 1989).
fixed dimensions with pendent proton-ionizable Proton-ionizable lariat ethers are also effective

groups creates novel bifunctional ligands for metal carriers for metal ion transport across liquid mem-
ion complexation. Another advantage of proton- branes (Bartsch et al. 1987). Transport of metal
ionizable lariat ethers is the ease with which ions from a source aqueous phase through an
extracted metal ions may be stripped from the organic solution of the carrier and into a receiving

aqueous phase is coupled with back-transport of
(a) Texas Tech University, Lubbock, Texas
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protons. Thus a pH gradient may be used to drive References
metal ion transport, even against the metal ion
concentration gradient. The influence of struc- Bartsch, R. A. 1989. "Effects of Structural
tural variation within the carrier upon the selec- Variation Within Proton-Ionizable Crown Ethers
tivity and efficiency of competitive alkali-metal upon the Selectivity and Efficiency of Solvent
and alkaline-earth cation transport has been Extraction of Alkali Metal and Alkaline Earth
evaluated for several liquid membrane conflgura- Cations." $olv. Err. Ion Exclt 7:829-854.
tions. These include bulk chloroform and toluene
membranes as well as liquid surfactant (emulsion) Bartsch, R. A., W. A. Charewicz, S. I. Kang, and
membranes and polymer-supported (Bartsch and W. Walkowiak. 1987. "Proton-Coupled Transport
Strzelbicki 1991; Bartsch, Strzelbicki, and of Alkali Metal Cations Across Liquid Membranes
Strzelbicka 1991) liquid membranes. Often, but by Ionizable Crown Ethers." In L/qu/d
not in ali cases, there is a parallel between the Membranes. Theory and Applications, ACS
effect of structural change within the ligand in Symposium Series 347, eds. R. D. Noble and J. D.
liquid membrane transport and solvent extraction Way, pp. 86-97. American Chemical Society,
systems. Washington, D.C.

Very recently we have incorporated proton- Bartsch, R. A., G. S. Heo, S. I. Kang, Y. Liu, and
ionizable lariat ethers with two benzo group J. Strzelbicki. 1982. 'Synthesis and Acidity of
substituents into novel resins by condensation Crown Ethers with Pendant Carboxylic Acid
polymerization with formaldehyde in formic acid Groups." Y. Org. Chem. 47:457-460.
(Hayashita et al. 1990). These resins differ from
customary ion-exchange resins in that they possess Bartsch, R. A., and J. Strzelbicki. 1991.
cyclic polyether binding sites for metal ions as well "Proton-Coupled Transport of Alkali Metal
as ion exchange sites. The kinetics of both alkali- Cations Across Polymer-Supported Liquid
metal cation sorption by these water-insoluble Membranes by a Lipophilic Crown Ether
resins and stripping are markedly improved over Carboxylic Acid." Abstract I&EC 11, 201st
those for polymers prepared from neutral crown National Meeting of the American Chemical
ethers (Blasius et al. 1974). Furthermore cation Society, Atlanta, Georgia, April 1991.
complexation does not depend upon the anion
identity. The selectivity and efficiency of alkali Bartsch, R. A., J. Strzelbicki, and B. Strzelbicka.
metal cation sorption by these new resins is 1991. "Influence of Structural Variation Within

strongly influenced by the structure of the proton- Lipophilic, Proton-Ionizable Crown Ether Carriers
ionizable lariat ether monomer from which the upon Proton-Coupled Transport of Alkali Metal
resin was synthesized (Hayashita et al. 1990; Cations Across Polymer-Supported Liquid
Hayashita et al. 1991b). These resins have also Membranes." Abstract I&EC 75, 201st National
been utilized in selective column concentration of Meeting of the American Chemical Society,
alkali-metal cations from dilute aqueous solutions Atlanta, Georgia, April 1991.
(Hayashita et al. 1991a). Due to their robust con-
stitution and high metal ion loading capacities, Blasius, E., W. Adrian, IC-P. Janzen, and
such resins possess excellent potential for practical G. Klautke. 1974. 'Darstellung und Eigenshaften
application, von Austauschern auf Basis von

Kronenverbindungen." Jr.Chromatogr. 96:89-97.
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. Macrocyclic Ligands and Their Use in
Chemical Separations

Reed M. Izatt,(') Jerald S. Bradshaw,(a)
Ronald L Bruening, C°)Krzysztof E. Krakowlak,(b) and Bryon J. Tarbet(b)

Donor atom subs6tut/on. The replacement of
Introduction hard oxygen donor atoms in macrocycies with inter-

Macrocyclic chemistry has had a phenomenal mediate nitrogen or soft sulfur donor atoms (Fig-
growth curve during the past three decades (Izatt ure 1) has a marked effect on log K for cation
et al. 1985; 1991). Interest in this field was complexation. An enhancement of cation selec-
catalyzed by Pedersen's report of the synthesis and tivities often results from these substitutions.
partial characterization of a large number of novel For example, alkali and alkaline earth cations
cyclic polyethers (Pedersen 1967). The unusual show decreased affinity, whereas first transition
affinity of these new compounds for and selectivity and heavy metal cations show increased affinity for
among alkali metal cations was noted (Pedersen nitrogen and sulfur.

1967) and quantitated (Izatt et al. 1969). Ring Substfmmts. Cation selectivity may be
A 1987 National Academy of Science publica- much affected by this parameter. For example,

tion on separations listed three high priority needs fused cyclohexane substitution on 18C6 has little
in the separations field (King 1987). These were effect on log _Kfor macrocycle interaction with
to develop highly selective reagents capable of alkali and alkaline earth cations.
discriminating among similar chemical species,
reagents capable of concentrating trace amounts of However, incorporation of fused benzo groups
solutes even in the presence of large excesses of affects both log _K(particularly for alkaline earth
matrix solutes, and reagents capable of removing cations where a large decrease is found) and selec-
solutes from large quantities of solvent. Certain tivity (Izatt et al. 1985; 1991).
macrocycles offer the promise of being successful pH Chemistry. Macrocycle donor atoms capa-
in achieving ali three of these goals. This promise ble of proton interaction can have an important
arises from their high selectivity for particular effect on cation selectivity. Competition between
cations in various series of closely related cations, protons and cations for the binding site results in
their large affinities for particular cations, and the reduced cation binding as pH decreases.
ease with which they can be modified to meet par- Geometry. Through appropriate design and
ticular needs inherent to chemical separations, synthesis, preorganized macrocycles such as the

spherands (Cram 1988) can be prepared which
Parameters Affecting Cation- have high specificity for targeted cations.

Macrocycle Selectivities Macrocycles in Separation Systems
The elucidation and quantitation of parame-

ters affecting cation-macrocycle selectivities have By appropriate synthetic means, the properties
been presented (Izatt et al. 1985; 1991). Four of of the macrocyeles in Table 1 can be modified to
these parameters are chosen to illustrate their make these ligands appropriate for use in separa-
effect on cation-macrocycle interaction, tions systems. Cyclic polyethers are much too

hydrophilic to have practical significance in
membrane systems. However, synthesis of

(a) BrighamYoungUniversity,Provo,Utah t-bu2Cy218C6 (Figure 1) results in a very hydro-
(b) IBC Advanced Technologies, Inc., Provo, Utah phobic compound which retains the favorable
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Figure 1. Representative Examples of Macrocycles
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Table 1. Advantages and Disadvantages of Several Cyclic Polyether-like
Molecules in Separations Systems

Cation Relative Ease Water pH

Macrocvcle Selectivl_ of Svnt_esls _ chemistry

cyclic polyethers moderate easy hydmphilic no

ctyptands large difficult hydrophilic yes

calixarenes large difficult hydrophilic often

spherands very large difficult hydrophilic no

selectivity properties of 18C6. Unfortunately, it is Solid supported materiels containing macrocycles
difficult to synthesize t-bu2CY218C6. A similar and involving separations have been descn_oedin
situation is found with the cryptands. Cyclic poly- which the macrocycles are adsorbed on polystyrene
ethers have no pH chemistry, making them ideal (Lamb and Drake 198_, Horwitz et al. 1991),
choices for separations involving acidic solutions, chemically bound to polystyrene (Hayashita et al.
Unfortunately, their interactions with metal ions 1991) and chemically bound to silica gel (Izatt et
other than alkali, alkaline earth, TI+, and Pb2+ al. 1988a; Bradshaw et al. 1988) and other hydro-
are small. Substitution of sulfur results in a ligand philic supports. These materials permanently
with no pH dependence, but with high affinity for retain the macrocycle. The hydrophobic poly-
cations such as Ag+. A major disaavantage of styrene results in slow kinetics of cation binding
calixarenes and spherands for use in membrane and other difficulties when used with aqueous
separation systems is the large expense involved in solutions. The hydrophilic nature of the silica gel
their preparation, materials results in rapid equilibration with

aqueous solution even at very low concentrations.

Uses of Macroeycles in Cation These silica gel materials are patented and are
commercially available through IBC Advanced

Separation Systems Technologies, In_, under the trade name

Macrocycles have been used to perform cation SuperLigm. The capability of SuperLigm materials
separations by direct addition to a solution, in with nuclear stream species is summarized in
liquid-liquid extraction, and as carriers in liquid Table 2.
membrane systems. In these cases, excellent selec-
tivities are found. A major drawback to commer- Table 2. SuperLigm Capability with Nuclear
cial use in the latter two cases is the large expense Stream Species

of preparing hydrophobic macrocycles. Advan-
tages and disadvantages of bulk, emulsion, thin Species Which Can Be Separated Using Developed
sheet supported, and hollow fiber supported liquid SuperLigm Products: Zr, Sb, Sn, Pd, Ru, Sr, Ba,
membranes in macrocycle-related cation separa- Ag, Ni, Rb, Cs, Cr (new), Se (new)
tions have been given (Izatt et al. 1988b).

Incorporation of macrocycles on solid surfaces Species Which May Be Separated Using Products
has great potential for commercial use. Such sur- Under Development: Lanthanides, Pu, Am, Cm,
faces allow the repeated use of the macrocycle Rh, U, I
since the material can be regenerated after each
use. Thus, the initial high cost of synthesis is Species Whose Separation Should Be Improved
amortized over time. In addition, loss of the Using Products Under Development: Rb, Cs, Sr,
macrocycle to the environment is eliminated. Se
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Superstructured Transition Metal Complexes --
A Basis for Functioning Molecules

Daryle H. Busch(a)

During the founding and ensuing years, Alfred of special effects has accumulated. These include
Werner's coordination chemistry provided the the chelate effect,2 the macrocyclic effect,3 cryptate
basic principles, experimental techniques, and effect,4 and multiple juxtapositional fixedness5-or
descriptive chemistry for the molecularly discrete host preorganization,_ to name a select few. Ali
compounds of the metals. Traditionally, the field of these reflect enhancements in ligand stability
accounts for the interaction between the ligands and inertia toward substitution that accompany
bound to the metal ion and the mutual influence certain structural characteristics. Those character-

on each other by metal ion and ligand. Thus the istics reflect a smaller number of ultimate sources,
ligands determine the redox properties and any which may be viewed as constraints imposed in the
residual Lewis acid or base properties of the metal process of molecular organization, the most com-
ion, and the thermodynamics and kinetics of mon constraints being topological or related to
ligand binding are matters of primary concern, the rigidity of a structure. Finally, for good

Relatively recently, two major developments binding, the ligand and metal ion, or host and
have broadened the field of coordination guest, must enjoy a proper fit; i.e., they must be

chemistry, to its natural limits. 1 The inception of complementary. With a high level of complemen-
inclusion chemistry has enlarged the subject of tarity between guest and host, or metal ion and
interaction between discrete molecular entities to ligand, maximum strength of binding occurs with

include ali possible combinations, not just metal maximum constraints. Figure 1 illustrates this
ion/ligand, but neutral molecule/host, anion/host with simple examples of monodentate ligands,
or organic cation/host. In the course of the followed by related linear chelating ligands of
growth of the fields of homogeneous catalysis and various dentate numbers, and then macrocyclic
bioinorganic chemistry, the practice of appending and macrobicyclic ligands. Substitution inertia
to ligands structural components that are not and thermodynamic stability of the complexes
ligating groups has led to the general concept of increase greatly in the same direction, for a
ligand superstructure, which is a devi_ for complementary metal ion.
expanding the role of a ligand beyond its tradi- Maximum constraint gives maximum binding
tional one of controlling the metal ion and its but that is not always desirable. For transport of
properties, a guest or metal ion, reasonably rapid dissociation

In most general terms, coordination chemistry is necessary, otherwise absurdly long time periods
deals with the organizing of molecular species, would be required, for example, for a sample to
most simply just by binding them to each other, pass through a liquid membrane. Similarly, for
In this sense, even the traditional aspects of catalytic purposes, it might be desirable for a
coordination chemistry are changing. During the substrate to be bound very tightly, but the product

of reaction, the altered substrate, must vacate itsevolution of synthetic ligands from the mono-
dentate and bidentate species used by early site in order for a second catalytic event to occur.
researchers to the complicated long chain, Clearly the design of ligands must take into

account the flexibility required for a particularbranched chain, tripodal, macrocyclic, macro-
bicyclic, etc., structures of today, a substantial list purpose.

As one looks to the possible applications of

(a) Kansas University, Lawrence, Kansas coordination chemistry in technology, ali hopes for
success rest on the structure and properties of
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Increasing Topological Constraint

COORDINATION CHELATION MACROCYCLE EFFECT CRYPTATE EFFECT

HIN_NHi
Me

HN NH HN NH NH

Me
H

H_,,_ N,_i_ N_IN HlH

Figure 1. Topologyand the Chelate,Macrocycle,and Cr_tate Effects

coordination compounds and the way in which third pathway is unique in that it is based on
their reactions change themselves and other natural products, the cyclo-oligomeric sugars
chemical species. If one explores in depth the called cyclodextrins.9 Those molecules have
reactions of metal ions there is a limited number hydrophobic interiors well suited to neutral
of roles the metal ion may play as it affects a species. In ali cases, one or more rings define the
chemical reaction. However, ff additional func- walls of the host molecule, but the guest may be
tional groups or environmental influences are bound by a variety of interactions.
simultaneously marshalled into the reaction, then In this discussion we will be interested in

many more possibilities exist. Thus the function incorporation of a metal complex as part of the
of ligands has been expanded beyond the tradi- defining walls of a host molecule. 1° Such species
tional role of controlling the metal ion and its include complexes in which the metal ion is
properties to controlling the environment in the irreversibly trapped inside a bicyclic or tricyclic
vicinity and delivering other active groups to the ligand structure (clathrochelates); 4'11those having
reaction site. The appended additional structural sheltered sites where small ligands may bind to the
components are described as superstructure, metal ion; structures having two metal ions
Often the superstructure may enter into inclusion separated by an enclosed void within which a
chemistry with additional molecular entities, substrate may bind to both metal ions; structures

Three highly visible beginnings can be found wh3se cavities readily selectively accommodate
for molecular inclusion chemistry. Along one organic substrates. Species of this kind have been
route it evolved naturally from the chemistry of developed as biomimics and as homogeneous
synthetic macrocycles, proceeding via the crown catalysts. The size of a cavity may be used to
ethers of Charles Pedersen, 7 through the alkali restrict the binding to certain species or to lower
and alkaline earth complexes of cryptates, to the the affinity of the metal ion for the species it
complexes of ammonia, ammonium ion, ammines, binds; to create a polar or an apolar (or protic vs.
and water and alcohols and anions with hydrogen aprotic) environment near a bound ligand or
bonding and electrostatic host molecules, substrate; or synergistic groups may be well placed
Another route enlarged the simple cyciophanes inside a cavity, either covalently bound or
into relatively complicated but related structures cohosted. Martell's12bis(tren) tt-peroxo dicobalt
well suited to neutral molecule binding,s The complex illustrates the binding of a guest by two
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metal ions (Figure 2), while the eyciodextrin organisms and ali need to be thoroughly under-
catalyst in Figure 3 illustrates the hydrophobic stood, both as they are basic to biology and in
binding of a substrate near reactive groups, order to exploit them in the service of society.
including the metal ion.13 Possible applications for dioxygen carriers

range from such small and fine applications as in

_?/_ vivo O2 sensors and hearing aid batteries to high/_ H H /-_ volume needs such as foundry gas and storing off-

_,/ "N"". o_3." N" ",,, peak electrical energy. Despite recurrento ° @ attempts, no transition metal dioxygen carriers are
\.. "'..3; "'...3* .,/

N ..........LO LO ........r__ currentlyincommercialuse.The reasonsreside

I_/_HN:'_;" '.'0--0" ':':" NH_ ..,\__.). in the requirements for such applications and the
'_,-_ "'N inherent properties of the compounds. Foremost

_N" is long service life, the ultimate bugaboo of-vo- J -..,/.
O synthetic dioxygen carriers. Ali are destroyed by

the 0 2 they are designed to carry. Even the
Figure 2. Martelrs Bis(tren) Bridging 0 2 Carrier. hemoglobin in the human body is only used a few
Reprinted with permission from Ref 12 (1988), months before it is replaced by natural processes.
American Chemical Society. For applications at the commodity level, service

lifetimes of years would be preferred. Other
parameters that are critical to the application of
dioxygen carriers are dioxygen affinity, kinetics of

C) N (3 binding and dissociation, and such general proper-

,-- ties as solubility and diffusion coefficient.

_N __. IN i'.. We have proposed that superstructured poly-

- dentate chelates will eventually make dioxygen

, carriers practical for industry, first for the fine
k__ N applications. The main part of the ligand must, as

stated above, determine the electronic properties,

\ 0 the coordination number, the spin state, and the
- redox potentials of the metal complex.14 If it is

polydentate, ali or almost ali of the non-O 2
ligating atoms can be strung together in a manner
such that the metal-ligand binding is optimized.
This is desirable to assure the stability of the
dioxygen carrier. The superstructure can provide
a hydrophobic environment and prevent binding of
larger bases or highly solvated bases at the

t dioxygen binding site. It can also be used to

N0 2 adjust the dioxygen affinity and the kinetics of
binding and dissociation. Figure 4 shows some of

Figure 3. Hydrophobic Binding of Substrate by the relatively new superstruetured cobalt(II)
Cyclodextrine Catalyst. Reprinted with permission dioxygen carriers we have studied. 14 The first
from Ref 13 (1971), American Chemical Society. such complex was prepared by Schlessinger 16many

years ago in an attempt to span a bridging group

Inclusion chemistry has been used extensively between trans donor atoms in a square planar
in the laboratories of this speaker in the study of complex. Martin 17 exploited the idea in an unsuc-
biomimics, including dig_xygencarriers 14and oxy- cessful attempt to produce an 0 2 carrier, but
genase enzyme models. 15 The heme proteins Ransohoff, Dzugan and Busch is eventually showed
perform a number of central functions in respiring
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that Martin's ligand is indeed an 0 2 carrier, albeit
., .. a weak one. Figure 5 shows the manner in which
"lr ., Ramprasad built a bridge across a classic Schiff

x base complex.Z9We have learned most from the
N-., "v_ StUdyof the eyclidene complexes, espeeial_, in thef%

X M Y

_N" "NJ F""['" /N.y_ case of the iron(II) derivatives (Figure 6)." Prior

,_N. " "V'." '."_'-./ tO the development of these complexes, the only. , _ well characterized dioxygen carriers of iron(II)
, x were based on the natural prosthetic group, the
Rz

porphyrin ligand. In order to produce a signifi-
1. CYCLIDENE MACROCYCLE 2. GOEDKEN MACROCYCLE

cant synthetic iron(II) dioxygen carrier it is
F.._ ., necessary to (1) achieve electronic and spatial
o,-"-o "'YJ"r"' complementarity with 0 2, (2) use a polydentate

"-"F'"/N"F"" f''c./No ligand of sufficient constraint to bind iron
.'_'N" "N_". "N"'O strongly, (3) provide structural features that hinder

I

_.e.o .,_.L , rapid autoxidation mechanisms, and (4) provide
r""_ _' some means of modifying the dioxygen affinity and

3. BIS(DIOXIME) MACROCYCLE 4. ACACEN SCHIFF BASE other performance parameters.0_radmta=e)

At least two and probably more mechanisms
are responsible for the oxidation of iron(II)

"' carriers dioxygen (autoxidation). The
. .,._., dioxygenmostgeneral and bYbestcharacterized involves the
i_",c.° o_, .c,

." 'o :I_ _ simultaneous binding of two iron atoms to a single

o- -. "o 0 2 unit, producing a highly reactive peroxide" "'_"' bridged intermediate. Nature prevented this
mechanism in her heme proteins by isolating each

s. sAtz.SCHIFFBASE 6 .ALOX iron-porphyrin unit inside a globular protein.

Figure 4. Parent Ligands of Cobalt(II) Dioxygen Our iron(II) cyclidene dioxygen carriers, under
Carriers certain conditions, have E ° values for the

Fe3+/Fe 2+ couple that are very close to those of

so N_/o o hemoglobin and myoglobin thereby suggesting

_oo _Loo electronic complementarity. The cavity (Figure 6)

F"'.']_o {_L..o__'-o_" provides spatial complementarity; it also hinders
M_N--C.\_/ R' Me,_--c_ the peroxide bridge autoxidation mechanism.

,j I • 2"
R N • R_ fR1 2 °

R a

I\ NHO "_N'_g

-°_ ° R_ B

Figure 5. Synthesisof SuperstructuredLacunar Figure 6. Structureof the Iron(II) Complexof a
PentadentateSchiffBaseDioxygen Carrier. Cyclidene. Flat projectionon left and3D
Reprinted with permission from Ref 14 (1988), structure on right. Reprinted with permission
Plenum Publishing corp. from Ref 14 (1988), I1 Pensiero Scientifico.
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Finally, the cavity size can be altered, thereby Figure 7 shows that the cavity in a cyclidene
providing facile means of controlling dioxygen can be varied greatly by adding 6-membered rings
affinity. In fact affinities spanning those of the as risers on both sides of the cavity. Using these
natural products have been observed, species and NMR longitudinal relaxation measure-

The cytochromes P450 are among the more merits, we have demonstrated the binding of suit-
exciting reagents of nature. They are heme pro- able organic substrates within these cyclidenes. 22
teins and they form 0 2 adducts, but the adducts Molecular mechanics and computer imaging have
activate dioxygen into such a reactive species that been most helpful, as weil. Finally, using the
almost any organic substrate can be oxygenated, unpaired electron of the dioxygen adduct of the
Great specificity can be achieved, but it is in cobalt(II) complex, we have been able to prove the
selective binding by the induced enzyme. Mimics existence of the model ternary complex. 21
of these species would be enormously useful to
society. Since the activation occurs when both 0 2 Acknowledgment
and the organic substrate are bound to the The support of the National Science Founda-
enzyme, we have concentrated on studying models tion and the National Institutes of Health is

for the ternary complex. 21 "gratefully acknowledged.

n.

R |

II_ _ltl e+ R R_ N

Figure 7. Expansion of the Cavity of Cyclidene Complexes by Using 6-Membered Rings as Risers
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The Design, Synthesis and Evaluation of
Sequestering Agents Specific for Plutonium(IV)

Kenneth N. Raymond (a) and Patricla W. Durbln(b)

Introduction circulation or after hydrolysis of the metal to form
colloids and polymers.9.u The inability of DTPA

Whether associated with the commercial to coordinate completely the tetravalent actinides
development of nuclear reactors or with weapons is shown by the easy formation of ternary com-

progams, the actinides (and in particular plexes between the thorium_I_')_,complex of DTPA
plutonium) have grown from being scientific odd- and many bidentate ligands. _"* In addition, the
ities several decades ago to materials produced in polyaminocarboxylic acids such as DTPA are rela-
relatively large amounts. It has been estimated tively toxic because they indiscriminately complex
that over 5,000 kg of plutonium have been and remove biologically important metals, espec-
released into the environment and that over ially zinc, For this reason, the DTPA is normally
80,000 kg will be required by the United States administered as the zinc complex. Of course the
alone in the decade beginning with 1990.1 Much ideal situation would be to have a sequestering
more important than their chemical toxicity, the agent that targets only the metal ion in question.
high specific activity of alpha emission exhibited It is this goal that we have been pursuing.

by the common isotopes of the transuranium ele- Siderophores are low-molecular-weight com-
ments make them potent carcinogens when incor- plexing agents produced by bacteria and other
porated.2"6 The only way to eliminate this hazard
is for the radioactive substance to be removed microorganisms to complex iron.15 These are all
from the body. Unfortunately spontaneous elimi- very strong ferric ion complexing agents, and theyare both powerful and highly specific sequestering
nation of plutonium is very slow. Early on it was agents for this metal ion. One of the major
recognized that chemical agents were needed to
accelerate excretion of contaminating radio- siderophore sequestering agents is enterobactin,
nuclides and reduce radiation dosage to the target shown in Figure 1. For some time we have taken
tissues of contaminated workers. Early research a rational approach to the synthesis of actinide-
led to the use of diethylenetriaminepentaacetic specific sequestering agents that is based on thesimilarities in the coordination chemistry and
acid (DTPA) which as the calcium or zinc salt
remains the drug of choice in treating actinide biochemistry of plutonium(IV) and iron(III). The
contamination.7 However, DTPA is a non-specific most notable similarities are shown in Table 1.These extend from the similar charge per radius
metal complexing agent (like its smaller and much
more widely used predecessor EDTA) and the ratio (with charge in electron units and ionic
need for better and more specific sequestering radius in angstroms) through hydrolysis constants,and on to/n vivo complexation by the mammalian
agents has been brought up on a number of iron transport protein transferrin. The entrain-
°ccasi°ns'8 ment of plutonium into the mammalian iron trans-

One of the problems of DTPA is that, while it port and storage system represents the major basis
can remove much of the soluble actinide complex for the biological hazard of plutonium. We there-
present in body fluids, it is almost totally ineffec- fore reasoned 16 that the synthesis of plutonium-
tive in removing the actinide after it has left the specific complexing agents could be based on the

siderophores, since the same

(a) University of California, Berkeley, California
(b) Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California.
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H_ 0
Enterobactin Ferric Enterobactin

A-Cis Conformation

Figure 1. Schematic Drawings of the Siderophore Enterobactin as the Protonated Free Ligand
and as the Anionic Metal Complex

Table 1. Comparison of Pu4+ and Fe3+

pu4+ Fe3+

Charge/ionic radius 4/0.96 = 4.2 3/0.65 = 4.6
(esu) (A)

Pu(OH)A -. Pu4+ + 4 OH" Fe(OH)a "*Fe 3+ + 3 OH"
K - 10-55 (10"14/OH") K = 10-38 (10"13/OH")

pu 4+ - H20 -, Pu(OH) 3+ + H+ Fe3+ + H20 -. Fe(OH) 2+ + H +
K = 0.031 (in HCIO4) K = 0.0009

Both Pu4+ and Fe3+ are hard Lewis adds. Both are transported in the blood plasma of
mammals as a complex of transferrin, the normal Fe3+ transport agent. The Pu4+ binds
at the same sites as Fe 3+.

functional groups found in the siderophores plutonium. These results have generally been
(Figure 2) should also be good plutonium com- quite successful. 16"21The first of these ligands
plexing agents. However the larger size of were based on catecholates (the abbreviation
plutonium makes its preferred coordination CAM stands for catechoyl amide and the prefixes
number 8, rather than the 6 coordinate preference and suffixes indicate the molecular backbone
of ferric ion. Therefore the idea has been to structure and substituents on the catecholate

prepare a large complex such as that shown in rings). The compounds shown in Figure 4 are
Figure 3 to encapsulate and specifically bind the illustrative of the ligands first prepared in this
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I I I

OH OH OH H

O11 O11 OH _ "O1!

C-O C=O C-O C=O

(c) Cd) (e) ""_o,_._.:"-_._._,,_.,-"'-_..o,,_:""

Figure 2. Bidentate Chelating Groups Found in Figure 4. Two First-Generation Ligands: a)
Siderophores [except for (e)]. These are: 3,4,3-LICAMS, b) 3,4,3-LICAMC
a) hydroxamic acid; b) thiohydroxamic acid;
c) catechol; d) hydroxypyridone;e) thiopyridone, project, whose plutonium removal properties have

been described in the earlier cited references.

ow,roa,nali,O-- .onN N, 4 catechol groups must release 8 protons at
neutral pH for the metal complexation reaction.

O po Because of the relatively weak acidity of the

• N catechols, thismeans that such comlplexes are fully
formed only well above neutral pH._ For this
reason more acidic analogs of catechol (especially

_f the hydroxypyridonate ligands shown in Figure 2)
. _ 0 have been incorporated in the design and synthesiso of newer octadentate sequestering agents. Some

_ _ of these are shown in Figure 5. In addition, ge

0 have found that terephthalamide catechol ligands
are substantially more acidic and also more power-
ful complexing agents than 2,3-dihydroxybenzoyl
derivatives such as enterobactin. 23 These ligands

_/ ,V have therefore been incorporated into octadentateJ /_0 ligands,includingthe novel macrocycle shown in

0=__/_==,=j_v _" Figure&

__ The synthesis and characterization of many ofthe newer ligands will be described and the focus

Figure 3. A Schematic Diagram Exemplifying the will be on the biological efficacy of plutonium
Sequestration of Pu(V) Using an Octadentate removal of these agents. Several of these com-
Analog of Enterobactin pounds remove 80 to 85% of the contaminant Pufrom test animals in one administration of the

chelating agent. Some general features with
respect to the efficacy and toxicity of these
compounds are beginning to emerge.
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Figure 6. New Catechoyl Amide Octadentate Sequestering Agents: a) HCAM, b) H(2)CAMC,

c) H(4)CAMC, d) HATA, e) HMTA,f) HETA, g) HPTA, h) BHCAM
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Radiation Effects on Separations Materials
and Processes

Ned F_ Bibler(s)

Introduction materials, it is helpful to consider the radiation
dose rates to typical solutions or materials being

This paper briefly summarizes published infor- processed.
marion on the effects of ionizing radiation on

separation processes and materials. Special Typical Radiation Dose Rates in
emphasis is given those processes, solvent extrac-
tion, ion exchange, and precipitation, that have Separations Processes
application in removing radioactivity from nuclear Table I shows the dose rates to some typical
waste solutions. The separation and eventual iso- solutions and a separations material that might be
lation of any radionuclide requires a knowledge of involved in nuclear processing. The ion exchange
the effect of radiation on the separations process resin is used to purify Pu and the others are repre-
itself and on the materials used in the process, sentative of process or waste solutions. The dose
The higher tk_eradiation dose rate, i.e., the more rates vary considerably. The high dose rate associ-
concentrated the radionuclides being processed, ated with the organic resin results primarily from
the more important is this knowledge. In some Pu-238. In the solvent extraction solutions, which
cases, such as the separation of intense alpha are acidic, the radiation dose rates result primarily
emitters or the treatment of concentrated solu- from the fission products Cs-137 and Sr-90. The
tions of fission products, consideration of the waste supernate is caustic; thus, the primary
effects of the radiation is a critical factor in the source of radiation is C.s-137. The laboratory
design of the separations materials and in the waste contains primarily fission products but at
implementation of the process, very dilute concentrations. When designing

When ionizing radiation interacts with a separations processes, these dose rates can be
chemical system, chemical bonds are broken, calculated ff the concentrations of the radionu-
unstable intermediates are formed, and, ff elides are known. Clearly, radiation effects during

thermodynamically possible, new compounds are processing of a typical research laboratory waste
formed. Formation of these new compounds can can be considered negligible or minimal at most.
drastically change the chemical and physical For the other systems, radiation effects need to be
properties of the system. Many books have been considered, especially for long-term processes.
written concerning radiation effects and the
radiation chemistry that creates them. Recently a Radiation Effects on Solvent
handbook has been published which is an excellent Extraction Processes
source of general and specific information on the
subject (Tabata 1991). Depending upon the spe- The primary process by which radiation affects
cific separations system, radiation effects usually a solvent extraction process is by degradation of
don't become si_,_nificantuntil after doses in the the organic solvent or extractant. Such degrada-
range 106 to 10' rads. Prior to discussing radia- tion can form other extractants that interfere with
tion effects on specific separation processes or the process. The most predominant solvent used

in radioactive solvent extraction processes is an

(a) Westinghouse Savannah River Company, Aiken, South organic solution of tributylphosphate (TBP). This
Carolina solvent forms the basis for many processesfor sep-

aratingU, Np, and Pu from fission products.
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Table 1. Radiation Dose Rates to Some Separation Solutions and Materials

Dose Rate

System . Mea_M.._,._._ References

Organic Ion Exchange Resin with Sorbed Pu(a) 3.4 Marsh (1991)

Solvent Extraction Process Solution 0.15 Bibler (1977)

Supernate in a Nuclear Waste Storage Tank 0.017 Lee (1982)

Acid Waste Stream in Solvent Extraction 0.021 Chiarizia (1990)

Effluent of a Nuclear Research Laboratory --5 x 10.6 Bibler (1989)

(a) 20 Ing Pu (83% Pu-238) per gram of resin.

Two such processes are the PUREX process used liter (dose rate = --0.02 megarads/hr) is
at Savannah River Site (SRS) and at Hanford and processed, solvent cleanup may be required after
the HM process used at SRS. In these processes, two months of continuous operation. Many other
radiolytic degradation'of the solvent can become organic extractants exist, such as crown ethers for
significant. Much has been published concerning extracting Tc and Sr. Solvent radiation effects are
radiolytic degradation of TBP, and an excellent expected at high doses but these systems have not
review is available (Davis 1984). The primary been studied as extensively as the TBP system.
degradation product is the acidic dibutylphos- Some nuclear wastes, such as part of the
phate. As the solvent degrades further, other slurries stored at Hanford, contain organic
organic compounds are produced which can complexants. An example of such a complexant is
extract radioactive fission products and contami- ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). After
nate the U, Np, and Pu. Degradation products long-term storage, these solutions also contain the
such as long-chained dialkyl phosphoric acids have radiolytic degradation products of the complex-
been identified and are excellent extractants, ants. An interesting study was performed on the
Spent TBP solvent can be reused after it is effects of radiolytic degradation products of such
thoroughly cleaned, for example by carbonate extractants on the TRUEX process (Chiarizia
washing or passing through a macroreticular anion 1987). These scientists investigated the extraction
exchange resin. Eventually, the solvent becomes of the organic complexants and their degradation
so degraded that it cannot be successfully products into the TRUEX solvent. Aqueous solu-
regenerated, tions of the extractants were irradiated and then

Similar radiolytic degradation affects the reacted with TRUEX solvent. The only organic
TRUEX process solvent (Nash 1989) being inves- acid that was significantly extracted was oxalic
tigated to remove transuranic radionuclides from acid, a radiolytic degradation product formed by
acidic waste streams (Horwitz 1985). This process oxidation of the acetate groups on EDTA and
uses n-octyl(phenyl)N-N-diisobutylcarbamoyl- similar complexants. It was found that this acid
methylphosphine oxide (CMPO) in dilute TBP to could be removed from the solvent by treating it
extract the actinides. Radiolysis produces acidic with basic aluminum nitrate. It was also found
derivatives of CMPO which, based on results for that Fe and AI, which are usually present in
extraction of Am (Chiarizia 1990), can inhibit nuclear waste solutions, inhibited the extraction of
back extraction of the actinides from the organic the oxalic acid. Based on this and other evidence,

phase. The solvent can be restored to its original the authors concluded that the presence of these
extractive properties by washing with carbonate complexants and their radiolysis products in waste
followed by cleanup with a strong base macro- solutions would not significantly affect the
porous resin. These authors estimate that when TRUEX process.
an acid waste stream containing about 10 curies/
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Another type of radiation effect that may recent study using in situ alpha radiation has
cause a solvent extraction process to fail is the indicated this (Marsh 1991). This study also
loss due to radiolysis of one of the reactants that indicated that alpha radiation is nominally 2X less
is necessary for the correct process chemistry. At effective than gamma radiation (Marsh 1990) in
SRS the HM solvent extraction process has been degrading the resin. These two studies also
used to separate Np and Pu. This process uses indicated that by proper design, the radiation
Fe(II) to reduce Np(V) to Np(IV) and Pu(IV) to stability of an organic resin can be enhanced.
Pa(III). NP(IV) is extracted into the TBP phase when the cationic amine center of the anion resin
while Pa(III) remains in the aqueous. When a . was incorporated into an aromatic system rather
highlyradioacti,_e fission product solution was than an aliphatic system as it usually is, the
being processed, the extraction failed after radiation stabidty as well as the chemical stability
--8 hours. Tests (Bibler 1977) showed that the was improved substantially. It is known that
concentration of fission products was high enough aromatic compounds are usually more stable to
in the solution to cause radiolytic oxidation of ali radiation than aliphatic ones (Tabata 1991).
the Fe(II) in -8 hours. The Np and Pu were then Another effect of the radiation on organic ion
oxidized in a matter of minutes. Fe(II) was being exchange resins is to cause gas evolution from the
oxidized by OH and H02 radicals and by H202 resin. In ion exchange processes involving Cm-244
molecules produced by the radiation. After all the and other intense alpha emitters, the columns
Fe(II) whose concentration was .--0.02M was oxi- have to be pressurized to prevent gas formation in
dized, these species quickly oxidized the actinides the columns (Lowe 1971). Pressurization was also
whose concentrations were only --10 -5 M. The necessary to sustain the high flow rates to move
dose rate in the solution was 0.15 megarads/hr the Cm-244 bands quickly through the column in
based on the concentrations of Cs-137 and Sr-90. order to decrease radiation damage. This process

When the process was modified to add Fe(II) uses the complexant diethylenetriaminepentaacetic
continuously, the separation was successful, acid. Its radiolytic degradation forms oxalates,

C02, and H2 (Bibler 1971) which further compli-

Radiation Effects on Ion Exchange care the process.

Processes InorganicIon Exchangers

There have been many studies on the effects of It is thought that inorganic ion exchangers are
radiation on ion exchange processes and materials, less affected by large radiation doses than the
Both organic and inorganic exchangers have been organic exchangers (Pillay 1986). This is reason-
investigated. An excellent review on both types able considering that inorganic exchangers are
has been published (Pillay 1986). composed primarily of metallic oxides or hydrous

oxides. Radiolysis of such oxides does not lead to
Organic Ion Exchangers the myriad of compounds that can result from

Many types of functional groups have been radiolysis of organic materials. Data has indeed
attached to an organic resin base to prepare ion shown that doses of 1000 megarads do not affect
exchange materials to separate and isolate a the ability of several inorganic exchangers to
variety of radionuclides in nuclear processes, remove alpha activity from solutions of dissolved
These organic resins are definitely affected by irradiated fuels (Hooper 1985). Examples of the
radiation. Usually, radiation decreases the materials investigated are antimonic acid, hydrous
exchange capacity of the resin, increases its titanium oxide, and manganese dioxide. Another
volume, and decreases its weight. This last study (Bibler 1981) has shown that doses of 30
property is a measure of the loss of organic gigarads did not affect the ability of a synthetic
material and inorganic anions to the solution, zeolite to remove Cs from waste solutions. In
Most resins tend to exhibit these effects after fact, this material was used to remove and concen-
107 rads of radiation. Notice from Table 1 that trate a large amount of Cs-137 and Sr-90 from the
for a Pu loaded resin, significant radiation contaminated water from the Three Mile Island
degradation may occur in a matter of hours. A accident (Wallace 1985). One interesting
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Combining Extractant Systems for the Simultaneous
Extraction of Transuranic Elements and

Selected Fission Products

E. Philip Horwitz(a)

For the last thirty years solvent extraction efficiently as "hey extract transmanics (TRUs) and '
(SX) has been one of the leading separations tech- Sr. Ideally one would like to have a process that
niques. SX was largely developed by the nuclear can extract and recover ali actinides as well as
industry in the late 1940s and early 1950s, 99Tc, 9°Sr, and 1370. Such a process would
although SX was utilized throughout the 1930s on remove the most toxic long-lived isotopes as well
a laboratory scale by analytical and biochemists, as a long-lived fission product that readily
During the last two decades, SX has continued to migrates in the environment (Tc) and the two
grow and is now used extensively in hydrometal- major heat producing isotopes (9°Sr and 137Cs).
lurgical processing as well as the nuclear industry. The basic problem in designing an SX system to
The popularity of SX stems from its ability to remove such a wide range of elements is that no
operate in a continuous mode, to achieve high single ligand is capable of coordinating selectively
throughputs and high decontamination factors of to elements with such widely differing chemical
product streams, and to utilize relatively small properties.

quantities of very selective chemical compounds A possible solution to multielement extraction
(the extractant) as metal ion complexants, is to mix two extractants with totally different pro-

The chemical pretreatment of nuclear waste perties into a single process solvent formulation.
for the purpose of waste minimization will pro. For this approach to be successful, both
bably utile one or more SX processes, for the extractants must De essentially the same type,
reasons stated above. Because of the diversity and either 1) neutral, 2) liquid cationic, or 3) liquid
complexity of nuclear waste, especially those anionic extractants. Types 1 and 2 are not
wastes contained in single-shell and double-sheU compatible because neutral extractants contain
tanks (SSTs and DSTs), the demands on any sepa- basic donor groups that hydrogen bond to liquid
ration process are great. Perhaps the greatest cationic (add/c) extractants. On the other hand,
difficulty for the separation chemist is to develop types 1 and 3 are compatible because there is very
processes that remove not only actinides but also little opportunity for interaction. The key
selected fission products in a single process, extractants in TRUEX and SREX process solvents

A stand alone acid-side SX process (TRUEX) are octyl(phenyl)-l_,N-diisobutylcarbamoyl-
for removal of uranium and transuranic elements methylphosphine oxide (CMPO) and 4,4'(5') bis-
(Np, Pu, Am) from nuclear waste has been widely tertiarybutyk._/clohexano-18-crown-6 (D-t-
reported in the last five years (Horw/tz and Schulz BuCH18C6), respectively. Both compounds are
1991). Recently, an acid-side SX process (SREX) neutral extractants. Figures 1 and 2 show that
to extract and recover 9°Sr from high-level nuclear when dissolved in tri-n-butyl phosphate (TBP),
waste has also been reported (Horw/tz et al. CMPO and D-t-BuCH18C6 have the same effi-
1991). Both the TRUEX and SREX processes ciency (as measured by the distribution ratio, DAm

and Dsr), whether present individually or in a mix-extract Tc to a significant extent although not as
ture (Horwitz et al. 1992).

A major problem that sometime arises when(a) ArgonneNationalLaboratory,Argonne,Illinois
extractants are mixed is ti.e onset of third phase
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formation. The presence of two large extractant combined solvent formulation is effective at
molecules decreases the mole fraction of the extracting both the actinides and Tc as well as Sr.
diluent. Both CMPO and the crown ether require The slight extraction of Ba and Pd is consistent
the presence of a phase modifier (TBP) if a hydro- with the behavior of the crown ether system in
carbon is used as the diluent. Table 1 shows the SREX (Horwitz et al. 1991). Overall, the data in
influence of carbon chain length and flash point Tables 2 and 3 show that the CMPO and the
on the loading of uranyl nitrate in 0.2 M CMPO- D-t-BuCH18Oi are behaving as an ideal mixture
0.2 M_M_D-t-BuCH18C6-TBP mixtures. The data in with no evidence for the presence of either syner-
Table 1 show the maximum concentration of gistic or antagonistic effects between the two
uranyl nitrate that can be extracted into the com- extractants. Thus, a combined TRUEX-SREX
bined solvent without the formation of a third process appears to be technically feasible.

phase (Horwitz et al. 1,992). Uranyl nitrate was A combined TRUEX-SREX process has
chosen to induce third phase formation because it several advantages over individual processes
will probably be the major extractable constituent carried out in tandem. The combined process
in dissolved sludge from SSTs. Norparm-12 is a would require less space and equipment, would be
normal paraffinic hydrocarbon, whereas Isoparm-L easier to control, and would require the handling
and -M are isoparaffinic hydrocarbons (Exxon). of only one process stream. Whether the com-
The data show that for a given chain length, bined processes can be modified to include selec-
isoparaffinic hydrocarbons are more effective than rive Cs extraction along with the actinides, Tc and
normal paraffinic hydrocarbons at suppressing Sr, is very uncertain. The major problem with the
third phase formation. Tables 2 and 3 show the acid-side extraction of Cs nitrate is that, to date,
selectivity of the combined solvent formulation there is no efficient extractant, especially one that
(usin_ Isopar-L diluent) for U, Pu, Am, Tc, and Sr is soluble in paraffinic hydrocarbons and compati-
over inert constituents and fission products ble with the other two extractants. Nevertheless,
(Horwitz et al. 1992). A synthetic dissolved sludge the feasibility of extracting a variety of radioi-
waste containing oxalic acid (0.2 M) and two dif- sotopes of widely varying properties by mixing
ferent nitric acid concentrations was used as the individual extractants has been demonstrated.
feed (Horwitz et al. 1985). Except for rare earth
fission products which behave like Am(III), the

Table 1. Maximum Loading of Process Solvents. (Aqueous Phase
3 M HNOz-Uranyl Nitrate, 25°C. Process Solvent
0.2 M__CMPO-0.2 M__D-t-BuCH18C6)

Number of [U]org,
Diluent Carbons Flash Point °C M*

Undiluted TBP 193 High

1.2 M TBP-Dodecane 12 71 0.021

1.2 M TBP-Norpar 12 11.5 69 0.038

1.2 M TBP-Isopar-L 12 61 0.14

1.2 M TBP-Isopar-M 13.5 80 0.042

* Maximum concentration of uranium in the process solvent without third
phase formation.
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Table 2. Distribution Ratios of Inert COnstituents and Fission Products in DSW.
Process Solvent 0.2 M CMPO - 0.2 M D-t-BuCH18C6 - 1.2 M_.
TBP-Isopar-L

D's ZS°C
COnstituent M _/1 M_M__ 3 M HNO__

Na 0.12 3.6x10"2 9.3x10"2

Mg 1.2x10"3 2-7x10"2 2.5x10"2

Al 3.2x10"2 6.1x10"3 8.2x10"3

•Ca 9.4x10"4 2.0x10"1 1.7x10"1

Cr 9.3x10"3 8.1x10"4 9.7x10"4

Mn 3.3x10"3 1.2x10"2 2.4x10"2

Fe 0.11 5.3x10"2 1.8x10"1

Ni 5.6x10"3 1.8x10"3 2.1x10"3

Cu 1.3x10"3 6.9x10"3 1.1x10"2

Rb 2.1x10-4 0.19 0.31

Sr 1.0xl0 "3 2.9 12

y 5.5x104 1.8 1.7

Zr 2.4x10"3 2.7x10"2 5.2x102

Mo 1.3x104 2.3x10"1 2.9x10"1

Tc Tracer 9.1 3.7

Ru 1.6x10"3 1.7x10"1 1.2x10"1

Rh 4.4x10"4 < 5x10"2 < 5x10"2

Pd 4.7x10"4 1.1 6.4x10"1

CA 3.4x10"5 <5x10 "2 1.2x10"1

Cs 1.0xl0 "3 3.4x102 3.9x10"2

Ba 4.6x10"5 1.3 2.6
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Table 3. Distribution Ratios of Lanthanide Fission Products and Actinides in DSW.
Process Solvent 0.2 M CMPO - 0.2 IV[D-t-BuCHI8C6 - 1.2 MM_
TBP-Isopar-L

D's 25°C

Constituent M .../I M HNO3_ 3 M HNO8_

La 8.7x104 6.4 3.2

Ce 2.0x10"3 11 5.9

Pr 7.0x10-4 -- 11

Nd 2.4x10"3 10 7.2

Sm 2.2x10"4 >10 8.0

Eu 4.3x10"5 16 8.3

U Tracer > 102 > 102

Pu Tracer > 102 > 102

Am Tracer 16 9.1

Therefore, the combined extractant option should Horwitz, E. P., M. L. Dietz, and D. E. Fisher.
be considered to address future separations 1991. "SREX: A New Process for the Extraction
problems in the area of chemical pretreatment of and Recovery of Strontium from Acidic Nuclear
waste. Waste Streams." Solvent F.xtr.Ion ErcK 9:1-25.

Horwitz, E. P., and W. W. Schulz. 1991. 'The
References TRUEX Process: A Vital Tool for Disposal of

Horwitz, E. P., D. G. Kalina, H. Diamond, G.F. U.S. Defense Waste.' In New Separations
Vandegrift, and W. W. Schulz. 1985. _l'he Chemistry for Radioactive Waste and Other Specific
TRUEX Process - A Process for the Extraction of Applications. Elsevier, Amsterdam, in press.
the Transuranic Elements from Nitric Acid Wastes
Utilizing Modified Purex Solvent." Solvent Effr. Horwitz, E. P., M. L. Dietz, and R. D. Rogers.
Ion Exch. 3:75-109. 1992. HACombined Transuranic-Technetium-

Strontium Extraction/Recovery Process." Solvent
Extr. Ion Exch. (To be submitted).
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Separation of f-Elements
By Solvent Extraction

Gregory R. Choppin (=)

f.Element Chemistry unusually broad range of oxidation states in
aqueous solution - from II to VII although only

Since the Manhattan Project, much of the the III, IV, V, and VI states are normally of
interest in the solution chemistry of the actinide concern. Following the pattern for polyvalent
elements has been associated with the separation, cations, the lower oxidation states are stabilized by
isolation, and purification of these elements, more acidic conditions while the higher oxidation
Improved nuclear fuel reprocessing methods, states are more stable in basic solutions. Of

which typically involve acid solutions, are a course, this generalization can be negated by other
continuing motivation for actinide research, factors, such as complexing, and these trends in
Studies of actinide behavior in neutral and basic the relative stability of different oxidati._n states
solutions are attempting to provide answers on the can be reversed. For example, the greater strength
fate of these elements in potential nuclear waste of complexing of An(IV) cations relative to that of
disposal sites and in the environment. An(III) can significantly increase the apparent

The f-element cations are "hardacid" - that is, redox stability of the An(VI) species compared to
their bonding in complexes is rather well described An(III). The greater tendency to hydrolysis of
by an electrostatic model and they show strong Pu(IV) causes Pu(III) in aqueous solution to be
preference for oxygen donor atoms. There is evi- oxidized to Pu(IV) in neutral media. Dispropor-
dence for some greater degree of covalency in tionation reactions, leading to several oxidation
actinide-ligand bonds than in analogous states simultaneously in solution, also is a signifi-
lanthanide-ligand bonds, but, for both groups of cant aspect of actinide chemistry, particularly for
metals, the ionic character of the bonding is some IV and V species (Seaborg and Loveland
predominant. 1990).

As a result of the ionic nature of the bonding, In studies where different oxidation states of
f-element cations do not display the restricted an actinide have been complexed by the same
stereochemistry typical of the d transition ele- ligand, the sequence of complexing st:rength most
ments which is the result of the overlap of the commonly observed is that discussed :for the
metal and ligand orbitals. By contrast, in the ionic hydrolysis reactions; i.e.:

interactions of the f-element complexes, the An+4 > AnOn-2 > An+3 > AnO_number and arrangement of the ligands are deter-
mined primarily by steric and electrostatic factors. The greater complexing strength of the AnO_ 2
This leads to a range of coordination numbers cations relative to that of the An+3 cations
from 6 to 12 observed for complexes with simple indicates that the central metal atom, An, in the
trivalent and tetravalent cations, while for the linear lO-An-0] +2 cation has an effective charge
oxygenated cations of the V and VI oxidation greater than +3. An estimate of an effective
states coordination numbers of 2 to 8 are found charge of +3.3 (_0.1) for U in UO_"2was
(Choppin 1983). obtained from analysis of complexation by F

Although the lanthanides are characterized by anions (Choppin and Rao 1984). Similar evalua-
tion of the stability constants for NpO2F anda predominant tr;v_lency, the actinides exhibit an
NpO2SO:t1 led to an estimated effective charge on
the Np atom in the linear NpO_ species of 2.3 _+

(a) Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 0.2 (Choppin and Rao 1984).
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Separation Chemistry Synergism
This brief review of f-element chemistry can be Synergism is an important aspe,zt of f-element

helpful in understanding present separation separation by solvent extraction. The high coor-
methods and in developing new ones. For exam- dination numbers of the f-elements allow reaction
pie, the hard acid nature of the f-elements can be with hydrophobic adducts which increases the
seen in the distribution constants for Ln _'3species extraction. Table 2 lists several extracted species
by dialkylphosphoric acids in which both 0 and S and their relative extraction constants (Choppin
donors are involved (Table 1). The sequence of 1981). As the neutral adduct replaces hydration,
log D values, R,R'PO2H _ R,R'POSH _ the decreased hydrophilicity is reflected in an
R,R'PS2H, is that of decreasing softness in the increased extraction constant.

ligand as S substitutes for 0. Also, the log D
sequence for R,R PO2H is Lu+3 > Eu+Y> La+3, Separation in Acidic Systems
reflecting the increased ionic interaction as the
charge density of the Ln+3 increases. Excellent separations are achieved in acidic

Solvation plays a significant role in extraction systems. The PUREX process uses TBP toseparate UO2(NO3)2(TBP)2 and Pu(NO3)4(TBP)2
systems. The effect of hydration can be observed from the trivalent f-elements. The use of a TBP

as an increase of extraction for the neutral atom, extraction is an example of use of a neutral adduct
Rn, as the salt concentration increases, which adds to the neutral complex in the aqueous
UO2('ITA)2, which extracts as a dihydrate, shows phase to cause extraction while HDEHP
a similar "salting out" behavior while the complexes at the interface to extract the cation.
extraction of Am(DEHP)3(HDEI-IP)3 (probably
[3H+q -- Am(DEHP)63"])has a more complex Anionic extractants - for example, amines- areused to extract anionic complex_. The Tramex
pattern with increased extraction between lm and process uses a tertiary amine to extract the
5m NaCIO4, which can be attributed to salting out transplutonium elements from llM LiCl feed
(Choppin 1990). These effects of the ionic solution (as AnClgpedes) which are stripped into
strength of the aqueous phase can be used to 8M HCI (in which AnCl_" is formed).
enhance separations.

Table 1. Comparison of Distribution Constants

Log D

Extractant: R,R'PS2_H_H R,R'POSH R,R"POz.H_H

Eu +3 -8.28 -4.23 -0.44

La+3 Eu+3 Lu +2

] R,R'PO2H -2.52 -0.44 2.90

R = C4H9CR" HCH20, R" = C2H5
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Table 2, The Relationship Between Hydration and Synergistic Extraction

Species 1o_ _ Species 1o_ K.__

Eu(TrA)3. (H20)3 -7.26 Eu(TrA)3. (TBP)2 +2.93
Eu(TTA)3. (18C6)(I-I20) -1.26

UO2(T'I'A)2.2(H2) 3 -0.22 UO2(TrA)2. (TBP) +4.91

UO2(TI'A)2. (18C6) +7.19

Th(TTA)4. (H20)2 +2.25 Th(TrA)4. (TBP) +4.20
Th(TrA)4. (18C6) +5.53
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reliable separation methods that can produce the Saito, A., and G. R. Choppin. 1983. "Separation
understanding of redox speciation necessary to of Actinides in Different Oxidation States from
develop remediation procedures. Neutral Solutions by Solvent Extraction." Anal

Chetr_ 55:2454-2457.
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Developing New Chemical Tools for Solvent Extraction

Bruce AoMover,(a) Charles F. Baes, Jr., (a) Samuel A. Bryan,(b)John H. Burns, (a)
Gerald N. Case, (a3Gregg J. Lumetta, rb)W. Jack McDowell, (c)and Richard A. Sachleben (a)

Introduction extractable aqueous anion X', and water. Given a
postulated model, SXLSQA uses adjustable

Prospects £or innovation and for greater tech- parameters including equilibrium constants, ionic-
nological impact in the field of solvent extraction interaction parameters, and solubility parameters
(SX) seem as bright as ever, despite the matura- to calculate phase compositions. The calculated
tion of SX as an economically significant separa- phase compositions can then be used to calculate
tion method and as an important technique in the a variety of equilibrium properties such as distri-
laborato/y. New industrial, environmental, and bution coefficients, spectral absorbance and titra-
analytical problems provide compelling motivation tion heats.

for diversifying the application of SX, developing SXLSQA has been instrumental in elucidating
new solvent systems, and seeking improved prop-
erties. Toward this end, basic research must be the complex equilibria associated with the repre-sentative SX system di-2-ethylhexylsulfoxide
dedicated to enhancing the "tools" of SX: physical (DEHSO), n-dodecane, uranyl nitrate, nitric acid,
tools for probing the basis of extraction and sodium nitrate, water. We have been interested in
molecular tools for developing new SX chemis-
tries. In this paper, we describe our progress in this particular system as a model for U(VI) extrac-
developing and applying the general tools of tion by related neutral oxygen-donor extractantssuch as TBP. Moreover, because its radiolytic
equilibrium analysis and of ion recognition in SX. breakdown products are expected to cause mini-

mal process difficulties and because its branched
Results and Discussion structure confers improved solubility in organic

Our FORTRAN least-squares modeling pro- diluents, DEHSO may have application in nuclear
gram (SXLSQA) now represents one of the most separations. As shown in Figure 1, DEHSO
advanced tools available for the treatment of SX behaves much like TBP in the extraction of U(VI)
equilibria. From the earliest attempts to unravel and Pu(IV) nitrates, providing for the extraction
the complexities of SX distribution behavior, a and stripping of these metals by appropriate
major barrier to progress has been the difficulty in adjustment of the aqueous nitric acid concentra-
correcting for effects of nonideality and in unam- tion. By use of classical slope analysis (Moyer
biguously identifying organic-phase species, et al., in press), the extraction of U(VI) by low
SXLSQA challenges this barrier by solving the concentrations of DEHSO in dodecane at 25°C
simultaneous mass-action equations with inclusion may be clearly described in terms of the disolvate
of aqueous ionic activity coefficients according to complex UO2(NO3)2(DEHSO)2(H2O)w (w not
the Pitzer treatment and organic-phase activity determined). However, much greater complexity
coefficients according to the Hildebrand-Scott in this system can be discerned by the use of
treatment (Baes et al. 1990). Equilibrium models SXLSQA in modeling more extensive water, nitric
that may be tested by use of SXI_QA consist of acid, and U(VI) extraction data. For exampl,_, the

downturn in the U(VI) distribution coefficif_nt assets of aqueous- and organic-phase species that
can be formed from a metal cation Mi+, an acidic the aqueous nitric acid concentration exceeds
extractant HA, a neutral extractant B, an ca. 4 M (Figure 1) may be definitely linked to the

competitive effect of nitric acid extraction. In
addition, the DEHSO-concentration dependence

(a) Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee of the extraction behavior indicates a stepwise
(b) Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington
(c) Etrac,Inc.,Knoxville,Tennessee solvation of extracted components of DEHSO.
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Figure 1. Extraction of U(VI) and Pu(IV) from Aqueous Nitric Acid by 0.4 M Di-Z.ethylhexylsulfoxide
(left) and 0.4 M Tributylphosphate (fight) in Dodecane. Conditions: ambient temperature (23 +_
2°C); 1:1 phase ratio; trace metal concentrations; 15-rain contact by agitation in capped vials.

Whereas the history of SX has involved the Ra), and first-row transition metals (e.g., Mn, Cu,
coordination chemistry of "simple"monofunctional and Zn) (McDowell et al. 1986; McDowell 1988;
extractants such as TBP, much of the frontier may Moyer et al. 1988; Lumetta and Moyer 1991).

now lie in the direction of chemical "recognition" To exploit ion-recognition concepts in SX
principles, entailing the idea that selectivity arises requires tailoring ligands to meet basic require-
from an exclusive matching of bonding preferences ments of SX. A basic prerequisite for hydrometal-
of a receptor with those of a targeted ion or mole- lurgical application entails the addition of suffi-
cule. Recently, the molecular tools for enhancing cient hydrophobic bulk to a ligand to favor the
recognition have leaped ahead through the study partitioning of the ligand and its complexes to a
of polydentate ligands, including macrocycles, water-immiscible organic phase. For example, the
cages, and podands. In such ligands the variety of sodium salt of the ionizable lariat ether
possible geometrical constraints and types of sym-dibenzo-14-crown-4-acetic acid partitions
donor atoms greatly amplifies our control over weakly to organic solvents. However, the
metal binding. This control may be directed bis(t-octyl) derivative, obtained through the
toward obtaining systems with selectivities not alkylation of the benzo groups, partitions strongly
possible with conventional SX reagents (which to nonpolar diluents and thus may function effec-
usually possess strong preferences of their own). tively in transferring metals to the organic phase
Some otherwise-difficult separations that we have through many repetitive cycles without significant
found possible with crown ethers include alkali ligand loss. Ideally, the hydrophobic groups
metals (e.g., Cs), alkaline earth metals (e.g., Sr, should also minimize unwanted effects such as
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slow drop coalescence, emulsions, entrainment, lo_ ........ r---,--_-,'-,_,_- , .......
and precipitation of third phases while maximizing
extraction rates and ease of stripping. Other loa '_-O,. "__,

factors that must be considered in ligand design ............,,
include stability to thermal and possibly radiation- _ _o2 ........",.

t" O..,.,.. _,'_
induced degradation, ligand cost, and toxicity. • ",. "_
Finally, since process economics ultimately de_er- _ lol a,. ...."a..",.."x ,,_
mine the usefulness of an extractant, consumption _o "_. ""'.o...."_

minimized.°fchemicals and waste production must both be o.£=too _"_ "'...o..o,_

Equations 1-3 represent some possible equi- _ lo 1

libria in utilizing a macrocycle B in SX, where _ lo-2
bold type denotes organic-phase species. Owing

to the preferred use of nonpolar solvents, a special _ lo a -----tr--- ttx_s
restriction of coordination chemistry in SX is the o .........o ....... tlt_Ns • Tr14c4 "-at`
charge-neutrality of organic-phase species. Thus, lo 4 ---A-- _Joo_s. t_ljl-__4c4
anions play an important role in defining the equi-
libria and in determining the overall driving force. _o 5 .... ,,.., , . ., .... , .......

.01 I I 0

Mi+ + iX + B ,,,MBX 1 (1) Initial Aqueous Sulfuric Acid Molarity

Mi+ + a/n(HA)n + B ,_ MBAaHa I + irt+ (2) Figure 2. Synergistic Enhancement in the• ' Extraction of Cu(II) from Aqueous Sulfuric Acid

Mi+ + a/n(HC)n ,,, MCcHc i +iH + (3) by Combination of 0.01 M Didodecylnaphthalene- Sulfonic Acid (HDDNS) with 0.005 M Tetrathia-
14-crown-4 (TT14CA) or 0.005 M 3,3-di-n-hexyl-

A simple case involves coextraction of aqueous tetrathia-14-crown-4 (DHTI'14CA) in Toluene.
Conditions: 25"C; 1:1 phase ratio; trace metal

anions X to the organic solvent (eq. 1). Although concentration; 16-117 h contact by gentle rocking
some practical extraction systems have been
devised based on such a scheme, the limitations in capped vials.

associated with the dependence of the driving acting independently, as demonstrated in this
force on aqueous-anion dehydration has led us to
consider the use of organophilic acids HA to pro- example, is referred to as synergism.
vide charge balance through a coupled cation- By the use of the nonselective cation exchan-
exchange process (eq. 2). An example of such a gcr HDDNS, the selectivity of synergistic SX
system is the extraction of Cu(II) from sulfuric systems can be manipulated almost exclusively by
acid by a combination of thia macrocycles and the neutral ligand added. In these systems, crown
didodecylnaphthalene sulfonic acid (HDDNS) as ethers have allowed size discrimination of alkali
shown in Figure 2. This system gives good selec- and alkaline-earth metals, including the fission
tivities over other first-row transition metals, products Cs and Sr (McDowell et al. 1986; Bryan
including ubiquitous Fe(III) (Moyer et al. 1988), et al. 1987). Selectivity for the pseudo alkaline-
Since the macrocycles negligibly extract Cu(II) earth metals Mn(II) and Zn(II) can also be ob-
from sulfuric acid owing to the poor driving force tained by the use of cyclohexano-15-crown-5; water
of anion transfer in eq. 1 and since HDDNS competes effectively for coordination of the transi-
cation-exchanges metals relatively nonselectively, tion metals Fe(II) - Cu(II), and little or no
neither extractant is effective alone. Only the synergistic effects for them have been observed
combination is effective. The cooperative effect (Lumetta and Moyer 1991). Alternative cation
resulting in enhanced extraction exceeding the exchangers have also been tested in these systems.
summed effects of the two extractants (I-lA and B) Long-chain carboxylic acids, for example, permit

alkaline-range extraction but exert more influence
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on selectivity owing to their stronger coordination 2.0-----_ - , , -._--__
o,"_perties relative to the sulfonic acids (McDowell .,. I
et al. 1986).

X-ray crystallography and vibrational spectro- soLul_o,_

scopy have been particularly effective at e,uci- ..- .1
dating the relative roles of the macrocycle and 1.0
anion in the metal binding in synergistic extraction
systems. Analogs of extraction complexes have
been crystallized, structurally characterized, and J

spectroscopically compared to actual extraction _ _ L_' ii..] _-]complexes for several divalent metal systems. In o _)_ ,_
the cases of Sr2+ Ba2+ Mn2+, Zn 2+ and Cu2+ c: o.o

_ ) __ I , , I L.---..--J J_L__..__

ions, encirclement of the metal cations occurs with _- , , , , 1 r----O
to -I

appropriate oxa and thia crown ethers (Burns and .v -.,.
Bryan 1988; Burns and Lumetta, in press; Glick <
et al. 1976). The case of Sr2+ extraction is typical. 1.0 CnYSTAL "-,-
In the truncated extraction complex

Sr(DC18C6-A) ((CH3)3CCOO)2'H20 (where "_ " t._t

DC18C6-A is cis.syn-cis-dicyclohexano-18-
crown-6), the macrocycle encircles the Sr2+ cation,
and the axial sites are occupied by bidentate car-

boxylate anions (Burns and Bryan 1988). Water _t_does not coordinate but rather bridges two such ___/',-..__ _ ,
complexes in a centrosymmetric dimer through o.o ,.. , , -'__ 1 ,- I

hydrogen bonds to carboxylate oxygen atoms. As 4000 3000 2000 1500 1000
shown in Figure 3, infrared-spectral correlations, Frequency, crn 1

especially coincidences of sensitive carboxylate and Figure 3. FTIR Spectra of Crystalline and Solu-
ether stretching bands, provide evidence that the tion Complexes of Dicyclohexano-18-crown-6coordination environment about the metal

(DC18C6) with Strontium Carboxylate Salts.
remains intact in the corresponding extraction Bottom: Sr(DC18C6-A) ((CH3)3CCOO)2-H20 as
system employing a long-chain carboxylic acid as mineral-oil mull; mineral-oil bands are subtracted;

cation exchanger. However, the water-mediated DCI8C6-A is the cis.syn-cis isomer of DC18C6.
dimerization observed in the crystal does not Top: extraction complex formed by extracting
appear to be significant in solution, since
vapor-phase osmometry shows that the extraction excess Sr(OH)2 from 0.5 M Sr(NO3) 2 at 250C by a

CCI4 solution containing 0.05 M DC18C6 (mixed
complex is monomeric (Moyer et al. 1986). Karl isomers) and 0.1 M Versatic acid (a long-chain
Fischer titrations show that the extraction complex carboxylic acid); spectrum of wet CCI 4 is sub-
in CCI 4 binds water to the average extent of tracted. Arrows indicate, from left to right, bands
approximately one water molecule per complex at due to stretches of the carboxylate (asym and sym)
unit water activity. The bound water is associated
with a hydrogen-bonded OH stretch at 3318 cmd and ether (asym) groups. Spectra were recorded
(broad) and a nonbonded OH stretch at 3680 cm d at nominal 2-cre1 resolution with triangular
(sharp) in the b'TIR spectrum (Figure 3). The apodization.

observed peak positions and widths suggest water Whereas the macrocycles tested play a
attachment by a hydrogen bond (leafing one straightforward role in many of the synergistic
hydrogen free) rather than by coordination. Thus, extraction systems, the sulfonic acid and carboxylic
from the available evidence, it is suggested that acid cation exchangers display complicated
the predominant solution complex has a structure structural and equilibrium behavior. Crystal
similar to that of the symmetrically cleaved dimer
in the crystal, structures reveal varied anion-metal interactions
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where the same anion may coordinate in several Moreover, the principles of ion recognition are
ways. Equilibrium analysis using SXLSQA to providing the molecular tools with which to
model some representative systems shows that the achieve new selectivities and new applications.
distribution of metals can only be understood in
terms of aggregated species, as indicated in Acknowledgments
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consistent with the ability of down ethers to bind
water (Bryan et al. 1990). References
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Metal Ion Separations Using Reactive Membranes

J. Douglas Way (a)

time. There are two basic mechanisms for this
Introduction enhanced transport.

A membrane is a barrier between two phases. Figure 1 illustrates the concept of coupled
If one component of a mixture moves through the transport _,here the reversible reaction is an ion
membrane faster than another mixture component, exchange reaction, and the solute flux is linked
a separation can be accomplished. Membranes are (coupled) to the flux of another ion (Cussler
used commercially for many applications including 1971). The carrier is an ion exchange reagent.
_,_,_separations, water purification, particle filtra- This reaction normally occurs at a liquid-liquid
:ion, and macromolecule separations (Abelson interface since metal ions are not soluble in an
1989). There are two points to note concerning
this definition. First, a membrane is defined based organic phase. Coupled transport is analogous to

performing solvent extraction in a thin liquid film.
on its function, not the material used to make the

The majority of liquid membranes for metal ion
membrane. Secondly, a membrane separation is a separation involve a coupled transport mechanism.
rate process. The separation is accomplished by a
driving force, not by equilibrium between phases.

Liquids that are immiscible with the feed and Interfacial Ion Exchange Reaction
product streamscan alsobe used as memb,.,=ne M+ + 2BH _- B2M + 2H+
materials. Different soluteswill havedifferent
soiubilitiesanddiffusioncoefficientsin a liquid.

The product of the diffusivity and the solubility is M*" __\,\_\_.,_.._X._,_gX,_.XMX,_,_X_,_,__

kno,- _-as the permeability coefficient, which is _S=M_ M**
proportional to the solute flux. Differences in =
permeability coefficient will produce a separation H *+ H **
between solutes at constant driving force. Because _ ,,,\___
the diffusion coefficients in liquids are typically
orders of magnitude higher than in polymers, a
larger flux can be obtained. • •

Membrane

Reactive Liquid Membranes

As stated above, the use of a liquid phase can Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of the Coupled
enhance the solute flux due to the higher diffusion

Transport Mechanism for Metal Ion Transport
coefficients in liquids than in solids. Further Through Liquid Membranes. M ++ refers to the
enhancement can be accomplished by adding a metal ion, B refers to the ion exchange reagent,
nonvolatile complexation agent to the liquid and H+ is hydrogen ion.
membrane (Scholander 1960; Ward and Robb
1967). This carrier molecule can selectively and As shown in Figure 2, facilitated transport is
reversibly react with the solute. This reversible concerned with the reversible reaction between the
reaction provides a means of enhancing the solute solute and the carder and it is not coupled to
flux and improving the selectivity at the same other components. This reaction normally takes

place throughout the liquid membrane phase.
(a) OregonStateUnivemty,Corvallis,Oregon
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Homogeneous Complexation Reaction emulsified in an immiscible liquid membrane(Li
1968). The liquid surfactant, or emulsion liquid

A + B _-AB membrane (ELM) is then dispersed in the feed
solution and mass transfer takes place from the
feed phase to the internal receiving phase. Way
et al. (1984) discuss criteria for selecting supports

_x_'__x_,, '_ _ for ILMs.

,N_xN-x,,,,_x,_A An ILM can be fabricated in at least three
= =- different geometries. Planar or flat sh.¢;etILMs

are very useful for laboratory research and devel-
opment purposes but the surface area to volume
ratio of flat sheets is too low for industrial appli-

_x,,X,_._x__xx_x_ cations. Spiral wound and hollow fiber geometriescan be used to increase the surface area of liquid

ML_irdane _ membrane modules. Surface area to volume ratios
,_x,,x,__x_x_x_,, _ for hollow fiber modules can approach 104 m2/m3and 103m2/m3'for spiral wound modules (Kesting

Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of the Facilitated 1985).
Transport Mechanism for Neutral Species Emulsion liquid membranes are prepared by
Through Liquid Membranes. A is the solute. B is dispersing an inner receiving phase in an
the complexation agent (carrier). and AB is the immiscible liquid membrane phase to form an
solute-carrier complex, emulsion. The emulsion is stabilized by surfac-

tants dissolved in the liquid membrane phase with
Four points demonstrate the benefits of using appropriate HLB number (Adamson 1977). The

carders in liquid membranes. HLB (hydrophilic-lipophilic balance) is a parame-

I. High fluxes are possible, ter which is the percentage of hydrophilic func-
tional groups in the surfactant molecule divided by

2. Very selective separations are possible. The five. The liquid membrane phase can be either
selective nature of the carder provides much
better separations than those obtained solely aqueous or organic, although the majority of workin the literature describes water-in-oil emulsions.
from differences in the permeability coeffi- For coupled transport of metal ions, a carrier
cient, the product of the diffusivity and
solubility, species is incorporated into the liquid membrane

phase.

3. Ions can be concentrated since the coupled Marr and Kopp (1982) created a set of quanti-
transport mechanism can pump one ion tative guidelines for the formation of stable water-
against its concentration gradient due to a in-oil ELMs based on the surfactant HLB, surfac-
gradient in the coupled ion. tant concentration, organic viscosity, and volume

4. Expensive complexing agents can be used. ratios of the various phases. Frankenfeld et al.
Small amounts of carder are necessary because (1981) discussed the effect of many of these
of the small solvent inventory in the parameters on the performance of an ELM for
membrane. Cu2+ extraction.

Membrane Configurations Industrial Applications
Liquid membranes can be prepared in two There is extensive literature on the use of

primary configurations that are shown in Figure 3. reactive liquid membranes to the remove metal
A liquid can be impregnated in the pore structure ions from aqueous streams for a variety of
of a microporous solid, such as a polymer filter, applications including hydrometallurgy, waste
This configuration is known as an immobilized or water treatment, and nuclear waste reprocessing.
supported liquid membrane (]LM or SLM). In The previous work is summarized in recent
the alternate configuration, the receiving phase is reviews (Noble et al. 1989; Noble and Way 1987;
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Feed Phase
Liquid Membrane,_,',_

Receiving Pha

i _ _

Immobilized Liquid Emulsion Liquid Membrane
Membrane

. Figure 3. ComparisonBetween the EmulsionLiquid Membrane Configuration (ELM)
and the Immobilized Liquid Membrane Configuration (ILM)

Frankenfeld and Li 1987). Several of these studies N,N-diisobutylcarbamoylmethylphosphine oxide
related to hydrometallurgy and nuclear waste (CMPO) and 0.75 M tributylphosphate (TBP) in
reprocessing will be briefly described below, decalin. Microporous polypropylene flat sheets

and hollow fibers were used as liquid membrane
ILMs supports. The thicker wall hollow fiber supports

Babcock et al. (1983) reported pilot plant had only 40% of the flux of the flat sheet ILMs
uranium and chromium recovery projects using but were more stable during extended performance
ILMs. Membrane modules were constructed with testing. The flux for the hollow fiber support was
hollow fiber polysulfone supports containing kero- stable over a 10-day period while the flux for the
sene solutions of commercially available hydro- flat sheet membranes began to decline after
metallurgical complexation agents. Operating 6 days. In laboratory studies with a synthetic
costs for the extraction step calculated from nuclear waste stream, actinides were removed to
uranium recovery data were $ 0.8/kg U for a the point where the solution was classified as a
3.785 • 103 m3/day plant which were superior to non-transuranic waste (< 10 mCi/g radioactivity).
costs associated with solvent extraction and ion
exchange. ELMs

Danesi, Chiarizia, Horwitz and coworkers at Bock et al. (1981) and Hayworth et al. (1983)
the Argonne National Laboratory have studied the reported on the application of emulsion liquid
removal of actinides (Am, Pu, U, Np) from membrane technology to the recovery of uranium
aqueous stlreams using fiat sheet and hollow fiber from wet process phosphoric acid. The authors
g.,Ms for nuclear waste reprocessing applications concluded that the economics of the liquid
(Danesi et al. 1983; Danesi et al. 1985; Chiarizia membrane process were superior to solvent
and Horwitz 1990). A typical liquid membrane extraction. The economic study was based on data
composition was 0.25 mole/liter (M) octyl(phenyl)- from a 0.06 mZ/hrcontinuous pilot plant operated
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in South Pierce, Florida. Single- and two-stage stability of the complexing agent. Danesi et al.
countercurrent experimental runs were used to (1987) have correlated [LM lifetime with the
confirm a three countercurrent extractor design following parameters: interfacial tension, carrier
capable of greater than 90% recovery with a 6 g/L, interaction with water, concentration of the feed
internal phase uranium concentration. The capital and stripping solution, viscosity of the liquid
costs of the ELM design were equivalent to sol- membrane, and the water solubility in the liquid
vent extraction with minimum feed pretreatment membrane. They concluded that low osmotic
and superior to solvent extraction when extensive pressure differences between the feed and strip
feed pretreatment was required. The operating solutions, low water solubility in the liquid
cost estimate for the ELM plant was $40.2/kg membrane, and low carrier solubility in water
compared to $55.2 - $56.0/kg U30 8 for solvent favor stable ILMs.

extraction. The major problem with ELMs is emulsion
Frankenfeld et al. (1981) reported a similar stability. The emulsion must be formulated to

study on the recovery of copper with ELM tech- withstand the shear generated by mixing during
nology, Using a basis of a 2.687 • 107 kg Cu/year metal extraction, and the emulsion must be easily
plant, it was estimated that the liquid membrane broken to recover the concentrated internal phase
plant would save 40% in capital costs with nearly and to recycle _nd reformulate the emulsion.
identical operating costs. These two factors must be carefully balanced.

Draxler and Marr (1986) discussed the applica- Also, large osmotic pressure differences are
tion of ELM technology to remove zinc as zinc encountered with the very high metal ion concen-
sulfate from low concentration wastewater from a tration in the emulsion internal phase. This can

textile plant in Lenzing, Austria. The ELM lead to water transport from the dilute feed
process was chosen over solvent extraction and ion solution to the concentrated internal phase in a
exchange due to the low zinc concentration and process known as osmotic swell (Draxler and Marr
the presence of interfering Ca++ ions. A com- 1986). Osmotic swell can cause the emulsion
mercial plant for Zn removal was constructed at globules to rupture, and the separation is lost.
the same location and began operation at the end
of 1986. The plant used proprietary counter- Conclusions

current extraction columns and electrostatic Currently, the only commercial process appli-
coalescers to break the emulsion prior to Z,n cation of liquid membrane technology is waste
recovery and organic phase recycle. The Zn con- treatment, where metal ions at low concentration
centration ,l the aqueous waste stream was must be removed from large volumes of effluent.
reduced from less than 1 g/L to ppm levels in less Conventional technology such as solvent extrac-
than 20 rain average residence time in the tion and ion exchange is often marginally eco-
extraction column. Concentrations in the inner nomic at these conditions. Due to the presence of
droplet phase of the ELM of up to 50 g/L Zn the complexation reaction and the low volume of
were obtained. Proprietary design countercurrent liquid membrane required for either emulsion or
stirred extraction columns (10 m high, 1.6 m immobilized configurations, liquid membrane tech-
diameter) similar to Oldshue-Rushton columns nology is ideally suited for high recoveries of
were used. The plant throughput was 75 to dilute solutes as demonstrated by the commerciali-
100 m3/hr, zation of ELM technology for Zn removal in

Austria.
Problems With Liquid Membranes

Despite very promising technical performat, ce,
The stability of coupled transport membranes none of the metal recovery applications described

in either configuration is the most important issue above have been commercialized. This fact pro-
that will ultimately determine whether this tech- bably stems from a number of economic factors,
nology is used for industrial metal ion separations, especially the depressed state of the non-ferrous
For ILMs, there are several important stability metals industry. Several liquid membrane pilot

_ issues including stability of the immobilized liquid studies for U, Cr, and Cu had very favorable
film, stability of the porous support, and chemical economics compared to solvent extraction, but
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very few new plants will be built in poor economic Chiarizia, R., and E. P. Horwitz. 1990. "Study of
climates, which obviates the present need for new Uranium Removal from Groundwater by Sup-
technology regardless of its technical or economic ported Liquid Membranes." Solv. Etrr. Ion ExctL
superiority. 8:65-98.

The long-term stability of liquid membranes of
either the emulsion or immobilized configuration Cussler, E. L 1971_ "Membranes Which Pump."
promises to be a important issue that may limit AIChE l. 17(6):1300-1303.
the commercialization of liquid membrane tech-
nology. Babcock's (1983) ILM pilot plant for Danesi, P. R., E. P. Horwitz, and P. G. Rickert.
uranium recovery operated successfully for 200 to 1983. "Rate and Mechansim of Facilitated
250 days before requiring a recharge of solvent Americium(III) Transport Through a Supported
and complexing agent. The continued operation Liquid Membrane Containing a Bifunctional
of the Austrian Zn recovery plant will help to Organophosphorus Mobile Carrier." Z Phys.
increase industrial confidence in this emerging Chem. 87:4708-4715.
technology.

Danesi, P. R., R. Chiarizia, P. G. Rickert, and E.
Research is necessary to develop new com- P. Horwitz. 1985. "Separation of Actinides and

plexation chemistry to increase the number of Lanthanides from Acidic Nuclear Wastes by
separations possible with liquid membrane tech- Supported Liquid Membranes." Solv. Extr. Ion
nology and to improve existing processes. Related Exch. 3:111-147.
theoretical work could define the set of properties

required to optimize the separations and provide Danesi, P. R., L Reichley-Yinger, and P. G.
guidelines for improving existing complexation Rickert. 1987. "Lifetime of Supported Liquid
reactions. Improved thin film technology would Membranes: The Influence of Interfacial

definitely speed industrial application of liquid Properties, Chemical Composition and Water
membrane technology, especially in gas separation Transport on the Long-Term Stability of the
applications. Support and immobilization tech- Membranes." Y. Membrane Sci. 31:117-145.
niques are necessary in order to fabricate ILMs
and ion exchange membranes in micron or thinner Draxler, J., and R. Marr. 1986. "Emulsion Liquid
thicknesses to produce economically attractive Membranes Part I: Phenomenon and Industrial

fluxes. Application." Chem. Eng. Process. 20:319-329.
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Removal of Heavy-Metal Pollutants from Groundwater
Using a Reverse-Osmosis/Coupled-Transport

Hybrid System

David J. Edlund, Dwayne T. Friesen, Roderick J. Ray, and Richard W. Schofleld (.)

Two membrane processes--reverse osmosis This requires 1) an RO membrane with a heavy-
(i_O_ and coupled transport (CI)---are useful in metal rejection of about 98%, and 2) any neces-
removing n_,_ metals from aqueous solutions sary pretreatment such that the feed stream does
and producing purified water..Each process has not foul the membrane at this level of concentra-
advantages. RO produces clean water reliably and tion. Bend Research RO membrane modules are
relatively inexpensively. However, the pollutants particularly well-suited to this application due to
are removed nonselectively and cannot be appre- their fouling-resistant design.

ciably concentrated. CT removes pollutants Figure 2 shows the hollow-fiber CT module to
selectively and can concentrate them by several be utilized in the hybrid system. Concentrated
orders of magnitude, but CT suffers from limited groundwater enters the interior of the micro-
reliability and performs poorly at low pollutant porous hollow-fiber membranes on one end of the
concentrations. By combining these two unit module. As the solution passes down the fiber
processes in a hybrid process, it is possible to length, chromium or uranium is extracted from
capitalize on the advantages of each process and the solution, depending on the type of organic
to minimize their disadvantages, ion-complexing agent contained in the walls of the

The RO/CT hybrid process we are developing hollow-fiber membranes. In the case of coupled
removes more than 95% of the uranium and transport of chromium (see Figure 3), a water-
chromium in a contaminated groundwater stream-- insoluble organic amine (NR3) complexes
reducing concentrations of each pollutant to less chromium (Cr202 =) on one side Ofthe membrane
than 100 ppb. These pollutants are simulta- (at relatively low pH) and releases chromium to
neously recovered as a concentrate at metal-ion the strip solution (at relatively high pH) on the
concentrations greater than 1 wt% in relatively opposite side of the membrane.

pure form. The hybrid process promises to be Unlike conventional CT fibers (e.g., Accurel
reliable and to reduce treatment costs below that fibers), Bend Research CT fibers are asymmetric
for costs if either CT or RO were used alone. (see the table in Figure 2). This asymmetry
Even more importantly, the high selectivity of the simultaneously yields high metal-ion transport
hybrid process minimizes the volume of waste rates (fluxes) and improves the retention of ion-
requiring disposal, complexing agent by the fibers.

Figure 1 shows the patented RO/CT hybrid We plan to field-test the RO/CT hybrid system
system we have designed for groundwater remedia- shown in Figure 1 within the next 1 to 2 years.
tion. The system shown concentrates heavy metals This type of RO/CT hybrid system should be
in the groundwater 40-fold and reduces their applicable to other similar waste-treatment
concentration in the groundwater a factor of 10. problems, and other hybrid systems, such as

RO/pervaporation or RO/carbon absorption
systems, should have advantages similar to those

(a) BendResearch,Inc.,Bend,Oregon offered by the RO/CT system.
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Hollow-Fiber Strip
Membranes _ Solution

Shell

CHARACTERISTICSOF BRI
AND ACCURELHOLLOWFIBERS

Strip Solution 'TUbeI.D. (mm) 0.38 I 0.6
Enriched In One TubeO.D.(mm) 0.49 I 1.0

WallThickness(pm_) 55 I 200FeedSolution Metal Ion Pore Diameter (pm)
Containing A Surface 0.Ol 0.1

M_ture Of Interior 0.5 (Symmetric)
Metal Ions Bubble Pressure(pslg) 190 - 220 30 - 40

Figure 2. CT Hollow-Fiber Modules
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Feed Solution ProductSolution
2"

Low Cr20-_'Concentration High Cr207 Concentration
High H+ Concentration ComplexingAgent Low H+Concentration

2R3N

C r20¢'+ 20H

Cr202_2H *. > 2CrO 2" + H20

_-.. 2 OH"

(R3N H) 2Cr 2 07 ..
Complexed Metal

Figure 3. Chemistry of Chromium CT

David J. Edlund is Director of Separations, Chemistry, at Bend Research,
i_ Inc., Bend, Oregon. In this capacity he directs research programs In gas
_i complexation by liquid absorbents, Hz-permeable metallic membranes,

and chemical sensors. Dr. Edlund received his Ph.D. in chemistry from

the University of Oregon.
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Organic Separations with Membranes

Edward W. Funk (a)

Introduction

This paper presents an overview of present
and emerging applications of membrane tech-
nology for the separation and purification of _'.
organic materials. This technology is highly _'
relevant for programs aimed at minimizing waste o,L _,FEED

in processing and in the treatment of gaseous and _'
liquid effluents. Application of membranes for _. s-r_,
organic separation is growing rapidly in the ----'.
petrochemical industry to simplify processing and _. .,,._uA-r,Oil.

in the treatment of effluents, and it is expected T
that this technology will be useful in numerous ,-_LO*-O,A-rVO,,

other industries including the processing of Figure 1. Allied-Signal Process for Solvent
nuclear waste materials. Recovery

Commercial Applications recovery via membranes, lt is interesting that this

There are four major areas where membranes separation is by ultrafiltration with the size
are being used to treat organics. First, membranes selectivity due to both the porous membrane and
are being used to remove acid gases (CO2, H2S) the surface layer formed on the membrane. Fig-
from methane. The major application is in ure 2 shows the long-term performance for a
natural gas production, but could also find spiral-wound module of polysulfone processing a
application for other gas streams which must be mixture of Arabian Heavy Vacuum Resid with
treated before being released into the pentane as the solvent. The separation capabilityis moderate, but the membrane and module com-

environment, ponents were not degraded by the organic
The second emerging commercial use is in the components.

recovery of solvents from mixtures of solvents with
chemical products. The technique may find wide These studies are with polysulfone-based
application in industries beyond petrochemicals, membranes which are stable to the heavy oil and
and in particular, can form part of systems for paraffinic solvents (but not to light aromatics
environmental management. An example would which are not present in these feed streams). The

number of polymeric materials for use in organic
be the coupling of membranes for solvent recovery separations is not large since most tend to swell or
with solvent extraction, dissolve. Examples of candidate materials are

In our laboratory (Kulkarni et al. 1986; Funk aromatic polyamides, polyvinylidene fluoride,
et al. 1986), we have developed membranes for the polytetrafluoroethylene, and polyamides.

recovery of solvents from heavyoil as illustrated The third commercial area is pervaporation
in Figure 1. Petroleum deasphalting typically uses
large ratios of light paraffins (propane to pentane) and this is rapidly becoming established tech-
and thus is an ideal application for solvent nology in Europe for the dehydration of alcohols.

This technique is potentially valuable for environ-
mental systems as a way to efficiently remove

(a) Allied-Signal, Inc., Des Piaines, Illinois organics from waste streams, lt may also be
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Figure 2. Long-Term Performance of Module for Solvent Recovery

combined with other separations such as air application is the recovery of H 2 from a gas
stripping, adsorption, and solvent extraction, mixture. Union Carbide is also exploring synergy

The fourth area of growing commercial via- of this type of process (Doshi 1987; 1988).
bility is solvent vapor recovery and is also centered Professor Stern at Syracuse University (Acharya
in Europe, although much of the underlying and Stern 1988) has been exploring liquid organics
science of how rubbery membranes such as sill- (e.g., benzene/cycloexane) separation with a varia-

tion of pervaporation where on the permeate sidecone separate light organic gases from air was
done in the United States. The separation factors of the membrane there is a liquid phase instead of
are enormous (trichloromethane/N2) > 1000 and low pressure.
the membranes are both inexpensive and easy to Second, membrane technology is being
fabricate. At the 1990 International Congress on explored in studies which combine membrane
Membranes, it was impi'essive to see pictures of a separations with chemical reactor technology.
large-scale unit operating in Germany. A serious There are three major conceptual advantages:
engineering commitment had been made to scale (1) reaction, concentration, and separatioll can be
up the process, integrated into a single process; (2) the system can

be operated to enhance thermodynamically limited
Frontiers of Research or product-inhibited reactions; and (3) reaction

rates can be controlled to give very selective
There are two frontier areas involving organic reactions.

separations which are highly relevant for the

development of separation systems for environ- References
mental management.

First, there are some fascinating new hybrid Acharya, H. R., and S. A. Stem. 1988.
systems being proposed that effectively integrate "Separation of Liquid Benzene/Cyclohexane

Mixtures By Perstraction and Pervaportion."membranes with other separation processes.
Journal of Membrane Science 37:205.Rautenbach and Albrecht (1985) have proposed a

combination of pervaporation with extractive
distillation for the separation of benzene/ Choe, J. S., R. Agrawal, et al. 1990.
cyclohexane mixtures. The group at Air Products "Membrane/Adsorption Hybrids for Gas
and Chemicals (Choe, Agrawal et al. 1990) pre- Separation." Third International Congress on
sented an interesting system concept on the Membranes and Membrane Processes, Chicago.
combination of membranes with adsorption: one
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Polymer-Supported Reagents
with Enhanced Metal Ion Recognition:

Application to Separations Science

Spiro D. Alexandratos (a)

Introduction Research has thus been focused on the prepara-
tion of polymer-supported reagents with high

The design and development of polymer- levels of specificity for targeted metal ions.
supported reagents with ever-increasing specifici-

ties for targeted metal ions remains an important Ion-Selective Polymers
area of research. The need for efficient separation
schemes for both ions and molecules has been Many different polymers with varying metal
outlined in a report by the National Research ion specificities have been synthesized
Council (King 1987) and will gain increased (Warshawsky 1982; Alexandratos 1992). A wide
emphasis as environmental restoration is pursued, range of functional groups has been studied:

Polymer-supported reagents are unique in quinolines (Moberg et al. 1990), pyrazoles
their ability to be applied in an environmentally (Roozemond et al. 1988), ethyleneimines (Chang
benign manner to a host of challenges. Such et ai. 1991), and carbamoylmethylphosphonates
reagents, in the form of beads, can be applied to (Paine ct al. 1989) are only a very few examples.
continuous separation processes ranging from the Aza-macrocycies (Matsushita et al. 1988) and con-
removal of metal ions in water to the recovery of ventional crown ethers (Smid 1982) have also
medicinal drugs produced through biotechnologi- been immobilized on polymer supports in order to
cal means. The application of polymer-supported gain some measure of size selectivity from tb.e
reagents to metal ion separations still requires ligand's cavity. Both organic and inorganic
developing a fundamental understanding of ligand- polymers are used as supports onto which the
metal interactions, the role of the polymer in ligands are covalently bound. Silica gel is the
those interactions, and the methods of synthe- most common inorganic support and polystyrene
sizing such polymeric reagents in a readily the most common organic support. The latter is

especially versatile because its synthesis via
applicable form. suspension polymerization permits the direct for-

Ion exchange resins with sulfonic acid ligands marion of beads which may be used in many dif-
are the prototypical polymer-supported reagents, ferent continuous separation processes. Adjusting
and their properties have been exhaustively the crosslink level and macroporosity of the

studied (Helfferich 1962). The high acidity of the polymer beads allows optimization of the kinetics
sulfonic acid group, however, precludes much selec- of the various separation processes.
tivity, and it displays a very limited range of

reaction free energy values with different metal Dual Mechanism Bifunctional
ions (Boyd et al. 1967). The carboxylic acid
ligand, present in the acrylate resins, is more Polymers
selective, though its weak acidity requires rela- A recent approach to the preparation of
tively high pH solutions for it to be effective. selective metal ion complexing agents has been the

synthesis and characterization of dual mechanism
(a) Universityof Tennessee,Knoxville,Tennessee bifunctional polymers (Alexandratos 1988). The

concept behind this new category of polymers is to
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design a system that allows ions into the network distribution coefficient (D) of 2155 whereas the
through a relatively aspecific access mechanism by monofunctional monoester and diester resins show
one type of ligand, to be followed by a specific _rdlue_of 638 and 291, respectively. Similar results
recognition mechanism when a target ion were found in other background solutions.
approaches a second type of ligand. The access Results with Hg(II) and Fe(III) showed the
mechanism is ion exchange due to its hydro- bifunctional resin mimicking the performance of
philicity and compatibility with metal ions; three the monofunctional resins. The reason for this
recognition mechanisms (reduction, coordination, unique interaction with Ag(I) is being invest/gated.

and precipitatton) have been developed which thus The greater selectivities displayed by the
define each of the three classes of the dual phosphorus-based DMBPs with transition metal
mechanism bifunctional l_lyraers (DMBPs). In ions has been confirmed and extended with lantha-

each case, chemtcal modiPcation of polystyrene hides and actinides (Alexandratos et al. 1987"o). In
beads with given levels of crossEak_ng and studies with Eu(III), Am(III), UO2(II), and
porosity result in the three DMBP classes. Pu(IV), it was found that the phosphinic resin

complexes more metal than the sulfonic resin from
Class I DMBPs: Ion Exchange/ acidic solutions (e.g., log D values of 3.17, 3.07,
Redox Resins 2.62, and 2.54 for the ions as listed above with the

The phosI.hinic acid resin can be prepared phosphinic resin and 0.93, 0.99, 1.19, and 0.76,
from polystyrex_ebeads by reaction with PCI3 and respectively, with the sulfonic resin from 0.2N
subsequent hydloiysis (Alexandrato_ and Wilson HNO3/3.8N NaNO 3 solutions).
1986). As show_ in Figure 1, the primary
phosphinic acid dgand is capable of ion exchange Class III DMBPs: Ion Exchange/
with any metal ion, but once the mercuric ion is Precipitation Resins

exchanged into the polymer, a two-electron trans- The third class of bifunctional polymers
fer occurs from the ligand to the ion thus reducing combines the ion exchange mechanism with a
the ion to free metal and oxidizing the ligand to precipitation reaction: a phosphoric acid ligand
the phosphonic acid. The reduction reaction allows ions into the polymer network and a qua-
occurs rapidly with Hg(II), more slowly with ternary ammonium ligand carrying an associated
Ag(I), and very slowly with Cu(II). anion leads to insoluble salt formation once a

given cation comes into c!ose enough proximity.
Class H DMBPs: Ion Exchange/ Anexample is illustrated in Figure 1. The anion
Coordination Re_ins can be varied depending on the targeted cation

The second class of DMBPs utilizes a phos- (Alexandratos and Bates 1988). Removal of the :
phonic acid for the access mechanism and a cation from solution is rapid and the precipitate is
coordinating ligand such as an amine or ester for retained within the polymer bead. To date, the
:he recognition mechanism (Alex_ .Jd;atos et al. recovery of lead as its lead iodate salt and silver as
1987a). Figure 1 gives the pbosphonate diester/ its silver chloride salt has been studied.
monoester resin as one example. A metal ion
selectivity series for _he Class I and II resins has Future Directions
been published (Alexandrato_ et al. 1991). A Current research is focusing on the prepara-
synergistic enhancement in the amount of Ag(I) tion of highly selective Class II DMBPs. Coordi-
complexed by the bifunctional phosph¢nate hating ligands being studied include penta-
d_ster/monoester resin, relative to the amount of ethyleneimine, pyridine, and poly(ethylene glycol)s.
Ag(I) complexed by the corresponding monofunc- The method of synthesis involves covalent bonding
tional resins, was observed. The concept of a of the lifands to a polymer support and the prepa-
Supported _ _svner_istici.nteraction, postulated ration ot interpenetrating polymer networks to be
to occur as indicated in Figure 1, follows from the detailed in the near future.
distribution coeiGcicnt data: from a solution of

1N HNO3/3N NaNO 3, the bi functional resin has a
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CLASS I

o to

CLASS II

0 0 OEr OEr

CH2P(0Et)2 + Ag+ (OEt)2 _P%0.

p,-o-
--'- OEr OEr OErQ

\

CLASS III

\ _ + I%- + I03- +

%_k-_ _-CH2NMe3 + Pb2+ L _ + Pb(I03)2

\ r:-,, o /-y-o-
_ OH OH OH

Figure 1. Examples of Class I, II, and III Dual Mechanism Bifunctional Polymers
and Their Mechanism of Action
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Groundwater Remediation at the Hanford Site

William Fries (.)

Ion exchange resin and adsorption technology system along with specific treatment resin bed(s).
has been used succe_fully to treat diversified types The core of this approach would be a two-bed D.I.
of toxic wa3te water for many years. Even though system of classical packed-bed design. The first
the Hanford Site presents many unique problems, would be a strong acid cation exchange resin
we believe these technologies can remediate the operated in the hydrogen cycle and the second a
groundwater at this site. However, treatment of strong base anion exchange resw. operated in the
the sludge in tanks generally is beyond the pale of hydroxide cycle. The overall reaction using NaCI
these technologies except for the possibility of as a simple model would be
experimental studies being performed at the
University of Idaho (Troescher 1989). Resin---SO 3"H+ + NaCI > > > > > > Resin---

SO3"Na+ + HCI

Definition of Problem Resin---N + OH" + HCI > > > > > > Resin--- N+

A reasonable composite analysis of the CI + H20
Hanford groundwaters, Table 1 (Garrett and
Olsen 1990; Evans et al. 1990), indicates the water Since there is some question as to whether some
is unique to our experience and difficult to treat, portion of the contaminants are filterable and
The greatest difficulty is the large variety of presumed insoluble, some sort of a mechanical
contaminating chemical species present. This prefiltering system may be necessary.

eliminates the possibility of treating the There is a possibility :hat a second ion
contaminants selectively and cheaply and also exchange deionization system would be necessary.
producing a potentially valuable concentrated This would be a mixture of the same resins as
waste regenerant stream. Additional complicatL,_g used in the two-bed D.I. system above but in a
factors are the high nitrate level and the presence single, mixed-bed operation. This would act as a
of chlorinated hydrocarbons which will require polishing system by assuring the highest quality
spe_al considerations, effluent and guarding against the premature

On the positive side, the composite water "dumping" of the less selectively held contaminants
analysis indicates that most of the contaminating to the effluent. This should be a relatively small
substances are ionic, with the exception of tritium, bed which would be regenerated much less often
iodine, and chlorinated hydrocarbons. The former than the preceding two-bed D.I. system. This
are amenable to ion exchange removal; the latter, compensates for the greater difficulty and expense
except for tritiated water, are amenable to of operating a mixed-bed system.

adsorption. Also, the total concentration, both Complete automation would be possible with
contaminants and innocuous chemicals, is not automatic monitoring of the conductivity after
particularly high at abou_ 450 ppm (as CaCO3). each D.I. system. This should be sufficient to

guaranty satisfactory quality effluent on a routine
System Decision Process basis. Of course, periodic complete analyses of

The results of a flow chart exercise (Figure 1) the effluent will be necessary to the extent that
suggest that the most reasonable approach is a local regulations require.
complete ion exchange resin deionization (D.I.) In addition to the core D.I. system, it would be

necessary to have a selective treatment system of a

(a) RohmandHaasCompany,SpringHouse,Pennsylvania hydrophobic adsorbent, either an Amberlite XAD
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Table 1. Hanford Groundwater (Garrett and Olsen 1990)

Median Median
Radiological Chemicals Level Radiological Che_icals Level

Gross Alpha 70 pCi_ Technetium-99* 1250 pCi/L
Gross Beta 260 pCi/L Iodine-129* 50 pO/L
Tritium* 50000 pCi/L Iodine-131* @ not present when
Cobalt-60* ? Ruthenium-lO3* @ N-Reactor idle
Strontium-90* 150 pO/L Uranium (total) # 45 pCi/L

330 ppb 75 ppb

* Beta Emitter

# Alpha Emitter
@ Only Present When Reactors Are Operating

Toxic Chemicals (EPA-MCL and Washington State Dept. of Ecolo_)

Nitrate 310 ppml!!
Chromium (filtered) 100 ppb
Trichloroethylene 60 ppb
Total Chlorinated 500 ppb

Hydrocarbons

Innocuous Chemicals

Total Diss. Solids 600 ppm Total Alkalinity 130ppm
pH 7.7 Total Carbon 30 ppm
Spec. Conductance 570 I_mho Turbitity, nephel 50 ntu

Sodium 80 ppm 174 ppm (as CaCO3)
Calcium 40 ppm 100 ppm (as CaCO3)
Magnesium 23 ppm 96 ppm (as CaCO3)
Potassium (filtered) 5 vvm 6 ppm (as CaCO3L -

total > > > > > > 1_- ppm 376 ppm (as CaCO3)

Bicarbonate 150 ppm 123 ppm (as CaCO3)
Sulfate 60 ppm 63 ppm (as CaCO3)
Chloride 26 ppm 37 ppm (as CaCO3)
Phosphate 5 ppm 8 ppm (as CaCO3)
(Nitrate) (310 ppm) (250) ppm (asCaCO3_

total > > > > > > 209 ppm 481 ppm (as CaCO3)

Trace (ppb) Levels

Aluminum, Fluoride, Barium, Cyanide, Iron (filtered), Zinc, Ammonia, Boron, Copper,
Manganese (filtered), Arsenic, Vanadium, Cadmium, Mercury
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1. Small Amount of Suspended Matter

A. Filter Residue Contains a High Level of Radiological or Toxic Material
• Must Prefilter Before IER and Adsorbent Beds

B. Residue Does Not
• Need Not Filter

2. Level of Total Dissolved Substances

A. High
, Must Use Selective IER or Adsorbent

* B. Low

• Complete Deionization Economically Feasible

3. Variety of Contaminating Chemical Species

* A. Large
• Must Deionize Totally

B. Small (1 - 2)
• Possibility of Using Selective System

4. Quality Effluent Required

*A. High
• Mixed-Bed D.I. System Preferred
• May Get Away with Two-Bed D.I. System

B. Low
• Two-Bed D.I. System

5. Difference in Selectivities Among the Ions

* _ Large
• May Cause "Dumping" of Less Selectively Held Ions

B. Small

• No Special Considerations Required

6. Non-Ionic Contaminants Present

* A. Not Adsorbed by D.I. Resins
• Must Remove with Adsorbent

* B. Adsorbed by D.I. Resins
• Also, Must Remove to Prevent Fouling of D.I. Resins

* Apparent Condition at Hanford.

Figure 1. Hanford Groundwater Flow Chart
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or Amberlite Carbonaceous Adsorbent. This is to Table 2. Freshly Prepared D.I. Water by Mixed
reduce the chlorinated hydrocarbons to a low ppb Beds (ppb) (Sabadell 1973)
level (Figure 2).

Al 0.1 Mg 0.3Also, a pretreatment system may be necessary,
positioned before the D.I. system(s). Its function Sb <0.5 Mn 0.05
would be to selectively exchange the large quantity Be <0.005 Hg < 1
of nitrates for the chloride ions. This would be Bi <0.1 Mo <0.1

B 3 Ni <0.1
necessary to 1) prevent dumping, elution of a
highly concentrated plug, of the less selectively CA <0.1 Nb <0.1
held contaminants by the very selectively held Ca 1 Si <0.5
nitrate ions in the D.I. system(s) and 2) reduce Cr <0.1 Ag 0.01
regeneration cost of the relatively expensive Co <0.1 Na 1
caustic in the D.I. systems. Cu 0.2 Sn <0.1

Ga <0.2 "Ii <0.1
Further minor refinements of this multi-bed Ge <0.5 V < 0.1

system are possible which may save operating costs Fe 0.2 Zn <0.1
in the area of tens of percent. Pb 0.1 Zr <0.1

Proposed System References
The proposed system and possible options are Garrett, L., and P. M. Olsen. 1990. Purge Water

shown in Figure 3. The necessary unit operations Characterization and Treatment Summary.
are indicated by the solid boxes. The optional WHC-SP-0568, Westinghouse Hanford Company,
ones, to be decided by experimentation, are shown Richland, Washington.
by the slashed boxes.

The overall waste water treatment cycle is Evans, J. C., R. W. Bryce, D. J. Bates, and M. L.
shown by the solid lines/arrows. An idealized Kemner. June, 1990. Hanford Site Groundwater
example of the quality that might be expected Surveillance for 1989. PNL-7396, Pacific
from a mixed-bed D.I. system treating a municipal Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington.
water is shown in Table 2 (SabadeU 1973). The
ultimate use or disposal of this large volume of Troescher, P. D. 1989. Metals Recovery from
nearly perfectly deionized water must be con- Industrial Sludge. D9C, pp. 1549-1565, Idaho
sidered. Except for its tritium content, there may National Engineering Laboratory, Idaho Falls,
be no restrictions to its use. Idaho.

The regenerant solution flow for each bed is
shown by the slashed lines/arrows. The waste Sabadell, J. E. 1973. "Traces of Heavy Metals in
regenerants will contain the concentrated con- Water Removal Processes and Monitoring." In
taminants along with the excess regenerant Proc. of a Symposium Conducted by the Center for
chemicals and/or solvent. Each waste regenerant Environmental Studies and the Water Resources
will contain different contaminating species but Program, Princeton University.
our best guess of which contaminant will be where
is limited by the lack of exact knowledge of the
species of each element. Clearly, further thought
must be given to the ultimate disposal of each of
these concentrated ion exchange _r.,_ adsorbent
regeneration waste streams.
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Concepts for Immobilized Extractants

Robert T. Paine (a)

The worldwide development of nuclear energy reactionprocessesof plutonium.In sea water, it
has resulted in production of significant quantities is normally found that Pu(V) dominates, while in
of actinide elements whose radiation properties oxic fresh water, both Pu(IV) and Pu(V) are
require that they be handled with minimal poten- important. The tendency toward hydrolysis of
tial for public contact. For the most part, great soluble plutonium in turn follows the oxidation
care has been exercised in handling actinide state order IV > VI > III > V; therefore, where
species in the research and processing arenas; inorganic anions and organic ligands are not
however, some waste materials appear to pose highly influential, one usually finds that Pu(IV)
special problems. For example, actinide ions are forms highly insoluble_ polynuclear, colloidal
strongly adsorbed on most geomedia; therefore, hydrolysis products. On the other hand, condi-
rudimentary, shallow land burial techniques have tions that favor Pu(V) tend to lead to greater
been used in the past to store or contain selected solubility for plutonium. Related trends appear
actinide wastes. These waste sites, as well as a few with other actinides including Np and Am in
accidental process solution release sites, are which variable, complex species may be formed
potential sources for actinide contamination of under natural water conditions.

public areas. Increasingly stringent regulatory The primary conclusion that may be reached
guidelines require that these contaminated sites from the limited studies of actinides in natural

undergo remediation, waters is that the nature of the species found is
Successful remediation of waste sites neces- highly site specific. As a result, remediation plans

sarily requires considerable knowledge and atten- involving more than "digand rebury"scenarios
tion to the chemistry of the particular actinides must take into account the complex and fascinat-
and geomedia involved. In a laboratory research ing chemistry of the elements in their specific
setting where experimental ,arameters may be locale. This presents a formidable but interesting
carefully controlled, the aqueous chemistry of set of challenges to actinide chemists.

actinide species is complicated, but a considerable One of several approaches under consideration
• body of reliable, predictive data is available that for remediation of actinide contaminated soils that
describes their behavior. In the environmental

may have the flexibility to address the chemical
setting, such is not the case. Experimental diversity found in waste sites involves "soil wash-
features, such as pH, Eh, anions, and geomedia, ing"schemes. Such processes typically involve
are variable and often uncontrolled. The resulting excavation of contaminated soils, transfer to an
environmental chemistry of the actinides is poorly "extraction"plant, treatment of the soil with an
understood and difficult to predict. For example, appropriate leach solution, concentration and con-
there is even disagreement over the identification version of the leachate to an acceptable waste
of oxidation states of some actinides in environ- form, and return of the clean soil to its original
mental samples. Some elements clearly display state. It is likely that simple aqueous washing will
only one oxidation state [e.g., Th(IV)], while not remove the actinides from the soils, and chem-
others have access to several oxidation states [e.g., ical steps will be required to release actinide
Pu(III), Pu(IV), Pu(V), and Pu(VI)]. Needless to species. In this regard, it is likely that the chemi-
say, the difference in the chemistries of these cal steps will depend on the utilization of organic
species is considerable, as illustrated by hydrolysis ligands that competitively bind to actinide species

in the presence of soil fractions. This picture
(a) UniversityofNewMexico,Albuquerque,NewMexico resembles liquid-liquid extraction for which a
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number of very useful ligands have already been _, / / / i /
designed for partitioning actinides in acidic "
aqueous waste streams. Our group and several
others are presently involved in the design and
synthesis of practical extractants for soil washing

applications, and some progress in this area may CH2
be described in this talk. [

In soil washing schemes, large volumes of wash R2P (0) CHC (0) NR2
solutions containing low levels of actinide species

will be collected. In a practical operation, it will The loading levels were typically 1.5-0.5 meq/g of
be necessary to concentrate the "raffinate" and polymer. This loading is probably not sufficient to
recover the actinide species in order to complete bring two or more chelating ligands into the vicin-
the waste containment program, lt would also be ity of an actinide ion, and indeed the extraction
desirable to recycle the chemical wash solution, behavior of this material is quite distinct from the
Standard ion exchange processes may be useful for behavior of the free CMP or CMPO.
this effort; however, it is likely that more selective

In an attempt to obtain higher loadings, a
schemes will be required. One approach that has

zirconium phosphonate based extractant was pro-
potential in soil washing applications is extractions

posed and its functional unit is schematically
chromatography. In this technique, a ligand described below.
known to bind to a single metal species or group
of metals is bonded to, or fixed within, a solid
support, and the resulting material is used to pack '¢ _ _'_ * _=--"-'T--"---
a chromatography column. The immobilized
ligand may then bind to the metal by competitive
acid-base binding interactions, thereby concentrat-
ing the metal or metals on the column. In well

designed systems, the metals may then be released [H2
in a low volume, back-extraction step. This P (0 ) CH2C (0 ) NR2
scheme is conceptually simple; however, very few
solid supported ligands for actinide separations
have been developed. The extraction behavior of this layered compound

Our group is pursuing several approaches in was overwhelmed by residual acid/ion exchange
the preparation of EC materials, with particular sites on the support, and the material showed no
attention given to covalent attachment of ligand evidence for neutral ligand-like extraction
fragments to both inorganic and organic supports, behavior.
For example, we have developed several These two cases, as well as several other
approaches for immobilization of carbamoyl- results, have indicated that an approach through
methylphosphonates (CMl') and phosphine oxide EC materials will be synthetically difficult.
(CMPO) ligands to supports. In particular, by Nonetheless, these results have pointed the way to
using the acidic nature of the methyl group new synthetic advances, some of which will be
spanning the P=O and C=O functional groups, described in detail in the talk.
CMP and CMPO fragments may be attached to
polystyrene-divinyl benzene copolymer
(Merrifield's resin) as schematically shown here.
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New Ion Exchange Materials and Their Potential Use
for Nuclear Waste Treatment

Abraham Clearfleld (a)

The advent of nuclear technology in the Post When macro amounts of sodium ion are present,
World War II era initiated a search for ion both ions compete for available ion exchange sites.
exchange materials that would be more stable to In the ternary system Na+ - Cs + - H+ cesium ion
high temperatures and radiation fields than the is preferred to sodium ion up to the half-exchange
organics. Early attention was focused on hydrous point, while Na + is slightly preferred at higher
oxides which led to the discovery of gel type loadings (Kullberg and Clearfield 1981a). Thus,
phosphates, molybdates, tungstates, and and- the phases which formed depended upon pH and
monates (Kraus and Phillips 1956; Kraus et al. loading of the ions with resultant changes in selec-
1958; Amphlett 1958, 1964). This field was tivity. Furthermore, the ion exchanged phases
further extended by Clearfield and Stynes (1964), have a greater volume than the hydrogen form and
who demonstrated that zirconium phosphate could produce swelling pressures large enough to stop
be crystallized. Subsequently, single crystals were the flow of liquid when used in columns.

grown and the structure of the _-polymorph of zir- A class of compounds which is not subject to
conium phosphate determined (Clearfield and hydrolysis of the type exhibited by layered phos-
Smith 1969; Troup and Clearfield 1977; Albertson phates is the sodium titanates. Most of these
et al. 1977). This permitted the observed ion compounds belong to either of the _twoseries
exchange behavior to be explained on the basis of M2TinO2n+l and M4TinO2n+2,where M is an
structural concepts (Clearfield 1982). Very alkali metal ion or TI+. _ey are prepared by
recently the crystal structures of the Na + and K+ heating mixtures of alkali carbonates or nitrates
forms of _-zirconium phosphate have been solved with Tid 2 in the proper ratio. In the former
and a mechanism for the exchange process pro- series members with n = 1-9 have been prepared
posed (Rudolf and Clearfield 1989; 1085; and in the latter series members with n odd only
Clearfield et al. 1984). are known (Clearfield 1988). These titanates have

Several difficulties were encountered in either layered or tunnel type structures and can be
applying zirconium phosphates to nuclear technol- prepared in the protonic form by treatment with
ogy. While the gels had a high affinity for Cs +, strong acids. In this paper we shall discuss the ion
they were subject to extensive hydrolysis (Ahrland exchange behavior of a related sodium titanate pre-
and Carlesen 1971). The crystals were much less pared by the action of NaOH on anatase at tem-
susceptible to hydrolysis, but the selectivities now peratures of 100 to 250°C. The composition is
depended upon other factors. For example, Cs+ very close to Na4Ti9020 .xH20 where n can be
did not exchange in acid solution, being too large as high as 8 (Clearfield and Lehto 1988). This
to negotiate the entranceways into the inter- compound has a layered structure with an ion
lamellar space (Clearfield et al. 1969). In the exchange capacity of 4.74 meq/g on an anhydrous
presence of small amounts of Na+ cesium ion was basis. Complete exchange of H+ for Na + is
exchanged (Alberti et al. 1974; 1976). The mec- readily accomplished. This compound shows
hanism involves initial exchange of Na + with promise for the removal of 9°SrZ+ from nuclear

= expansion of the interlayer distance from 7.6 ._ to waste streams (Lehto and Meittinen 1985; Lehto
11.8 ,_, allowing the CS+ to now displace the Na+. and Clearfield 1987). In the sodium form or in

alkaline solution the species exchanged is+
Sr(OH) +, but in acid solution Sr2 is exchanged(a) Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas
(Clearfield and Lehto 1988; Lehto and Clearfield
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1987). Kd values of :he order of 105 were prove very useful for separations since it may be
measured for Sr2+ (Lehto et al. 1989). Thus, possible to build in selectivity by control of the
efficient Sr2+ uptake is possible even in the structure.
presence of large amounts of Na+. Pillared Clays. - In 1974 work was initiated

Another group of interesting and potentially (Vaughan 1988) to synthesize clays which would
useful ion exchangers are those based on MnO2 be permanently propped open by insertion of
(Clearfield 1988). Manganese dioxide has a tunnel inorganic polymers oetween the layers. The pur-
structure which _n take one of several forms as pose for undertaking such a project was to obtain

shown in Figure 1. Tk_ framework is built up of cracking catalysts which would have larger pores
MnO6 octahedra sharing edges and comers. The than zeolites and thus be able to crack the gas off
different types arise from the ratio of edge to fraction of petroleum. The general idea is illus-
corner sharing which then can produce I x 1 trated in Figure 2. The class of clays chosen was
tunnels (pyrolusite), I x 2 tunnels ran_dellite, etc. the smectites which swell spontaneously in water
The largest tunnels are 3 x 3 in todorokite. In and, when contacted with a solution of the inor-
order for MnO2 to have ion exchange properties ganic polymer, incorporate the polymer between
some of the manganese at. ms ._.ust have a valence the layers. The initial pillaring work was done
of less than 4 as in hollancht_:,BaMnsO16. A with either aluminum or zirconilun polymers

product was prepared electroly_ically from MnSO 4 (Vaughan 1988; Lahav et al. 1978; Brindley and
solutions by Russian workers (Leonteva and Scruples 1978; Brindley and Yamanaka 1978). In
V_lkhin 1968). This product has an ion exchange this fresh pillared state the cation exchange

capacity of 4 meq/g. Shen and Cle_rfieid (1986) capacity is very small, as most of the layer charge
found that the maximum exchange capacity was has been neutralized by the charge on the pillars.
obtained if the prep_._tions were carried out However, on heating to cross-link the layers,
below 25°C. The ideal formula is (MnO1.75)2OH• pro:ons are released by the pillars as the pillar

xH20 or Ho.5MnO 2. .ASa monohydrate the IEC charge is reduced by oxide forr_.d_ion. The end
is 4.74 meq/g (5.72 meq/g anhydrous). This product is a porous clay with relatively uniform
theoretical capacity g_asonly acl_eved by Li+, with pores and possessing the ion exchange capacity of
less Na+ and even less K+ exchanged. Upon the original clay. These IECs range from about
heating the Li+ form to 500 °C it crystallized in a 0.5 to 1.5 meq/g. The majority of the pores are in
somewhat disordered state as the spinel, LiMn20 4. the 10 to 14 ,_ rr,ng_ yielding surface areas of
Exchange with acid then gave HMnO 4. In the H- 200 to 300 m2/g.
form, only lithium ion could be exchanged into the The main advantage of the pillared structure is
bulk. Only micro quantitie¢ of Na 4. and K+ were that it allows ready acxess of ions and complexes
exchanged, presumably on the outer surface of the to the interior. This will be especially useful in
spinel, radioactive waste cleanup. A large number of

It was hoped that similar spinels _vith ion radioactive species can be exchanged into the clay

specific properties could be prepared similarly, and then permanently sealed by heating to above
However, the corresponding Na exchanged pro- 750"C. It should also be possible to control the
duct did not yield a spinel, but rather a layered size of the pores by altering the charge on the
form of MnO2 (birnessite) of composition pillaring cation. A variety of inorganic polymers
Na4Mn14027 @H20 (Clearfield 1988). There are have been used for pillaring which would permit
many manganese oxide phases which possess ion such alterations (Burch [ed.] 1988). Exchange of
exchange properties, or by modification can be cations into pillared clays can change their
made into ion exchangers. These phases warrant catalytic properties drastically (Carrado et al.
investigation for their potential as ion sieves. 1986), but this aspect o_ their chemistry has barely

been touched. One disadvantage of the pillared
Our more recent work has o_¢n devoted to

pillared layered materials. These compounds may clays is their relatively poor stability in acid
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Figure 1. DifferentForms of MnO2with TunnelStructures(fromR. O. Burns
andM. B. Burns,ManganeseDioxide Syrup.,Tokyo, 1981;Vol. 2, Cb. 6).
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Figure 2. Schematic Representation of the Formation of a Pillared Clay (Vaughan, Lussier,
5th Int. Conf. on Zeolites, Naples, Italy, I-leyden, London, 1980, with permission)

solutions. In the next section we describe another H20 and the layers consist of a central layer of
group of pillared materials which do not suffer octahedrally coordinated metal atoms sandwiched
from this deficiency, between tetrahedral phosphate layers (Clearfield

Pillared Layered Solid Acids. - There exists a and Smith 1969; Troup and Clearfield 1977). The
large number of layered compounds which are major difference from the clays is the fact that the
solid acids or can be convened to solid acids by phosphate groups are inverted. Three oxygens of
treatment with mineral acids (Clearfleld 1988). each phosphate group bridge across metal atoms
These compounds are excellent candidates for and the fourth points into the interlamellar space.
pillaring and have demonstrated interesting ion The ion exchange capacity of these solids depends
exchange behavior. Among them we may cite the upon the mass of the metal. For example, the
layered phosphates, titanates, perovskites, and exchange capacity of the Zr compound is 6.6
certain silicates. These compounds do not swell in meq/g, a value 4 to 12 times that of a clay. All of
water. The technique by which they are layered is this :barge is concentrated in the oxygens not
then to expand the interlayer distance by intercala- bop,led to metal, which results in covalent bond-
tion of an amine before treatment with the pillar- ing with the protons. The water molecule resides
ing species (Clearfield and Roberts 1988). in cavities between the layers but is not a

hydronium ion (Troup and Clearfield 1977;
. Layered Phosphates.. Group 4 and 14 phos- Albertsson et al. 1977). Exchange of Na + for thephates with the ,,-structure bear a resemblance to

protons occurs with some expansion of the layers,
clay layers (Clearfield 1990). The general formula but in general no swelling occurs for the
for this group of compounds is M(IV)(HPO4) 2.
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crystalline phases (Clearfield et al. 1969). Because 2 to 4 meq/g have been achieved. Alkyl-
of the lack of swelling of this class of compounds, diphosphonates may.also be used to cross-link the
they did not lend themselves to pillaring reactions, layers (Yang 1986). Thus, it is theoretically
However, it was demonstrated (Clearfield and possible to obtain almost any interlayer spacing by
Tindwa 1979) that large charged species or com- choice of the diphosphonic acid. We are attempt-
plexes could be exchanged into zirconium phos- ing to develop methods of controlling the lateral
phate if the layers were first spread apart by amine spacing of the pillars as weil. High specificities
intercalation. This procedure was then success- should be achievable by such close control of the
fully applied to the pillaring of titanium and pore dimensions.
zirconium phosphates. Subsequently, tin Non.bridged Organic Derivatives. - lt is possible
phosphate (Tomlinson 1990) and antimony phos- to prepare a variety of non-bridged organic deriva-
phate (Kuchenmelster et al. in progress), tives of group 4 and 14 metals. We shall discuss
HSb(PO4)2, have also been pillared. Ali of these two of them of interest from the standpoint of ion
products are highly porous and have high ion exchange. We have prepared (Yang 1986; Yang
exchange capacities, as do the pillared titanates and Clearfield 1987) a new family of ion
(Cheng and Wang 1989). After cross-linking of exchangers having a general composition of
the layers by thermal treatment, these compounds Zr(O3PC6H4SO3H)x(HPO4)2.r The ion exchange
should be highly resistant to acid solutions. We behavior of two members of the _amily,with x =
are examining their use as sorbents and ion 0.43 and 0.767, towards alkali and alkaline earth
exchangers for waste water effluent cleanup, cations was examined. Kd values are shown in

Organically Pillared Structures. - Refluxing a Table 2 and are compared to those of amorphous
simple phosphonic acid with a group 4 or 14 zirconium phosphate and a strong acid polystyrene
cation produces a layered compound which has sulfonic acid resin. The sulfonic acid groups
the _-zirconium phosphate structure (Alberti et al. provide strong acid cation exchange sites while the
1978). This concept was enlarged by Dines and phosphate protons exhibit moderate to weak
co-workers (Dines et al. 1982) who used diphos- acidity. Separation factors for the two layered
phonic acids to bridge across layers. By mixing in exchangers were much higher than those for the
a certain amount of H3PO4 or H3PO3 porous conventional polystyrene sulfonic acid (Kullberg
pillared materials may be prepared. The small and Clearfield 1989).
molecules form a solid solution phase which An interesting feature of these layered sulfonic
spaces the cross-linking diphosphonates as shown acid exchangers is their swellability. In aqueous
in Figure 3. We have prepared a series of such systems they can completely exfoliate but repre-
compounds with phenyldiphosphonic acids. The cipitate in the presence of polyvalent cations or
interlayer spacings for monophenyl, diphenyl, and large charged complexes. Thus, they are excellent
triphenyl bridging groups are 9.6 A, 13.6 A, and sequestrants and encapsulating agents. The
18.2 A, respectively. In Table 1 we have collected kinetics of exchange are rapid when exchange
the Kd values for the alkali metal cations on involves the sulfonic acid groups, but much slower
monophenyl bridged layered Zr compounds with at higher loadings when the phosphate groups
increasing amounts of [HPO4] groups (1 to 4). It exchange.
is seen that the selectivity sequence is Cs+ >
Rb+ > K+ > Na+ > Li+ and the Kd values A second group of compotlndS, which are
increase remarkably as the number of phosphate anion exchangers, is the zirconium phosphate
groups increases. Unlike in _-zirconium polyimines, Zr[O3PCH2(NHCH2CH2)nNH2]2.Compounds with n = 1-4 have been prepared
phosphate, Cs+ and Rb+ are able to exchange in (Clearfield and Ortiz-Avila 1991, in press). In
acid solutions in these more open structures, acid solution the amino groups are protonated,
Similar biphenyl derivatives have been prepared
with pore sizes in the 6 to 7 ._, range (Campbell accompanied by swelling of the layers. Completeexfoliation of the layers is possible. In the

1990). These compounds are highly stable to protonated form they behave as anion exchangers.
acids and do not decompose thermally up to
400°C. Exchange capacities in the range of
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Figure 3. Schematic Representation of Monophenyl (a) and Biphenyl
(b) Pillared Zirconium Phosphates

Table 1. Distribution Coefficient for a Series (4 Samples) of

Zr(HPO4)m(PO3C6H4POz)l.m/2 with Increasing Values of mC,)

Sample Kd_g_
No. L__.L N.__a K___ R..__Lb Cs

8803-1 < 1 < 1 < 1 38 65

8803-2 < 1 24 11 140 276

8803-3 5.8 5.0 97 288 2091

8803-4 1.9 2.4 123 552 3347

(a) The value of m increases in the order 8803-1 < 8803-2
< 8803-3 < 8803-4, though the exact numeric values of m in

the products were not determined due to lack of elemental
analysis.
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Table 2. Distribution Coefficients for Alkali and Alkaline Earth Metal Ions on
Exchangers Zr(O3PC6H4SO3H)x(HPO4)2. x (2 Samples), Amorphous ZirconiumPhosphate,
and AG 50W-X8 at 25°C

kdfmL/i_
MY.IV.95(a) MY-VI-2(a) Amorl_.hous

Ion x = 0.767 x ---0.43 ZrP(a,b) AG 50W-X8 (c)

Li+ 110 7 33

Na + 205 11 54

K+ 1,500 650 120 99

Cs + 6,500 1,600 148

Mg 2+ 21,000 9,800 790

Ca2+ 89,000 37,000 1,450

Ba2+ 400,000 190,000 5,000

(a) Kd at pH = 2.00 and a metal loading of 0.1 meq/g.
(b) Calculated from selectivity coefficients given in Kullberg and Clearfield (1981b).
(c) Kd in 0.1 M HNO 3. Data from Strelow et al. (1965).

The ion exchange capacity depends upon the These descriptions illustrate some of the ways in
degree of protonation, which for the n - 4 which the field of inorganic and mixed inorganic-
compound is more than 9 meq/g in the fully organic ion exchangers continues to expand. Very
protonated form. We have successfully exchanged little fundamental studies have been carried out
a variety of large anions for Cl"ion in these with these compounds but even the preliminary
layered po_lyiminesincluding [Fe(CN)6]4", results indicate extremely interesting behavior.
[Fe(CN)6]3",[PtCI4]2"and many heteropoly anions. Thus, further investigations into the nature of
Addition of the complex anion to the swollen these compounds and their applications are
polyimine results in flocculation and precipitation warranted and should prove to yield fruitful
of the anion with the layered polyimine. Ali of results.
the complex ions, up to the limit of the exchange
capacity of the polyimine, may be sequestered in Acknowledgment
this way. These polyimines may be ideally suited
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Use of Titanium-Treated Zeolite for Plutonium,
Strontium, and Cesium Removal from

West Valley Alkaline Wastes
and Sludge Wash Waters

Lane A. Bray (..) and Frank T. Hara (b)

Summary process. The HLW in Tank 8D-2 contains two
" fractions, an alkaline waste (supernatant) solution

Zeolite (IONSIV IE-96) treated with a containing -6 M Na+, and a sludge layer of iron
titanium (TJ) solution will extract traces of hydroxide and fission product solids.

plutonium (Pu), strontium (Sr), and cesium (Cs) The Supernatant Treatment System (STS) has
found in the West Valley Nuclear Services Co., been used to separate Cs (137Cs) from
Inc. (WVNS) alkaline supernatant and alkaline -300,000 kg of Na+ in the 2 x 106 L of alkaline
sludge water washes. Small ion exchange columns waste solution in Tank 8D-2. The 137Cs content is
containing TJ-treated zeolite have been success-
fully tested at WVNS and at Pacific Northwest removed from the liquid by passing a water-diluted
Laboratory (PNL) for the removal of Pu. Full- solution (-2 MM_Na +) through a series of ion
scale ion exchange processing of sludge wash exchange columns. The resulting effluent is con-centrated to 6 M Na+, mixed with concrete, and
solutions is now being developed at WVNS for stored as low-level waste. The Pu content in the

use in FY 1992. Commercial manufacturing cement matrix is approximately 21 nCi/g, and no
options for the production of the TJ-treated actinide treatment of the alkaline supernatant has
zeolite were investigated. The Ti-treated zeolite been required. The STS consists of four
may have application at Hanford and at other U.S. 3-ft-diameter x li-ft-long ion exchange columns in
Department of Energy (DOE) sites for the
removal of low-level concentrations of Cs, Sr, and series, suspended in the top of a spare under-

ground storage tank (Carl and Braunscheidel
Pu from alkaline waste streams. 1986). The ion exchange process has utilized the

inorganic ion exchanger 112-96,made by UOP.
Introduction (uoP is the name of the joint venture company

West Valley Nuclear Services Co., Inc. operated between Union Carbide and Allied
(WVNS), a wholly owned subsidiary of Signal. UOP was operated solely by Union
Westinghouse Electric Corp., has implemented th_ Carbide until 1990.) IE-96 was chosen for Cs
West Valley Demonstration Project (WVDP) for recovery (Bray et al. 1984a) due to its high
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and New exchange capacity and decontamination factor
York State Energy Research and Development (DI=) values, and because it can be incorporated
Authority (NYSERDA) to remove high-level with glass formers and washed sludge to form
waste (HLW) from storage tanks and solidify it in borosilicate glass. Tests at PNL on the
a form suitable for transportation to a federal laboratory-scale ion exchange column (IE-96)
repository for final disposal (Krauss 1986). The predicted Cs DFs in excess of 10,000 (Bray et al.
HLW resulted from the commercial reprocessing 1984b). After processing 78% of Tank 8D-2 alka-
of reactor fuels using the PUREX separation line supernatant (1.6 x 10° L) to recover 5,135 kCi

137CS,the STS has produced waste supernatant for
final cementation with an average Cs DF of

(a) PacificNorthwestLaboratory, Richland, Washington >40,000. In the fall of 1991, the next phase of the
(b) West Valley Nuclear Services Co., Inc., West Valley,

New York process will be initiated. Current plans are to
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remove soluble sulfate from the sludge layer in the central metal atom and the strength of the
Tank 8D-2 using four water additions to the tank. metal-oxygen bond relative to that of the oxygen-
During these water additions, the sludge will be hydrogen bond in the hydroxyl group." Thus, Ti
mobilized to wash the soluble salts (notably acts as a cation exchanger in alkaline solutions.

sulfate) from the sludge prior to sludge vitrifica- Sandia National Laboratory (Lynch et al.
tion as well as to remove the remaining super- 1975) described ion exchange materials of the
natant, hydrous oxide type that were developed for solid-

In 1988, PNL washed a small sample of ifying aqueous radioactive wastes. Ion exchange
WVNS alkaline sludge from Tank 8D-2 and solids were prepared by reacting metal alkoxides
reported that -20% of the Pu transferred to the (i.e., Ti[OC3HT]4)with a base in a nonaqueous
water wash. In 1989, the VvWNSAnalytical solution (alcohol). Dosch (1978) described the
Laboratory confirmed this observation. WVNS development of a commercial source of sodium
found that --23% of the Pu and -96% of the U titanate powder and its preparation using titanium
in the sludge transferred to the water phase during isopropocide (Ti[OC3HT]4), NaOH, acetone, and
washing, due to the high carbonate/bicarbonate methanol. Both Sr and Pu were removed with
content in the pH 10 waste. Subsequent WVNS high efficiency from alkaline wastes using this ion
and PNL studies showed that washing the sludge exchanger.

with caustic water, adjusted with NaOH to a pH Column plugging was seen as a potential
of 12.5, significantly reduced the U and Pu content problem because of the relatively fine powders
in the water fraction. However, the Pu content at formed during the preparation of the sodium
pH 12 still represented approximately 5% of the titanate ion exchanger. Two methods were tested:
Pu in the tank, exceeding the actinide limit in the inclusion in a porous substrate, and consolidation
concrete waste form of < 100 nCi/g of waste. A of the sodium titanate powder with binder
method for Pu removal from sludge water washes materials, inclusion into a porous substrate
was required, involved soaking the substrate in alcohol of

PNL has been investigating several methods tetraisopropyl titanate and sodium hydroxide,
for the removal of actinides as well as the 137Cs washing with methanol, and then soaking in an
from alkaline sludge wash solutions. WVNS has acetone-water mixture to hydrolyze the material
stipulated that the actinide removal method within the pores. Sodium titanate was also
selected must not affect the STS Cs recovery introduced into a strong base anion macroreticular
operation, must not require additional processing ion exchange resin by a similar method. W.W.
equipment, and must not affect the WVNS waste Schulz (1978) successfully tested both the sodium
vitrification operation. Zeolite (IE-96) treated titanate powder and 34 wt% sodium titanate-
with Ti solution has been developed by PNL loaded macroreticular resin in the decontamina-
within these constraints for the recovery of Pu, Sr, tion of Hanford Pu reclamation facility salt waste
and Cs from alkaline sludge water washes. The solution. M. A. Ebra (1981) evaluated the use of
commercial production of Ti-treated zeolite has sodium titanate resin for Sr removal in the
been investigated, and the manufacturing technol- Defense Waste Processing Facility. The 40 wt%
ogy was successfully transferred to UOP. NaTi2OsH, 40-60 mesh, organic resin was pre-

pared by Cerac, Inc., of Milwaukee, Wisconsin,

Titanate Chemistry using anion exchange resin (AG MP-1) obtained
from Biorad, Inc., of Richmond, California.

The chemistry of hydrous oxide-type materials Excellent results were obtained for the removal of
has been explained by Amphlett (1964, pp. 88-92) Sr from alkaline wastes.
"on the basis of ion exchange involving surface

hydroxyl groups." Studies have been made of the Results and Discussion
ion exchange properties of quadrivalent metal
oxides such as SiO2, SnO2, TiO2, ThO2, and ZrO2. Laboratory studies at PNL were completed to
According to Amphlett, "In principle the quadri- determine the effect of treating IE-96 zeolite with
valent metal oxides may behave either as cation or a titanium solution to remove traces of Pu from
anion exchangers, depending upon the basicity of alkaline supernatant and sludge wash solutions.
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The IE-96 was treated to contain 1 to 5 wt% Ti in series and used to test Ti-treated zeolite for the

expressed as TiO 2. Several treatment approaches removal of Pu from alkaline sludge wash water.
were investigated. Batch distribution studies and The three columns each had a capacity of 2 mL of
ion exchange column tests using treated and exchanger to accommodate the limited volume of
untreated zeolite were used to show the effective- actual waste available. WVNS could then use the

hess of the added TJ. The results show that same column design to confirm the results using
TJ-treated zeolite will effectively remove Pu, Cs, actual wastes versus synthetic feeds. The results
and Sr from alkaline supernatant and water wash show that Ti-treated zeolite will effectively remove
wastes. These tests were followed by studies at Pu from solution as compared to untreated zeolite
WVNS using actual Tank 8D-2 alkaline super- (Figures 1 and 2).
natant and sludge wash water to verify the use of

Ti-treated zeolite. The results confirm the PNL Acknowledgments
studies, and WVNS has asked UOP to prepare
TJ-treated zeolite for plant operation. Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for

the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle
PNL also conducted ion exchange column Memorial Institute under Contract DE-AC06-

studies using Ti-treated zeolite. Multiple ion 76RLO 1830.
exchange columns (A, B, and C) were connected
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Figure 1. Recovery of Plutonium from Synthetic Alkaline Waste - 1E-96
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Figure 2. Recovery of Plutonium from Synthetic Alkaline Waste - 5.3 wt% TiO 2
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Selective Chelation-Supercritical Fluid Extraction of
Metal Ions from Waste Materials

Chien M. Wal,(a) Kenneth E. Lalntg,(=)and Clem IL Yonkerle)

Iutroduetiwa including the efficiencies of the selective chelating
agents, solubilities of metal c'nelates in supercrRi-

The remowd of toxic organics, metals, and cal fluids, rate of extraction, ease of legeneration
radioisotop_ from sotids or liquids is of major of the ligands, etc. In this report, we present our
conc/_rnin the treatment of industrial and nuclear recent results on the studies of the solubilities of
w_tes. For this reason, developing methods for metal chelates in supercritical CO7_experimental
selective separation of toxic metals and radioactive SC-SFE approaches to the extraction of metal
materials from solutions of complex matrix is an ions from aqueous solution, and the development
important problem in environmental research, of selective chelating agents (ionizable crown
Recent developments indicate supercritical fluids ethers) for the extraction of lanthanides and
are good solvents for organic compounds. 1 Many actinides.
gases become supercritical fluids under moderate
temperatures and pressures. For example, the Solubilities of Metal
critical temperature and pressure of carbon diox-
ide are 31°C and 73 atm, respectively. The solu- Dithiocarbamate Complexes in
bilities of some organic compounds in carbon Supercritical CO2
dioxide have been shown to increase by several
orders of magnitude as the pressure is changed Supercritical fluid extraction of metal chelates
from atmospheric to the supercritical region. The in CO2 has received little attention in the litera-ture. This is believed to be caused by low
hi_,h diffusivity, low viscosity, and T-P dependence solubilities of these compounds in supercritical
of solvent strength are some attractive properties
of supercritical fluid extraction (SFE). l_ Since fluids. Several studies have been reported on the
CO2 offers the additional benefits of stability and separation of metal chelates by supercritical fluid
non-toxicity, the SFE technique avoids generation chromatography using CO2 as a mobile phase, but
of organic liquid waste and exposure of personnel no solubility data were given.5.6 In a recent study,we observed that a number of metal-
to toxic solvents, diethyldithiocarbamates (DDC) exhibit limited

While direct extraction of metal ions by super- solubilities in supercritical CO2 as reflected by
critical fluids is highly ineMcient, these ions when their poor chromatographic behavior.3'7 It was
complexed with organic ligandsbecome quite solu- demonstrated that if fluorine is substituted for
ble in supercritical fluids.3_'4Specific ligands can hydrogen in the ligand, as in the case of
be used to achieve selective extraction of metal bis(trifluoroethyl)dithiocarbamate (FDDC), the
ions in this process. After SFE, the fluid phase chromatograms of the fluorinated metal chelates
can be dcprcssurized for precipitation of the metal are drastically improved, suggesting enhanced
chelates a_'.d_ecycled. The ligand can also be solubilities for the FDDC chelates. The effect of
regenerated for repeated use. The success of this fluorine on the solubilities of metal-chelates in
selective chelation-supercritical fluid extraction supercritical CO2 was studied spectroscopically
(SC-SFE) process depends on a number of factors using a Varian Cary model 2200 UV/VIS spec-

trometer and a high pressure cell with quartz

(a) University of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho windows. The results are given in Table 1.
(b) Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland, Washington
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Table 1. Solubilities of MetaI-FDDC and DDC Complexes

in Supercritical CO2 at 100 atm and 50_C

Metal Chelate Solubility (mol/L)

NA (FDDC) (4.7 _ 0.3) x 10-4

Na (DDC) (1.5± 0.1)x 10-4

Cu (FDDC)2 (9.1:t:0.3)x 10-4

Cu(DDC)2 (1.1:I:0.2)x 10-6

Ni(FDDC)2 (7.2:t:0.1)x 10-4

Ni(DDC)2 (8.5 :t:0.1) x 10"7

Co(DC)3 (8.0,-0.6)x104

Co(DDC)3 (2.4 :t: 0.4) x 10-6

Bi(FDDC)3(a) (7.3 :!: 0.1) x 10-4

Bi(DDC)3(a) (9.0:t:0.6)x 10-6

(a) Measured at 150 atm and 50_C_
NaDDC - (CH3CH2)NCSzNa;
NaFDDC ==-(CF3CHT.)2NCS2Na

As shown in Table 1, the substitution of easily adjusted in SFE, is an attractive feature of
fluorine for hydrogen on the ethyl substituent of this separation technique.
the ligand dramatically increased the solubility of Fluorination of a ligand may provide a solu-
these complexes in supercritical CO 2. The solu- tion to the solubility problem of metal chelates in
bUityof the sodium salt of the ligands showed supercritical CO 2 which is a ma|or obstacle to the
only a slight increase (a factor of 3) on the addi- development of a practical SC-SFE process.
tion of fluorine. However, for the metal chelates, Research is currently in progress to synthesize and
the results are much different. In the case of the test tlie solubilities of different fluorinated ligands

copper and nickel complexes, the solubility in supercritical CO2, particularly the ionizable
increased by almost three orders of magnitude on macrocycles, for selective extraction of metal ions.
the addition of fluorine to the ligand. The cause

of such large enhancement in solubility is The Rate of Extraction of Metal
unknown. Perfluorinated compounds (PFCs) are
known to exhibit high gas-dissolving capacities, a Ions by FDDC in Supercritical CO2
reason such compounds are used as blood substi- The rate of extract of metal ions in aqueous
tutes and artificial blood, s The reverse appears to solution by supercritical CO2 containing fluori-
be true for the solubility of fluorinated metal nated DDC was studied spectroscopically with a
chelates in CO 2. high pressure view-ceil. Figure 2 shows the

The solubilities of metal chelates in super- extraction of 5110"5M of Cuz+ in water with CO2

critical CO2 increase with fluid density as shown saturated with FDDC as a function of time at
in Figure 1. The solubility of Cu(FDDC) 2 quad- 350eC. There is a significant increase in extraction
rupled when the density of the fluid phase efficiency moving from subcritical CO 2 (71.5 atm,
increased by a factor of 3. The strong dependence d ---0.25 g/mL) into supercritical region (74.8 atm,
of solubility on density, a parameter which can be d - 0.29 g/mL), illustrating that a small change in
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d - 0.37 g/mL
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Figure 1. Solubility of Cu(FDDC)2 in Super-

critical CO 2 as a Function of Fluid Density Time (min)

density can have a dramatic effect on solubility. Figure 2. Rate of Extraction of Aqueous Cu2+
Furthermore, the extraction was about 90% into Supercritical CO2 Containing LiFDDC
complete at 78.3 atm (d = 0.3"7g/mL) in
5 minutes. Clearly, the rapid extraction rate and lanthanides was found independent of counter-
high efficiency demonstrated in this experiment anions, quantitative, and reversible with repect to
suggest the suitability of this SC-SFE technique pH. The distribution coefficients (D) for the
for treatment of liquid wastes, extraction of trivalent lanthanide ions are several

orders of magnitude higher than those for the

Ionizable Crown Ethers for alkali metal and the alkaline earth metal ions

Selective Chelation of Lanthanides (Table 2). Spectroscopic evidence indicates thatboth the cavity and the carboxylate group of the
and Actinides macrocycle are involved in the complexation with

Properly designed macrocyclic polyethers con- a possible sandwich formation for the trivalent
raining ionizable functional groups such as the lanthanide ions. This type of ionizable crown
carboxylic acid or hydroxamic acid group can be ether behaves like a bifunctional ligand that formschelates with cations according to their size as
made highly selective for complexation with the well as their chemical nature. Sym-dibenzo-16-
f-block elements in solvent extraction
processes. 9"z2 In the case of sym-dibenzo-16- crown-5-oxyacetic acid and its analogues have beenused to extract lanthanides from seawater for
crown-5-oxyacetic acid, the extraction of
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Table 2. D Values of Selected Lanthanides and Other Metal Ions During
Solvent Extraction with Sym-dibenzo-16-crown-5-oxyacetic Acid

Cation Ionic Radius (A) D Value

Na+ 1.02 0.01

Sr2+ 1.26 0.01

Ba2+ 1.42 0.01

y3+ 1.02 15.0

2,1.4+ 0.8,4 0.01

La 3+ 1.16 6.8

Lu3+ 0.98 25.2

Metal ion: lx10"4M; Ligand: 5x10"3M; pH: 6.0.
Ionic radii from Reference 13, C_ N. VI for Na +,
VIII for others.

ative analysisx° and to s_parate 90y from Some fluorinated crown ether carboxylic acids
Sr in paper chromatography. The selectivity of have been synthesized and tested using supercriti-

Lu/La (DLu/DLa) was found > 10"_under_rtain cal fluid chromatography. The retention times
conditions when a hydroxamic acid groupm and elution peaks showed improvement over the
attached to the macrocyclic host. These ionizable non-fluorinated ones. We are currently in the
crown ethers also show high efficiencies for the process of testing the solubility of lanthanide
extraction of actinides as illustrated in Figure 3 for complexes with the fluorinated ionizable crown

Th(IV), U(VI), and Am(III). Other actinides ethers in supercritical CO2. Applications of these
including Pu(VI), Np(VI), and Cm(III) also special ligands for SC-SFE of rare earth fission
showed high extractibility by the ionizable crown products and transuranic elements in nuclear
ethers, wastes will be discussed.
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Figure 3. Solvent Extraction of Th(IV), U(VI), and Am(III) with
Sym-dibe_o-16-crown-5-oxyacetic Acid as a Function of pH
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Principles, Techniques and Recent Advances in Fine
Particle Aggregation for Solid-Liquid Separation

P. Somasundaran (=) and T. V. Vasudevan (=)

Introduction between the colliding panicles. To achieve aggre-
gation, the conditions should be manipulated such

Waste water discharged from various chemical that the net energy of interaction between the
and nuclear processing operations contains dis- colliding particles is attractive.
solved metal species that are highly toxic and, in
some cases, radioactive. When the waste is acidic Attractive Interactions
in nature, neutralization using reagents such as The attractive interactions between the
lime is commonly practiced to reduce both the particles arise from London-van der Waals forces,
acidity and the amount of waste (Kuyucak et ai. Keesom forces and Debye forces, and also from
1991). The sludge that results from the neutrali- the compatibility between the adsorbed layers of
zation process contains metal oxide or hydroxide surfactants or polymers. The London-van der
precipitates that are colloidal in nature and is Waals attraction depends mainly on the Hamaker
highly stable. Destabilization of colloidal suspen- constant, which in turn depends on the density
sions can be achieved by ag,_egation of fines into and the polarizability of the dispersed phase, and
larger sized agglomerates. Aggregation of fines is the radii of the colliding particles. For a given
a complex phenomenon involving a multitude of solid-solution system the above parameters are
forces that control the interparticle interaction. In fixed and, therefore, the van der Waals attraction
order to understand the colloidal behavior of sus- energy cannot be manipulated externally by vary-
pensions a fundamental knowledge of physico- ing the experimental conditions. The attractive
chemical properties that determine the various interaction between the adsorbed layers of surfac-
forces is essential. In this review, a discussion of tants or polymers, on the other hand, can be

basic principles governing the aggregation of col- manipulated by appropriately selecting the
lcidal fines, various ways in which interparticle reagents that have higher affinity between
forces can be manipulated to achieve the desired themselves than towards the solvent medium.

aggregation response and recent advances in Repulsive Interactions
experimental techniques to probe the interfacial
characteristics that control the flocculation The repulsive interactions arise from either
behavior are discussed, the electrostatic repulsion caused by overlapping

of similarly charged electrical double layers or the

Basic Principles of Colloidal steric repulsion between the adsorbed layers ofr surfactants or polymers. Electrostatic repulsion
Aggregation can be minimized by decreasing the zeta potential

Particles in a colloidal suspension collide due which is a direct function of both the surface
either to Brownian motion or to external forces charge and the thickness of the electrical double
induced by agitation, magnetic field, etc. The layer. Zeta potential, and hence the electrostatic
probability of adhesion upon collision will be repulsion, can be decreased by reducing the sur-
determined by the net energy of interaction which face charge on the panicles and/or the thickness
is the result of attractive and repulsive energies of the electrical double layer. Surface charge on

the solids can be reduced by a) adsorption of
inorganic or organic reagents carrying appropriate

(a) Henry Krumb School of Mines, Columbia University,
New York
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charge and b) appropriately modifying the suspen- lo0 ...... , 60
' t

sion pH. Electrical double layer thickness, on the ,o __- ,o _o,_._.
other hand, can be reduced by increasing the die- D_- ",,_1,_s._-_ rP_P_ _ 40
leetrie constant or the ionic strength of the _ oo >
medium. = . zo -

r.2

Various Mechanisms of Colloidal = ot_ x o

t- 70 .c

Aggregation
o\

Aggregation by Minimization of 60 [] "-- -,o

Electrostatic Repulsion s_.,..,..: _.__= _"ffi"'l "_ffi0.03 H NItCI

As mentioned earlier, aggregation of particles 5o , , , , , _ _ -co
4 5 8 "_ 8 9 10 11 12

can be brought about by decreasing either the 3
surface charge or the thickness of the electrical pH
double layer. The aggregates produced by this Figure 1. Effect of pH on Particle Zeta Potential
mechanism are generally small and dense, and Flocculation Response of Alumina

Control of Surface Charge Suspension

The surface charge can be reduced by the addi- .o Go
tion of either inorganic or organic species. ,: z_, _o,_,
Manipulation of surface charge by inorganic 75 i_.SErrLZDs0tavsi _o
species involves addition of salts containing either _ - 4o >
potential-determining ions or specifically adsorbing _ /_

• /" \ -ions (Stumm and Morgan 1981). Potential- _ _-u_ 20 P,z
determining ions are defined as species of ions = B5 .=
which by virtue of their equilibrium distribution F =
between the solid and the liquid phases determine -E 8o . o <
the potential difference. The examples in this -_0

class are H + and OH" ions (or pH) for oxide sur- 55 __._ x._ -z0
faces such as alumina and quartz, Ca(NO3) 2 for _,:o.o_.N,_
calcite and AgNO 3 or KI for silver iodide, so , , , , -ao4 5 8 7 8 9 10 11 12

Specifically adsorbing ions are co-ordinatively
bound to solid surfaces such as attachment of pH

Zn 2+ to MnO 2 surface. The effect of pH on the Figure 2. Effect of pH on Particle Zeta Potential
zeta potential of alumina and the corresponding and Flocculation Response of Alumina Suspen-
flocculation response (plotted as amount settled sion in the Presence of Polyacrylic Acid
solids) is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen from
this figure that the zeta potential of alumina can addition on the zeta potential of alumina and the
be changed by adding potential-determining H + corresponding flocculation response. Here again,
and OH" ions (or pH) and that maximum floccula- a good correlation between the zeta potential and
tion occurs around the isoelectric point (the pH at flocculation response can be seen with the maxi-
which zeta potential is zero), mum in settled solids corresponding to the

Surface charge may also be controlled by the isoelectric point.

adsorption of ionic surfactants and polymers. Compression of the Electrical Double Layer
Manipulation of surface charge of alumina by Reduction of the zeta potential by electrical
sodium dodecylsulfonate (anionic surfactant; double layer compression can be achieved by add-
Somasundaran and Fuerstenau 1966) and poly- ing inorganic electrolytes, for example, KNO 3,
acrylic acid (anionic polymer; Tjipangandjara and CaCI2,AINO3 for quartz, silver iodide, alumina,
Somasundaran 1990) are typical examples in this etc. (Somasundaran 1980).
class. Figure 2 shows the effect of polyacrylic acid
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Aggregation by Association of Adsorbed Aggregation by Bridging Forces
Surfactant Layers A macromolecule with specific functional

As discussed earlier, attractive interaction groups can anchor on to two or more particles
between particles can arise from the compatibility and thus induce aggregation by bridging. Aggre-
of adsorbed surfactant layers. Flocculation of gates produced by this mechanism are called flocs
alumina by sodium dodecylsulfonate and are generally large and porous. The effec-
(Somasundaran and Fuerstenau 1966) and hema- tiveness of a polymer for a given system depends
tite by potassium oleate (Yap et al. 1981) are on the amount of polymer adsorbed, the particle
examples of this type of aggregation. Figure 3 zeta potential resulting from polymer adsorption
shows the relationship among adsorption density, and, more importantly, the conformation of the
electrophoretic mobility (a measure of zeta polymer at the solid-liquid interface. Figure 4
potential) and flocculation response for an shows the flocculation response of an alumina
alumina-sodium dodecyisulfonate system. In this suspension in the absence and presence of poly-
figure, the sharp increase in the adsorption density acrylic acid. It can be clearly seen from this figure
around 10-4 moles/liter has been attributed to that enhanced flocculation is obtained due to the
lateral association of adjacent hydrocarbon chains addition of polyacrylic acid.
of the adsorbed surfactant ions. It can be seen
from Figure 3 that the settling index does not pass 1oo , , lO NO POLYMEPJ

through a maximum at zero mobility, indicating l_ 5 pprnFAA ]
that increased interparticle attraction due to _. '

compatibility of adsorbed surfactant layers is a _Z :,
major mechanism of aggregation in this case. =

= \° /80 X_

_--3 "- _ :,
o [-- 70

- I00 _
1/20 OF' A tj

!I ........ "/ <= "I / _ 0 o Suspension: 2.5 wt_ Alumina I•_ l! =__.._0..03M NaCI ,

- I0.0_ --t-I >-" 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

ALUM,NA =: _ pH

OENsrrY :_ Figure 4. Flocculation of Alumina in the
,,o_x - +3 ; Presence and Absence of Polyacrylic Acid

tD kido,- 0/6"0 p uoa,:_ i.0 z ,-,-= /o o
0 I 9/_ I STRENGTH:a,iO'_N ---i-4 : Recent Advances in Polymer

"" Flocculation Researchlo-_ __ _, ' o.I -_ .,-_ As discussed above, although there are several
lc" Io 15_" techniques for inducing aggregation of fines,

EQUILIBRIUMCONCENTRATION, mole/liter flocculation usingpolymers remainsthe most
widely applied method among them. This can be

Figure 3. Relationship Among Adsorption attributed to the fact that floes with a wide variety
Density, Particle Zeta Potential (Electrophoretic of characteristics to suit different needs can be

Mobility) and Flocculation Response in Alumina - produced using polymers (Moudgil and Vasudevan
Sodium Dodecylsulfonate System 1989).
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Conformation of polymers at the solid-liquid >. -
interface plays an important role in determining
the flocculation response (Sato and Ruch 1980) of z°_ ,7,o,o _ 0, _....

_f_ --- :,o o _
a colloidal suspension. Recently, several tech- i.--w __ pyrene
niques such as small angle neutron scattering z

_. / / stretched conformation(Cosgrove et al. 1984), photon correlation spec- aJ ,o
troscopy (Gramain and Myard 1981; Kato et al. =_ \ Io,.._le,lira
1981) and ultracentrifugation (Garvey et al. 1976) _uJ
have been attempted to estimate the conformation o_lM

of polymer at the particle-solution interface, o
However, experimental correlation between confo- .j: /
mation and flocculation has not been attempted u. L ....
since the above techniques are not easily amenable 350 400 450 5oo 550 600
for use concurrently with flocculation response WAVELENGTH(nra)
measurements. Recently, we developed a tech-
nique based on fluorescence spectroscopy for the
in situ determination of polymer conformation in >. -
flocculation systems (Huang et al. 1990; _ _ coiled conformation "- Excimer
Tjipangandjara and Somasundaran 1990). This _ | high le/lm _o_'_._..

technique consisted of labelling the polymer with _t_ _.
a fluorescent probe such as pyrene which is zI-4
attached either at the two ends of the polymeric uJ
chain or randomly along the length of the polymer Z

chain (Turro and Arora 1986). When the probe is t_
excited using an incident radiation some of the _tn
molecules of the probe, pyrene in our case, reach o
the excited state (P*) and the rest remain in the =J
ground state (P). t,. .....

When the polymer is in a stretched conforma- 35o 4oo 45o 50o 550 6oo
tion there is less probability for the excited mole- WAVELENGTH(nra)

cule to be in the vicinity of the ground state Figure 5. Fluorescence Emission Spectrum of
molecule (Figure 5a). In this case, when the Polymer in a) Stretched and b) Coiled
excited molecule returns to the ground state it Conformation
emits fluorescence which is characteristic only of

the pyrene monomer. However, when the polymer 1990). The relationship between the amount of
is coiled there is a high probability for the excited solids settled and the excimer to monomer ratio is

molecule and the molecule at its ground state to shown in Figure 6 for alumina-polyacrylic acid
be in the vicinity of each other, which will result system. It can be seen from this figure that the
in the formation of an excimer (PP*). The fluo- stretched polymer conformation (low excimer to
rescence emitted by the excimer is of different monomer ratio) promotes flocculation for this
wavelength (480 nra) than that of the monomer system.
(379 nm; Figure 5b). The ratio of intensities of

the excimer to monomer peaks (le/lm) will thus Conclusions
be a measure of the degree of coiling with a high
ratio representing a coiled polymer and a lower Aggregation of colloidal fines can be brought
ratio representing a stretched one. This technique about by manipulating interparticle interactions
has enabled experimental correlation, for the first such that attractive forces outweigh the repulsive
time, between the polymer conformation and vari- ones. This can be achieved by minimizing electro-
ous flocculation responses such as settling rate, static repulsion using inorganic and organic
amount settled and supernatant clarity (Huang species, enhancing the compatibility of adsorbed
et al. 1990; Tjipangandjara and Somasundaran surfactant layers or by using macromolecules to
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The Use of Catalyzed Electrolytic Plutonium Oxide
Dissolution (CEPOD) for Waste Treatment

Earl J. Wheelwright, Jack L Ryan, Lane A. Bray,
Garry H. Bryan, Jeffrey E. Surma, and James D. Matheson (a)

Abstract preparation operations, and in mixed-oxide reactor
fuels dissolution has been critically reviewed.0)

Catalyzed Electrolytic Plutonium Oxide That review showed that not only is crystalline

Dissolution (CEPOD) was first demonstrated at PuO2 kinetically very difficult to dissolve in nitric
Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) in early 1974 acid solutions, but it is also thermodynamically
in work funded by EXXON Nuclear Company, insoluble in nitric solutions below about 4 M
Inc. That work was aimed at dissolution of (Figure 1). The use of the fluoride ion, then, is
Pu-containing residues remaining from mixed- based on its ability to complex Pu(IV) in strongly
oxide reactor fuels dissolution, and was first acidic solutions where it acts to increase both the

publicly disclosed in 1981. The process dissolves rate of l,uO2 dissolution and its thermodynamic
PuO2 in an anolyte containing small (catalytic) solubility. Because this dissolution process is
amounts of elements that form kinetically fast, based on formation of the Pu(IV) fluoride com-
strongly oxidizing ions. These ions are con- plex, the fluoride concentration often must exceed
tinuously regenerated at the anode. Catalysts the final dissolved Pu concentration.
used, in theiroxidizedform, include Ag2+,Ce4+, Inirradiatedmixed-oxidefuels,many scraps,
Co3+,andAmC_2+. Thispaperreviewsthe andvariousPu-contaminatedwastes,othercon-
chemistryinvolvedinCEI,OD andtheresultsof taminantssuchasSi,Zr,U, and variousfission

itsapplicationtothedissolutionofthel,ucontent productsalsoformfluoridecomplexes.Theyvir-
ofavarietyofPuO2-containingmaterialssuchas tuallypreventthedissolutionofPuO 2when pre-off-standardoxide,fuelsdissolutionresidues,
incineratorash,contaminatedsoils,andother sentinlargequantityrelativetoPuO 2unlessa

scrapsorwastes.Resultsarepresentedforboth largeexcessoffluorideisused.ProcessesforleachingPu fromvariousscrapshaveoften
laboratory-scaleand plant-scaledissolvers, employedrepeatedcyclesofleachingby fluoride-
Spin-offapplicationssuchasdecontaminationof containingnitricacidsolutions.Not onlyhasthis
metallicsurfacesanddestructionoforganicsare producedlargevolumesofsolutions,generating
discussed, eventuallymorewastes,butsignificantamountsof

AI3+ aregenerallyaddedtothesolutions(further
Introduction increasingwaste)tocomplexthefluoridebothto

DissolutionofPuO 2 inaqueoussolutionshas allownormalPu processingby ionexchangeor
beena notoriouslydifficulttaskthroughoutthe solventextractionand tominimizefluoridecorro-
time Pu has been available in weighable amounts, sion of equipment. When silica or silicates are
Plutonium dioxide, particularly oxide heated to present, the volatilization of SiF4 can produce
high temperatures, has been almost impossible to significant problems in off-gas systems, and silica
dissolve except in hot concentrated acid containing often precipitates when Al is added to prepare the
the fluoride ion. The difficult task of dissolving solution for further processing.
l,uO 2, particularly on a process scale, in scrap An alternative dissolution (leaching) concept
recovery, in l,u metal production, in fuels has been proposed by Ryan and Bray that uses

electrical energy to force the nitric acid oxidation

(a) AliauthorsfromPacificNorthwestLaboratory,Richland, and dissolution of PuO2 as the l,uO2+ ion. (2'3)
Washington This concept was first publicly presented in 1981
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nitric acid alone (by about a factor of five), were
• still low from a practical standpoint.

102 // Uriarte and Raine3/5) studied the effect of

/ Ce(IV) on PuO2 dissolution in nitric acid. They,
unlike Wilson, adequately showed that Ce(IV)

t0' increases the rate of PuO2 dissolution in nitric
• acid..They mistakenly concluded that at 4 M

HNO3 the dissolution rate was simply propor-
tional to the concentration of Ce(IV). They also

too were incorrect in concluding that Ce(IV) does not
-: enhance dissolution at 7, 10, and 14 M HNO 3 and

that Ce(IV) below 0.005 M has no effect.

i0"! In 1973, Bray and Ryan at Pacific Northwest
_ * Laboratoly (PNL), under a private contract with

/o EXXON Nuclear Company, Inc., reco_ thattj

Wilson's results were due to slight oxidation of

_ lo'2 Ce(III) to Ce(IV) by the concentrated HNOy
s They _ound that reasonably high-fired (950°C)

PuO2 could be dissolved in hot solutions of

10"3 Ce(IV) in -4 M__HNOy In January 1974, they
demonstrated the rapid dissolution of 900°C-fired

• PuO 2 in the anodz compartment of a two-
10-_ compartment electrolytic cell in which either Ce,

Ag, or Co ions were present in less than stoichio-
m _tricamounts in the anolyte to act as oxidation
catalysts. At that time they found that dissolution

lo'_o _ 4 (, s to I;_ using Ag ions as the catalyst was very fast, achiev-
_o_Rl_vsN03 ing practical dissolution rates at 25°C. This work,

reported to EXXON Nuclear in January 1974,(6)
Figure 1. Thern-todynamicallyCalculated eventually led to two patents. ('_'7)

Solubility of PuO2 in HNO 3 Others(8,9)also independently recognized th,z

at the 182nd National Meeting of the American potential applicability of Ce(IV) to dissolution of
Chemical Society in New York. The purpose of Pu in mixed oxide fuels dissolution. They appar-
this paper is to review this concept, to discuss ently abandoned this approach be_:ausevarious
further development of the concept, to discuss oxidizable fission products (such as Ru metal)
spinoffs of this technology ,_ other applications, consumed unacceptably large amounts of Ce(IV)
and to discuss some potential applications of this with resultant large addition to the high-level
technology to waste treatment; the ultimate goal waste.
being conversion of transuranic (TRU) waste to The EX ",ONsponsored work was aimed at
low-level waste, dissolving PuO2 residues remaining after treating

irradiated mixed-_xide fuels with nitric acid alone.

History As such, the proposed concept was to use the fis-
sion product Ce present in the ,tissolver solution

The use of Ce to increase the rate of dissolu- as the oxidation catalysL This level of Ce
tion of PuO2 by nitric acid was reported by Wilson (--0.005 M in the dissolver solution) was found to
in 1961.(4) Actually Wilson carried out only very be effectiv"ein dissolving the --2 g PuO2/L not
limited experiments using Ce(III) in 15.7 M HNO 3 dissolved by the initial direct nitric acid dissolu-
and reported PuO 2 dissolution rates for very low- tion of mixed oxide fuels. This work was not
fired PuO2 which, while measurably faster than in released by EXXON for public disclosure until



1981.(2) Work with Ag as the catalyst under the final product of oxidative dissolution will be
EXXON sponsorship was limited, but information PuCk2+. It is assumed that the dissolution
was presented at that time to indicate that the proceeds through reaction (1) because greater
PuO2 dissolution rate with Ag(II) might be as than one-equivalent electron transfer reactions are
much as 104 times that of Ce(IV). of low probability.(_5)

After EXXON work was discontinued because Based on the above potentials and the assump-
of the U.S. government decision not to reprocess tion that dLisolution proceeds through reactions
power reactor fuels, but before EXXON's formal (1) and (3), it can be seen that catalyst couples for
relezse of the work, Thompson et ai.O0) examined this process probably need to have a potential of
the use of electrolyticaily regenerated Ce(IV) in about 1.5 V or greater and it is assumed, as
the dissolution of PuO2 in combustible waste, discussed previously,(2) that rapid electron
Also after the 1981 release, French workers(lb14) exchange between the oxidized and reduced forms
carried out studies based on Bray, Ryan, and of the couples is necessary. The following couples
Boldt's European Patent (7) that were aimed at are found to be applicable:
process-scale CEPOD dissolution of PuO2 using
the Ag ion catalyst. Ce3. ,, Ce4. + •" E* = 1.74 V (4)

Starting in 1985, a significant U.S. Department
of Energy (DOE) funded program was started at Co 2. .. Co 3"4.• - _¢"= 1.84 Y (5)
PNL aimed at development of CEPOD for appli-
cation to a range of PuO2 dissolution and Pu Ag" ,, Ag 2" . •" g' ffi1.98 V (6)
leaching applications. This work involves a
variety of Pu-containing residues and wastes.

The formal potentials for reactions (4), (5),Considerable development of the CEPOD process
itself, as well as of spin-off applications also and (6) in 4 M HN03 are 1.61, 1.85, and 1.93 V,
started during the 1970s, has now occurred, respectively.(f'_-xs) In addition to the three

couples above, the Am(VI)-Am(V) couple at

Dissolution Theory 1.6 V appears to be effective. Of these couples,
the Ag(II)-Ag(I) couple (reaction 6) has by far the

In the CEPOD process, PuO2 is dissolved in highest rate of electron exchange, the rate being
an anolyte containing small (catalytic) amounts of about 104 times those of Co and Ce (reactions 4
elements that form kinetically fast, strongly and 5). (2) Indeed, the dissolution rate of pure
oxidizing ions. The oxidizing ions are regenerated PuO2 (950*C-fired) in a Ag catalyzed CEPOD cell
at the anode; they act in a catalytic manner, carry- appears to be strictly diffusion limited. If ade-
ing electrons from the solid PuO2 surface to the quate amounts of PuO2 are present and sufficient
anode of the electrochemical cell. The standard cell current is used, this diffusion limit is the rate
potentials for the oxidative dissolution of PuO 2 at which Ag+ can diffuse to the anode surface to
have been calculated:(D be rcoxidized.

The Ag(II)-Ag(I) couple can also be used as a
PuO2 - PuOz*. • - E* = 1.58 V (1) catalyst for the dissolution of PuO2 by ozone. The

reaction of 0 3 with Ag+ at 250C was found to be

PuO2= PuO2" . 2 • - E* ffi1.24 V (2) first order in 0 3 concentration and first order in
Ag + concentration with an overall second-order
rate constant of 0.18 M'lsec 1. At practical O3

lt was pointed out by Bray and Ryan(2) that partial pressures that can be prepared and aque-
because ous solubilities at these partial pressures, the

Ag(II) generation rate (and thus maximum pos-

PuO_ ,=PuO2" +•- E* =0.9164 V (3) sible PuO2 dissolution rate with 03) is very much
less than that achievable with electrolytic
generation.
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Overall Cell Reactions Anode Reactions

Ali current flowing through an electrolyte The following four reactions occur in the anode
solution must cause electrode reactions to occur at compartment (the first two at the electrode
both the anode and cathode, with the amount of surface):

reaction at each electrode defined by Faraday's (11)
Law. In the CEPOD process, the desired overall _1#"-.Ag 2. + e"
cell reactions are

- 2U20 -. O2 + 4H* + 4¢- (12)

p_,oz+2Jvo;+4s"..e_,o_"+2N02+2azo (7) 2As2"+e_2 " e_" +2As" (t3)

or 2.4e2"+er20-2,'.e"+2er"+1/2o_ (x4)

3PUO2+2NO_"+SH* --3PuO_+ +2NO+4//20 (8) These increase the net positive charge in the
anode compartment, and two events occur to

The reduction of nitrate, particularly at high balance this increase: 1) H+, Ag+, Ag2+, and
current densities, can be complex, and other PuCk2+ migrate through the diaphragm to the

products of nitrate reduction such as N20, N2, cathode compartment, and 2) NO_ migrates from
and NI-I_"have been observed. These other the cathode compartment into the anode
nitrate reduction products result in consumption compartmenL
of less nitric acid per amount of PuO2 dissolved Cathode Reactions
but are not readily converted back to nitric acid The following overall reactions occur in the
with 0 2 and water in an off-gas scrub tower, cathode compartment (others such as N20, N2, or

At high current densities, the rate of diffusion NH_ production occur at certain acidities,
of Ag + to the CEPOD cell anode is limiting, and particularly at high current density, and H2 is
current efficiencies are typically in the range of 30 expected to be produced at low acidity):
to 70%. This is not objectional in PuO2 dissolu-
tion because electrical costs are insignificant (153
relative to other costs but may be objectional in 2//* + NO_ + e" .. NO2 + H20
some of the spin-off applications. The rest of the (16)
current passed results in reactions such as 4H* + NO_ + 3e" -.NO + 21120

2t1" +2NO_-'2NO 2+1"120+ 1/202 (9) These all consume more H+ than NO_ and thusraise the negative charge in the catholyte. Again,

2tl ° +2NO_ -.H20+2NO+3/202 (10) neutrality is maintained by H+ diffusing from the
anode compartment into the cathode compartment
and to a lesser extent by nitrate diffusing into the

In a separated compartment (diaphragm) cell, anode compartment.
two separate solution compartments are present, The net mass transfer in a CEPOD cell is a
and the separate electrode reactions may occur fairly complex function of transference numbers,
under widely differing conditions. Electrical ionic concentrations, amperage, and the relative
neutrality is maintained by ionic migration extent of the various electrode reactions such as

through the porous diaphragm (separator). reactions (11) through (16); the latter in turn
being influenced by such things as cell mixing
efficiency. In general, the nitric acid concentration
increases in the anode compartment and decreases
in the cathode compartment under normal
CEPOD cell operating conditions.
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Hydrogen production at the cathode is dissolved HNO 2 can be reconverted to HNO s for
undesirable for two reasons. One is the obvious recovery, if desired, by reaction with 0 2 in air in a
safety hazard, and the other is that hydrogen scrub tower.
embrittlement can occur in certain metals such as

titanium that might be used in the construction of Cell Description
the electrodes. Figure 2 shows the percent hydro-
gen in the cathode off gas from a small-scale The CEPOD cell is a two-compartment cell with
CEPOD dissolver as a function of nitric acid an electrode in each compartment. The compart-
concentration. Based on these data, acidities in merits are separated from each other by a porous
CEPOD catholyte are kept above 4 to 6 M__HNO3 diaphragm chosen to minimize solution mixing
by the continuous addition of 12 to 16 M_M_HNO 3 while maintaining adequate electrical conductivity
accompanied by continuous vacuum aspiration of (Figure 3). Such mixing must be kept to a mini-
gas and overflow liquid from the cathode compart- mum because nitric acid reduction products in the
ment. In process-scale cells, both the flow of catholyte will rapidly reduce Ag(II) if they get into
incoming acid and the density of the out-flowing the anode compartment. Various barriers or dia-
acid are continuously monitored with automatic phragm materials have been examined including
power shutdown if either drop below predeter- porous ceramics, porous valve-metal (Ti, Zr, Nb,
mined set points. This, combined with the large etc.) frits, porous fluorocarbon polymers, and
gas dilution factor resulting from the aspiration Nafione (DuPont, Wilmington, Delaware) per-
process, insures that hydrogen levels are far below fluorinated cation exchange membranes. Ali are
explosive limits. The aspirated NO, NO 2, and in principle and in fact usable, but some are notavailable in the most desired porosi_. Workers in

_ France are using a porous ceramic, (lz14) and
workers in England09) are using the Nation meta-l00 "

branes in the production of Ag(II) in nitric acid
for the destruction of organics (a spin-off of
CEPOD to be discussed later).

i 10 As is well known in the electrochemicalindustry, few anode materials can be used at the
high anode potentials required to anodically
produce highly oxidizing species in solution.
Because of its high oxygen overvoltage and its

1 corrosion resistance, shiny Pt is the usual choicefor such application. (2°) As is also well known, (2°)
8 the so-called valve-metals (Ti, Zr, Nb, etc.) that

form protective anodic films and thus do not
2 anodically dissolve at reasonable voltages can be

plated with Pt by various means and thus serve
0.1 very well as Pt anodes.

The anode compartment is vigorously stirred
to move Ag(I) rapidly to the anode surface for
oxidation to Ag(II) and to properly suspend the

I solid plutonium-containing particles to be dis-
0.01 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 solved or leached so as to optimize contact of

Catl_olyteAcid Concentration, _ Ag2+ with particle surfaces. The temperatures of
the anode and cathode compartments are con-

Figure 2. Effect of Catholyte Acid Concentration trolled by a heat ex_ilanger system or systems to
on Hydrogen Concentration of the Gas Evolved an optimum temperature range. The heat ex-
from the Cathode Compartment changers remove the thermal energy produced by

Joule heating in the cells at high current densities.
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Figure 3. Simplified CEPOD Concept

Laboratory.Scale CEPOD Dissolver respect to nuclear criticality at ali possible concen-
trations of Pu. Both dissolvers were built of

A laboratory (100-mL anode compartment) materials resistant to attack by the reagents
dissolver, which incorporates the criteria discussed
above, is shown in Figure 4. This cell makes use present in the process.

of a Pt-plated anode (inside surface only) of The first of these dissolvers (CEPOD II) was
54-cm 2 surface area. The cathode is either Ti extensively tested in nonradioactive and in radio-
sheet or Pr-coated Ti sheet as desired. Cooling is active operation (Figure 5). This dissolver can be

by water jacketing of the anode compartment, operated easily up to 1000 amps. Studies were
This cell design was used for all laboratory-scale conducted on heat transfer, mass transfer [includ-

PuO 2 dissolution, Pu-containing scrap leaching, ing Ag(II) generation rates], and mixing (laminar
and Pu-contaminatecl waste leaching studies, as versus nonlaminar flows at the electrode surface).
well as for studies of electrolytic destruction of The CEPOD II dissolver system was designed to
contaminated or hazardous wastes. Cells of other be automatically controlled by a PC-based data

designs were used in the laboratory for measure- acquisition and control system that will control
ment of gases produced, for testing and measure- the temperature and the concentration of nitric
ment of the resistance of cell diaphragms, and for acid in the catholyte. Temperature control is by

testing of other cell materials, feedback control of the cooling water flowrate.
Control of the concentration of nitric acid in the

Process-Scale CEPOD Dissolvers catholyte is achieved by feedback control of the
Two full-process-scale CEPOD dissolvers of catholyte feed rate. Feedback control of the cur-

significantly different design have been built by rent could be achieved by spectrophotometrically
PNL. Both of these were designed to be safe with
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Figure 4. Laboratory-Scale CEPOD Dissolver

monitoring the progress of the dissolution process, conductivity and radioactivity in the cooling water
Development of such a spectrophotometric and sounding an alarm if these limits are
monitoring system is in progress, exceeded. The data acquisition system provides a

The computer will also monitor several safety ready record of all these parameters.
or operational control parameters and will auto- After adequate cold-testing of the dissolver
matically shut off power if prechosen limits are and control system, CEPOD II was installed in a
exceeded. These parameters include catholyte glovebox in a research and development facility
density, catholyte flow, off-gas flow, cell tem- and tested with a variety of Pu-containing materi-
perature, anolyte cooling water flow, catholyte als, none of which were pure PuO2. Most of these
cooling-water flow, cell applied voltage, and cell materials are known to or, based on their compo-
current. Other control parameters that could sition, expected to pose a difficult problem for
easily be added include monitoring the limits for conventional HNO3-HF dissolution or leaching.
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Figure 5. Production-Scale,Batch CEPOD II Dissolver
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Because of a 2-kg Pu limit allowed in the facility, This dissolver will also be operated with a
the dissolver has operated only a small percentage PC-based data acquisition and control system.
of this testing period with the bulk of the time
devoted to Pu material receiving and associated Results
accountability, ion-exchange purification of the
dissolved Pu, conversion of purified Pu to pure Laboratory-Scale Studies
PuO2, product analysis and accountability, and Figure 6 shows dissolution curves for 500"C,
PuO 2 shipping. At the time of this writing 950"C, and 1700*C-fired pure PuO 2 in hot 12 M
approximately 5 kg of Pu had been processed HNO 3 - 0.18 M HF. It can be seen that both
through the CEPOD II system, increasing oxide firing temperature (decreasing

Another process-scale dissolver of significantly PuO 2 surface area) and increasing Pu-to-fluoride
different design (CEPOD III) has been designed ratio lowers the dissolution rates significantly. It
and built, and is currently being cold-tested. This is also known0) that the presence of impurities
dissolver operates easily at currents up to 1500 A. which complex fluoride (such as Al, Si, Zr, etc.)

can very drastically reduce the rate of HNO3-HF
dissolution over those shown in Figure 6.

100

#1

80 Curve #2 \
\

Curve _3
#12

60

# Curve ,"1 Curve #2

60.2 g PuO21L 60.1 g PuO2/L

,_ 500°C Oxiae 950°C Oxiae44.8 M£/g 3.3 M21g
g3

C_- Curve #3 Curve .-'1_'_
£

40 60.3 g PuO21L 120.5 g PuO2/L
1700°C Oxide 950°C Oxide
0.09 M21g 1.6 M2/i;

20

Conditions:

12M HNO3 - 0.1BM HF - 0.09__. Ca(NO312
Temperature: 90_C

Figure 6. Rate of PuO 2 Dissolution Using 12 M__HNO 3 + 0.18 M F"
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Figure 7 shows the dissolution, to a final the rate-limiting step in PuO2 dissolution using
concentration of 106 g Pu/L, of the same three Ag ions as catalyst is the rate of diffusion of Ag(I)
oxides in the laboratory CEPOD dissolver at only to the electrode surface to be reoxidized to Ag(II).
30°C and 0.05 M Ag. It is apparent that the dis- The rate of diffusion of Ag(I) to the electrode
solution rate is essentially independent of PuO 2 surface is increased by increasing the Ag(I) con-
surface area and is virtually constant until dis- centration, by increasing stirring efficiency near
solution is almost complete. This indicates that the electrode surface, and by increasing the
the rate-limiting step in the process is not the rate temperature. Increased temperature increases the
of reaction of Ag(II) with the PuO z surface, parasitic consumption of Ag(II) by water oxida-

Figure 8 shows the dissolution rate of 950°C- tion,(22) but it also presumably increases the rate
fired PuO 2 in the CEPOD cell with various PuO z of Ag(II) diffusion to and reaction with the PuO 2
and Ag concentrations and various amperages. As surface. The increased Ag(II) loss rate and
discussed previously, (21) these results show that increased Ag(II) reaction rate with PuO 2 will tend

to compensate.

6O

x
¢= Conditions:
.__

4M HNO 3 _- 0.05_M Ag2+
O_ 3"emperature: 30 -'27°C
=_ x '_120 g/L PuO2 (106g PulL)

40

A 5000C 44.8M21g Curve #4

X 950°C 3.3M21g Curve #5

0 17000C 0.09M2/g Curve //6

20 Electrolytic Conditions:

__ x 2 aml3s
-_3 volts
37 mA • cm-2

0 i , ! _
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7

Time, h

Figure 7. Effect of PuO 2 Surface Area on the Rate of Electrolytic Dissolution of PuO 2
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Figure 8. CEPOD Dissolution of PuO 2 with Vaq/ing Current Density,
Plutonium and Silver Concentrations

Figure 9 shows the rate of dissolution of undissolved residue. The results from CEPOD

950°C-fired PuO 2 in the CEPOD cell at 0.1 M Ag dissolution of the same residue but using Ce(IV)
and 50°C. It is clear that the rate is the same at rather than Ag(II) is shown in Figure 11. The

113 g PuO2/L and 454 g PuO2/L, indicating again dissolution results from Figure 10 are provided in
that reaction rate is controlled by the rate at Figure 11 for comparison purposes and show the

which Ag(I) is converted to Ag(II). Figure 10 dramatic rate advantage of Ag(II) compared with
shows the rate of dissolution of a plant oxide Ce(IV).

residue in the laboratory-scale CEPOD dissolver. In processing and handling Pu, a large range
Dissolution is shown to be rapid with only 0.3% of Pu scraps, recycle materials, mixtures, and
of the initial plutonium remaining in the fnal wastes may be produced. These vary widely in Pu
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Figure 9. CEPOD Dissolution of PuO 2 at 50°C and High Cell Current

content, ranging from wastes such as contaminated recovery occurred in minutes followed by no
soil containing small amounts of Pu to off- further recovery. In many materials of relatively
standard oxide which is principally PuO2. We low Pu content, it was clear that dissolution rate
have carried out Pu-leaching studies on a wide was not limited by Ag(II) generation rate but was
range of these materials in the laboratory-scale more likely limited by diffusion of Ag(II) to the
and/or process-scale CEPOD dissoh,ers. In all of Pu throughout a matrix of other materials. Three
these but one low-Pu-content, very high-fired examples of these materials (incinerator ash,
scrap material, 98 to 100% Pu recovery was typi- mixed oxide fuel pellets, and Pu-contaminated
cally achievable in -2 hr dissolution times. In the soils) are described below.
case of the one low Pu, high-fired scrap, over 60%
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Figure 10. CEPOD Dissolution of Plant Oxide Residue

Delegard(23) characterized, reburned at 650"C, runs with ash. (21) One of these runs with 100 g

and carried out HNO3-HF dissolution tests on ash/L was with ash that had not been washed to
several Pu-containing incinerator ashes resulting remove its chloride content. Leaching of Pu was
from incineration of Pu-contaminated combusti- slow because of precipitation of the Ag catalyst as

bles (see also Reference 21). His results with one AgCI, although we later found [as did Steele
of these materials are shown in Figure 12. Note et al.(19)] gradual oxidation of AgCI by Ag(II) to
that the first contact was at a higher fluoride Ag + and CI2. After 5 br, the solution was
concentration than the other three and that the replaced with fresh 4 M HNO 3 - 0.1 M Ag +, and

final total leachate volume corresponds to only most of the remaining Pu was quickly dissolved.

50 g ash/L solution. Figure 13 shows two CEPOD The other run was made with ash prewashed at
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Figure 11. Comparisonof CEPOD Dissolution of Plant OxideResidue
Using Silveror Cerium Catalyst

100°Cwith 4 M HNO 3 to remove CI"(and other 2-hr single leaching for CEPOD; the final leachant
soluble ions s_ch as Pb2+ which formsPbO 2 on volume was four times as dilute in Pu for the
the anode if not removed). Approximately97% of fluorideprocess as for the CEPOD process,and a
the Pu was dissolvedin 2 hr using 200 g ash/L, very large molar excessof fluoriderelative to Pu
Only about 1% of the total Pu was dissolvedin was present in the fluoride leachant to complicate
the prewash with 4 M HNO 3. The two methods further processing.
resulted in similar total Pu recoveries. In order to Unirradiated mixedoxide reactor fuel
achieve this with HNO3-HF, however, four sepa- (40% PuO2), made by ball milling UO2 and PuO2
rate 1-hr leaching steps were required versus a together, pressing into pellets, and sintering at
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Figure 12. Multicontact Leaching Test Using HNO3-CaF 2 (Data from 23)
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Figure 13. Effect of 4 M HNO 3 Prewash on CEPOD Leaching of Plutonium
from Incinerator Ash
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1690°C in Ar - 8% H2, was crushed and screened Ce. Results are shown in Table 1. It is clear from
to -100 mesh. This was dissolved in two separate the data that CEPOD has a real potential for

experiments at 230-g mixed oxide/L and 90 to leaching Pu (and the accompanying Am) from
100°C. In one case, 12 MM_HNO 3 was used alone soils to below the limits for definition as
.,Ld in the other, dissolution was in 8 M HNO 3 - nontransuranic waste. Again, much better results
0.1 lr[ Ce in a CEPOD cell. Figure 14 shows that would be expected with Ag catalyst.
PuO2 dissolution was incomplete (reaching Process-Scale Studies
-91%) in 12 M_.HNO 3 but was complete in 4 hr
in the CEPOD run. CEPOD dissolution studies A large variety of Pu-containing scraps and
of irradiated mixed-oxide fuels using Ce(IV) have recycle materials have been leached in the

process-scale CEPOD II dissolver (-5 kg of Pu
also been published. (2) It is _aticipated that total). In ali cases, Ag was the catalyst. No
dissolution would be much faster using Ag as the significant operational problems were encoun-

'| catalyst instead of Ce. tered. Providing CI', if present in significant
Two aliquots of Pu-contaminated Hanford soil amount, was removed by prewashing, recoveries of

were leached for 3 hr at 70 to 90°C. One sample Pu were typically >98% in 1 to 3 hr of operation.
was leached in 4 MM_HNO3 and the other was Figures 15 and 16 show results of two runs, each
leached in a CEPOD cell in 4 MM_HNO3 - O.1 M on two different Pu-containing materials.

I 1oo
8M i'tNO3 * 0lM__.Ce*"

90 &.... -- -" .............. "_
,, ," -" *" -, Condition_., •

80 ,,*'*" 40 wt.% PuO2-UO 2. 14 g
=, Cell" 60 mLII ,,

• Temperature: 90-100°C
'1_ • 12 M. HNO 370 • Final: 230 g MO/L

•_ 60 t
e / 8 M HNO3 * 0 1 M Ce't" 12 M HNO 3m m m
I
O % Ot _vltilaL_e
w 50 % PuO= % of Available % PuO=

._m Time. h Dissolved PuO= DislulNvedlh Dissolved PuO2 Disso6vedlh(:3

40 I 72 72 63 63
O.

" 2 91 Int.) 68 77.5 lest.) 39
3O

- 3 98.7 88 85.9 37

20 4 99.9 lest.| 92 89.4 lest.) 25

g 5 99.9 (nt.I -- _.5 (est.) 10
lO

- 6 99.9 _ _.6 1

0 6 7
0 1 2 3 4 5

Time. h

Figure 14. Dissolution of 40% PuO 2 Mixed Oxide Fuel
_
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Table L Leaching of Plutonium and Americium from Hanford Z-_ Crib Soil

Initial Activity Sample Activity Sample
Solution of Sample, After Leaching, Decontamination

Composition (a) nCi/g of Sample@) nCi/e of Initial Sample(c) Factor

Pu Am Pu Am Pu Am

4 M HNO3 46,400 7,200 12,200 3,000 3.8 2.4

4 M HHO3 + 0.1 47,400 13,200 23 275 2,060 48
mMCC4+

(a) Both ¢¢perimenta used 1.0 g soil/30 mL of solution at 70 to 90"C for 3 hr.
(b) Calculated from the analyses of the residual solids(c) and the filtered leachate.
(c) Residual solids were f'dtered,washed, and analyzed by fusing with sodium peroxide; dissolved in HCI; and the Am and Pu

separated by solvent extraction, followed by liquid scintillation counting of the separated fractions.

C) Run#I
['1 Run#2

100

9O

80
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4)
>

o 6O

E
= 50
C
O
,,i.,
-s
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a. 40
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30 Initial Wt. Material, g 1986 1284

Initial Pu, g 821 584
20

Wt. of Residue, g 1033 672

10 Pu Found in Residue, g -6 (<1%) -4(<1%)
(-0.006 g Pu/g residue)

0 , t , I I ' ',, .. i i

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Figure 15. CEPOD Leaching of Pu-Containing Mater;al A with Ag Ion Catalyst
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• Figure 16. CEPOD Leaching of Pu-Containing Material B
with Ag Ion Catalyst

CEPOD Technology Transfer and 2) the decontamination of stainless steel. The

Development work on the CEPOD process for present authors have been active_ involved inboth of these for some time. (24-' British workers
dissolution of PuO2 has served to create an
interest in adapting the chemistry of the strongly (Steele et al.)09) have also recognized the poten-
oxidizing .couples (equations 4 to 6) used for tial adaptability of CEPOD technology developed
CEPOD catalysts to other applications. This has for PuO2 processing to destruction of organicwastes, We have also studied the application of
resulted in two major applications: 1) the wet
oxidation and thus destruction of radioactively this technology to the removal of oxidizable gases

from gas streams.contaminated or noncontaminated organic wastes,
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Organic Destruction Stainless Steel Decontamination ,

Both the present authors and Steele et al.09) Solutions of Ce(IV) or Ag(II) attack the
have carried out research on the wet electrolytic surface of stainless steel reasonably rapidly _nd in
oxidation of organics using oxidation catalysts such a relatively uniform manner. These reagents can
as Ag and Ce. This has been done in what is thus be used in either a once-through or an elec-
basically a CEPOD cell, but if significant Pu is not trolytic regeneration mode to chemically mill and
present, the lack of nuclear criticality concern thus decontaminate stainless steel surfaces.
allows significant differences in cell design and Ce(IV) has a cost advantage as well as an insig-
size. We have shown the ability of such an niflcant rate of reduction by water that allows
approach to destroy a wide variety of organic long-term solution storage. Considerable develop-
wastes, both materials finding their way into merit work has gone into the use of Ce(IV) in
wastes (often mixed with radioactive isotopes) in HNO 3 for this purpose. (27) The rates of surface
the nuclear industry and hazardous non-nuclear removal as a function of Ce(IV) concentration and
industry wastes. We have demonstrated the temperature were measured, and an example of
destruction of ion-exchange resins, cellulosic the results is shown in Figure 18. Metal removal
materials, PCBs, etc. The efficient destruction of rates increase with both temperature and Ce(IV)
tributyl phosphate, kerosene, etc_, has been concentration, and above 45°C are such that
demonstrated by others.(19) stoichiometric reaction with the metal is

As an example of this application, Figure 17 approached within 12 hr.
shows the removal of the carbon content of a Very high decontamination factors have been
synthetic complexant concentrate waste. Com- achieved with this technique, and it has been
plexant concentrate waste is an alkaline, high applied to both Pu and other transuranic-
NaNO_-NaNO_ solution containing significant contaminated and fission-product-contaminated
amounts of radioisotopes such as 137Cs, 154Eu, stainless steel equipment. Pu and Am purification
60CO,and transuranics. This material is currently equipment (such as ion exchange column end
stored in Hanford high-level waste tanks. It con- fittings) have been decontaminated adequately to
tains about 45 g of total organic carbon per liter be reused in nonradioactive, open laboratory work.

present as complexing agents (and degradation As an example of the potential of this process,
products thereof) that were used in an early stron- five tanks that had been removed from concen-
tium recovery process. The synthetic waste used trated Pu service in the PNL Critical Mass

in these tests contained acetate, citrate, Laboratory were decontaminated to nontrans-
ethylenediamine tetraacetate, and hydroxyethyl- uranic (< 100 nCi/g of metal) levels without dis-
ethylenediamine triacetate. In the 76 to 80°C mantling. These tanks had been water and steam
range, current efficiency remained at 100% until rinsed, wrapped in plastic, and stored for 15 to
85% of the organic carbon was removed. The 20 years. One 12-in.-diameter tank contained

improved organic destruction with an increase in 159 kg of stainless steel Raschig rin_s resulting in
temperature has also been noted by others. (19) a total inside surface area of 27.8 m'_,a total
The Ce catalyst results (not shown) are considera- weight of 178 kg, and a void volume of 57 L. The
bly poorer than those for Ag catalyst, and in fact tank.was rinsed with 10 M HNO 3, treated with
are the same for this synthetic waste as that for no Ce(IV) in 4 _.MHNO 3, and rinsed with dilute nitric
catalyst being present, acid. A total of 176 g of Pu was removed from

This demonstrates the potential of the electro- the tank and purified by ion exchange, leaving
chemical method for the destruction of organic 0.044 g Pu (as determined by nondestructive
constituents in radioactive wastes. The method assay). This amounted to 15 nCi of Pu remaining
has definite potential for the destruction of non- per gram of metal.
radioactive hazardous organic wastes as weil.
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Figure 17. Electrochemical Destruction of Organics in Complexant Concentrate Waste
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Figure 18. Effect of Cerium Concentration of the Dissolution of Stainless Steel, 65°C (Data from 27)

Use of CEPOD for Treating Solid TRU Waste The development effort is divided into three
tasks:

Current development efforts are focused on

developing CEPOD technology and integrating it • recovery and recycle of silver

with suitable extraction technology to provide a • demonstration of complete leaching of TRU
processing system by which solid TRU waste can to less than the 100 nCi/g limit on low level ,
be processed into a small volume of TRU waste waste

and a much larger volume of low level waste • design, fabrication, and demonstration of a
without increasing the total volume of waste.

Figure 19 shows a schematic flowsheet of such an multi-stage, continuous counter flow dissolver
integrated process and the kinds of materials that system.
could be processed.
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Laboratory experiments have shown that silver 9. Harmon, H.D. 1975. DP-1371, DuPont de
can be reduced to metal panicles and removed Nemours (E.I.) and Co., Aiken, South
from the dissolver solution by filtration down to Carolina.
below the current limit of 5 ppm prior to or
following the extraction of plutonium and other 10. Thompson, G. H., E. L. Childs, R. L. Kochen,
TRUs. Figure 20 shows a schematic view of a R.H. Schmunk, and C. M. Smith. 1979.
dissolver concept now under development. Both RFP-2907, Dow Chemical Co., Rocky Flats
silver and nitric acid will be recovered and Division, Golden, Colorado.
recycled. Only electrical power will be consumed.
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The Use of Non-Living Biomass to Recover Heavy Metals
from Aqueous Solutions

Dennis W. Darnail (.)

The use of microorganisms in the treatment of bound metal ions, when accumulated over time,
hazardous wastes containing both inorganic and eventually interfere with metabolism by disruption
organic pollutants is becoming more and more of enzyme reactions and kill the organism. If
attractive. There have been two approaches to the microorganisms on which metal ions have been
use of microorganisms in waste treatment. One sorbed are used as a food source by larger
involves the use of living organisms and the other organisms, the metal ions find their way into the
involves the use of non-viable biomass derived food chain which can eventually result in toxic
from microorganisms. While the use of living effects for humans.
organisms is often successful in the treatment of Recently advantage has been taken of the high
toxic organic contaminants, living organisms have affinity of metal ions for algal cells to remove and
not been found to be useful in the treatment of recover metal ions from industrial wastewater or
solutions containing heavy metal ions. This is contaminated groundwater (Greene and DarnaU
because once the metal ion concentration becomes 1990; Darnall 1990). Methods have been
too high or sufficient metal ions are adsorbed by developed to immobilize algae into a polymeric
the microorganism, metabolism is disrupted matrix which can be packed into columns which
c_ing the organism to die. This disadvantage is can be used much as are ion exchange resins. This
not encountered if non-living organisms or immobilized material functions as a "biological"
biological materials derived from microorganisms ion exchange resin in that once metal ions are
are used to adsorb metal ions from solution, sorbed to the material, they can be stripped in a
Instead the biomass is treated as another reagent, highly concentrated form and the material can
a surrogate ion exchange resin. The binding, or then be reused for additional metal sorptions. In
biosorption, of metal ions by the biomass results contrast to current ion exchange technology,
from coordination of the metal ions to various however, a real advantage of the algal matrix is
functional groups in or on the cell. These that the components of hard water (Ca+2 and
chelating groups, contributed by the cell Mg+2) or monovalent cations (Na + and K+) do
biopolymers, include carboxyl, imidazole, not significantly interfere with the binding of toxic,
sulfhydryl, amino, phosphate, sulfate, thioether, heavy metal ions. In fact, calcium or magnesium
phenol, carbonyl, amide, and hydroxyl moieties ion concentrations as high as 10,000 mg/L have
(Darnall et al. 1986). little or no effect on sorption of copper at

The interaction of metal ions with the cell concentrations as low as 6.5 mg/L. The binding of
walls of microorganism, a process known as Ca+2 and Mg+2 to ion exchange resins (eveh che-
biosorption, has been known for many years. The lating ion exchange resins which are relatively
result of this reaction, i.e., the formation of the selective for transition metal ions) often limits ion
alga-metal ion complex, is basically why metal ions exchange usefulness since calcium and magnesium
are toxic to living organisms and is how the toxic ions are frequently present in high concentrations
effect of metal ions is amplified in the food chain, and compete for heavy metal ion binding. This
The metal ions are adsorbed to the cell even when means that frequent regeneration of ion exchange
their concentrations are in the tLg/Lrange. The resins is necessary in order to effectively remove

heavy metal ions from solutic_. It also means
that most of the ion exchange capacity is spent in

(a) NewMexicoStateUniversity,LasCruces,NewMexico
removing calcium and magnesium from the waters.
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Thus, the immobilized algae have the potential to occurs when the active metal-binding sites (such as
be particularly useful for removing metal ions carboxylate or amine groups) can also bind
from "hard"waters. Another particularly impor- protons. Thus, metal ions and protons compete
tant attribute of the immobilized algae is that for the same binding sites.

frequently effluents after treatment contain metal A third group of metal ions was found to be
• ion in the I_g/Lor sub-i_g/L range. Very often ion more strongly bound to Chlorella vulgaris at pH 2

exchange resins, and even chelating ion exchange than at pH 5. These ions included mainly the
resins, show metal ion leakages in the 1.0-0.1 mg/L oxoanions MoO42",SeO42",and CrO4z"and other
range, anionic metal complexes including PtCI42"and

Various algal species and cell preparations Au(CN)2-. The increased binding of these metal
have different affinities for different metal ions ions at low pH was consistent with electrostatic
(Greene and Darnall 1990; Bedell and Darnall interactions with ligands such as amines or
1990). These different affinities are explained by imidazoles, which would be positively charged due
the fact that different species of algae contain to protonation at low pH values. Also, since the
different polymeric molecules in their cell walls isoelectric point for many algal species lies
and thus have different functional groups to which between 3 and 4, as the pH is decreased below the
metal ions can coordinate. It has been shown that isoelectric pH, the overall net charge on the cell
carboxyl groups found in the cell walls of many wall promotes easier access of anions to positively
algae is important for aluminum or copper bind- charged binding sites.

ing to different algae, whereas amino and sulfur The binding of gold(III) to Chlorella is
containing ligands are more important for the particularly interesting (Greene and Darnall 1990).
binding of gold(III) (Gardea-Torresdey et al. The interaction of AuCI4"1with Chlorella is
1990). accompanied by the rapid reduction of gold(III) to

The alga Chlorella _ has been studied gold(I) and the liberation of three chloride ions
more than any other alga with respect to metal per mole of bound gold. Within days gold(I) is
binding properties. Most metal ions can be slowly reduced to elemental gold which is evident
divided into three different classes depending as tetrahedral or hexagonal crystals in electron
upon how solution pH affects binding to Chlorella micrographs. XANES and EXAFS spectra
(Greene and Darnall 1990). showed direct evidence for the reduction of

One group of metal ions, including Hg(II), gold(III) to gold(I) and suggest that nitrogen and
Au(III), AuCI4-, Ag(I), Pd(II), and gold (I) sulfur are the main ligating atoms.
thiomalate, bind to Chlorella _ inde- Immobilized algae have been shown to be
pendently of pH values between 2 and 7. This particularly effective for the treatment of
behavior is consistent with the general coordina- groundwaters contaminated with mercury ion at a
tion chemistry of the metal ions. These metal site in California as well as groundwaters from
ions are classified as "soft." "Soft" metal ions Oak Ridge National Laboratory and Savannah
generally undergo covalent binding to "softer" River. Effluents from waters passed through
ligands, such as sulfhydryl and amine groups, and columns containing the immobilized algae
those binding interactions are generally minimally contained less than 2 ppb mercury (EPA 1990).
affected by ionic interactions and pH. In addition the use of immobilized algae was

found to be effective in the removal and recoveryA second group of metal ions, which were
found to bind more strongly to Chlorella vulaga._ of uranium from a contaminated groundwater
as pH was increased from 2 to 5, consisted of (Well 399-1-17A) at the Hanford Site. Waters
borderline "soft-and-hard" and "hard" metal from Well-399-1-17A and containing 150-300 ppb

cations, including Cu(lI), Ni(II), Zn(II), Co(II), uranium were tested for uranium removal by the
Pb(II), Cr(III), Cd(II), U(VI), Co(II), Be(II), and immobilized aglae. Effluents from columns
Al(III). The pH dependent behavior resembled packed with the immobilized algae were found to
the binding of these metal ions to cation exchange contain less than 5 ppb uranium after the passage
resins containing carboxylate or amine groups. A of over 3000 bed volumes of uranium
pH dependence of metal cation binding generally contaminated water through the columns. The
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uranium bound to the alga matrix was easily Environmental Protection Agency. 1990.
stripped by the passage of 0.lM H2SO4 through Emerging Technologies: Bio-Recovery Systems
the column. These data suggest that the use of Removal and Recovery of Metal Ions from
immobilized aglae may be useful in remediation Groundwater. EPA/540/5-90/005a. U.S.
work at Hanford and other DOE sites. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of

Research and Development, Washington, DC.
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Bioaccumulation of Radionuclides and Metals by
Microorganisms: Potential Role in the Separation of

Inorganic Contaminants and for the In Situ Treatment of
the Subsurface

Harvey Bolton, Jr_ and Raymond E. Wfldung(a)

Introduction associated with the stationary strata, bioaccumula-
tion of mobile radionuclides and metals would

Radionuclide, metal, and organic contaminants initially result in a decrease in the transport of
are present in relatively inaccess_le saturated and inorganic contaminants. However, there is cur-
unsaturated subsurface environments at many U.S. rently limited information on this microbiaily
Department of Energy (DOE) sites. Subsurface mediated process. How long the inorganic con-
contamination is of concern to DOE because the taminants would remain immobilized, the selec-

migration of these contaminants into relatively tivity of the bioaccumulation process for specific
deep subsurface zones indicates that they exist in a inorganic contaminants, the mechanisms involved,
mobile chemical form and thus could potentially and how the geochemistry and growth conditions
enter domestic groundwater supplies. Currently, of the subsurface environment influence bio-
economic approaches to stabilize or remediate accumulation are not currently known. A mecha-
these deep contaminated zones are limited, nistic understanding of the bioaccumulation pro-
because these systems are not well characterized cess for subsurface microorganisms in the context
and there is a lack of understanding of how geo- of subsurface geochemical and hydrological condi-
chemical, microbial, and hydrological processes tions is needed to allow better predictions of
interact to influence contaminant behavior, radionuclide and metal mobility and also to
Radionuclide and metal contaminants must be provide insight on how manipulations of sub-
either immobilized before further subsurface surface environments might be used to control
migration occurs or removed from the contami- bioaccumulation and transport of radionuclides
hated subsurface environment by pumping and and metals.

surface treatment. Pump-and-treat technologies _ presentation will focus on the microbial
are usually costly and not feasible for deep, process of immob_ng radionuclides and metals
inaccessible sediments. Microorganisms offer a and using this process to reduce inorganic con-
potential means for radionuclide and metal taminant migration at DOE sites. Background
immobilization or mobi_ation for subsequent research with near-surface microorganisms will be

surface treatment. Sequestration is a general presented to demonstrate this process and show its
process of complexing free inorganic radio- potential to reduce inorganic contaminant migra-
nuclides/metals with ligands, and depending on the tion. Future research needs and approaches in
nature of the complex can result in either mobile this relatively new research area will also be
or immobile complexes. Bioaccumulation is a discussed.
specific microbial sequestering mechanism wherein
mobile radionuclides and metals become associ-
ated with the microbial biomass by both intra- and Subsurface Microbiology
extracellular sequestering ligands. Since most of For microbial bioaccumulation to be a viable
the microorganisms in the subsurface are option for in situ remediation of radionuclides and

metals, microorganisms must be present. The

(a) Pacific Northwest Labo_tory, Richland, Washington DOE's Deep Subsurface Microbiology Program
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recently investigated deep subsurface sediments the pH is between 5-8, and bacterial surfaces are
from the Savannah River Site and found an abun- hydrophilic because of the ionization of surface
rant and diverse population of microorganisms in groups. In general, microorganisms can exhibit
deep aquifer sediments (Balkwill et al. 1989; some degree of selectivity in the binding of
Fredrickson et al. 1988; Geomicrobiology Journal radionuclides and metals, more so than by simple
1989). Bacteria were the dominant microorg_ chemical sorption mechanisms. The mechanism of
nisms present, with the fungal population several metal bioaccumulation by microorganisms is
orders of magnitude lower than the bacterial usually t_,ctated by the preference of metals for
population. The presence of diverse microorga- specific intra- or extracellular ligand binding sites.

nisrns with broad metabolic capabilities in both Bacteria can be divided into two main cell wall

the subsurface environment and waste trenches types distinguished by the Gram stain as either
(Francis et al. 1980) indicates that microorganisms Gram-positive or Gram-negative. Carboxyl groups
might influence the mobility of radionuclides and appear to be responsible for most of the metal
metals through sequestration and bioaccumulation sorption by the cell walls of the Gram-positive
processes. However, the ability of isolated bacteria (Beveridge and Murray 1980). The cell
subsurface microorganisms to carry out these walls of Gram-negative bacteria are distinctly
processes has not been investigated, different from those of Gram-positive bacteria,

Subsurface environments are usually low with Gram-negative bacteria having an outer
(< 10 _g/ml) in dissolved organic carbon and membrane consisting of lipids and proteins. The
inorganic nutrients, providing an oligotrophic most abundant metal binding sites on the cell
environment for the indigenous microflora, membrane are the phosphate groups of the lipo-
Microorganisms from oligotrophic environments polysaccharides and phospholipids (Ferris and
usually have evolved unique characteristics to Beveridge 1986).

survive in these low-nutrient environments. The Bacteria can sequester metals internally by
typical microorganism from an oligotrophic envi- complexing with cytoplasm ligands such as poly-
ronment is a small sphere or rod, shapes that phosphates, proteins, or unknown ligands. Bacteria
increase the cell surface-area-to-volume ratio for

can sequester metals externally by increasing
increased interaction with the aqueous environ- precipitation of the metal at the cell surface.
merit. These organisms typically exhibit high Cadmium (Aiking et al. 1984) and copper (Erardi
affinity and low specificity for a variety of et al. 1987) immobilization occurs via precipita-
substrates and nutrient ions. The substrate and tion as the metal sulfides, while metal phosphate
nutrient uptake characteristics of oligotrophic precipitation immobilizes cadmium (Macaskie et
microorganisms also suggest the ability to concert- al. 1987) and lead (Aickin and Dean 1979).
trate essential resources in the cell against steep Sulfate-reducing bacteria use sulfate as an electron
environmental gradients. Subsurface micro- acceptor and reduce sulfate to hydrogen sulfide,
organisms may have also developed nonselective which can then precipitate soluble metals as metal
bioaccumulation mechanisms for nutrient ions that sulfides.
could also concentrate inorganic contaminants
from the aqueous phase. A final mechanism by which bacterial cells canbioaccumulate radionuclides and metals utilizes a

function that is widespread in environmental
Microbial Bioaccumulation bacteria. Bacteria grow preferentially on surfaces
Mechanisms such as minerals and not solely in the aqueous

Bioaccumulation may be simply a rapid passive phase. Microbial exopolymers containing poly-saccharides allow bacterial attachment to these
process of sorption or biosorption or it may be an

surfaces. These exopolymers, also referred to asactive process that requires cell metabolism, such
as translocation across cell walls or membranes, capsules or slime layers, are located on the outside

In natural environments, bioaccumulation may of the cell surface of both Gram-positive and
compete with other processes such as sorption by Gram-negative bacteria and may adsorb radio-
clays to remove radionuclides and metals from nuclides and metals under natural conditions.
solution. In typical natural aqueous environments,
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Bioaccumulation Potential DOE Subsurface Science Program to determine
1) the capacity of subsurface bacteria isolated from

Microorganisms isolated from a wide variety of pristine and contaminated environments to accum-
environments including soils, sediments, and water ulate radionuclides and metals under growth and
have been shown to bioaccumulate radionuclides stationary phases, 2) the location and mechanisms
and metals. There are numerous examples of the of radionuclide and metal bioaccumulation, and
potential that surface microorganisms have to 3) the release rates of bioaccumulated radionu-
bioaccumulate radionuclides and metals (see the clides and metals during changes in nutrient
recent texts by Beveridge and Doyle 1989; Hughes status. In addition, the nutritional and chemical
and Poole 1989; Poole and Gadd 1989). A requirements to maintain bioaccumulation and to
summary by Hughes and Poole (1989) shows a reduce remobilization will be defined, and the
range for uranium bioaccumulation by various system-level responses to manipulating these
microorganisms, with bacteria in the same genus requirements and the overall effect on bioaccumu-
having varying capacities for metal uptake, as lation and transport will be determined.
demonstrated by Pseudomonas fluorescens and The research will provide fundamental informa-
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, which bioaccumulated 6 tion on the ability of subsurface bacteria to accu-
and 150 mg U/g biomass, respectively. Also, a mulate radionuclides and metals, the mecha-
Citrobacter was able to bioaccumulate U as a nism(s) of accumulation, the kinetics of inorganic-
phosphate precipitate at 9000 mg U/g biomass, contaminant immobilization and remobilization,
demonstrating that large amounts of U can be
bioaccumulated. Work by Wildung et al. (1980) and the nutritional requirements to maintain
demonstrated that different surface soil bacterial microbial bioaccumulation capacity. Knowledge of
isolates reduced the quantity of plutonium in chemical requirements will allow extrapolation ofthe results across a range of sites and will provide
solution by 87% and 59% of a sterile growth
medium control when 0.018/zg Pu/ml was added insight into possible remediation concepts. A

proof-of-principle test using subsurface samples
as Pu2(NO3)4 or Pu2(DTPA)3, respectively, from radionuclide/metal-contaminated sites will

The quantity and types of metals bioaccumu- determine how well the bioaccumulation process
lated is dependent on the chemical properties of aids in reducing radionuclide and metal transport
the element, the organism, and the aqueous under simulated subsurface conditions.
chemistry of the medium in which bioaccumula- Subsurface bacteria obtained from several deep
tion is measured. Most work to date has focused

boreholes will be used in mechanistic laboratory
on microorganisms isolated from surface environ- studies of microbial accumulation of radionuclides
merits and grown in artificial media. If the in situ and metals. Bacterial cultures will be selected that
treatment of inorganic contaminants is to be a
viable remediation alternative, research is needed vary in Gram reaction (difference in cell wall com-
to establish the role of subsurface microorganisms position), their ability to produce exopolymers in
in systems more typical of the environment from culture, their ability to grow on simple carbonsources, and their ability to degrade organic con-
which they were isolated, taminants (e.g., toluene, naphthalene, quinoline).

Selected subsurface cultures will be grown in pure
Research Needs and Approach culture with chemical forms and concentrations of

Although subsurface bacteria may be expected radionuclides and metals relevant to DOE wastes
to exhibit many of the bioaccumulation properties sites added. The distribution and location of the
of near-surface microorganisms, the unique condi- inorganic contaminant among the major cellular
tions of the subsurface may result in properties components (e.g., intracellular protein, precipita-
and/or processes which have not yet been tion, cell wall, exopolymer) will also be deter-
observed. Certainly, at a minimum the ecology of mined. This determination is necessary for enhanc-
the microorganisms is different from surface ing specific cellular components involved in
environments. A new project has been under-
taken by Pacific Northwest Laboratory for the
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Research Needs

Research needs were identified during working radiation stability of the ligand since changes in
sessions for several potential separation options, the ligand backbone may be required.

These options include sequestering agents, solvent Finally, several of the metals of interest are
extraction, membranes, solid sorbent_, novel redox active. However, the oxidation state in

approaches, organic separation and destruction which they exist ha the different waste streams is
methods, and radiation anzl chemical stability of not known with certainty. Therefore, it is difficult
separation materials, to .lesign a suitable ligand since a metal usually

bcl,ayes differently in different oxidation states. A
Sequestering Agents good example is Cr. As the chromate ion, it is

Ligands have been used alone and as seques- anionic; as Cr (III), cationic (as the hydrated ion).
tering agents combined with other separation tech- The choice of ligand would be dictated by the
niques. The specific applications suitable for speciation of Cr in a particular matrix. A specific
these materials still need to be defined. In other matrix may also affect the redox properties of a

words, the matrices containing the metals to be metal so that the oxidation state must be known
extracted must be fully characterized so that the before suitable ligands can be designed.
most workable ligands can be ,'.lesigned. Also, the
speciation of each metal must be known in order Solvent Extraction
to choose appropriate ligand systems. Other Solvent extraction has been used in the

facets of *.hesesequestering materials that must be nuclear industry for approximately 40 years and is
examined include radiation stability of the ligands, a demonstrated technique for achieving separa-
selectivity or separation factors, the relationship of tions in high radiation fields. An example of this
the structure of a ligand to its function, and their technique for the Hanford Site is the TRUEX
electrochemical and chemical stability in various process, a solvent extraction process designed to
media, extract plutonium and americium from nitric acid

Although suitable ligands can be envisioned, solutions. Solvent extraction may also be used to
their robustness in highly radioactive environ- extract other radioactive and hazardous materials
merits needs to be studied. The information from tank wastes, e.g., 137C,s, 9°Sr, 99Tc, Cd, Cr,

gained from such studies could be fed back into and Pb. Although solvent extraction is an estab-
the ligand design process so that improvements lished separation method, considerable research is
could be made. needed for Hanford-specific problems/conditions.

Performance parameters of interest are ther- Table 1 outlines specific solvent extraction
modynamic values and structure-function relation- separations that may be of potential benefit to
ships. The thermodynamic values of metal com- Hanford or other DOE sites. This list is not
plexes have not been studied with the same vigor meant to be ali inclusive, but stresses the more
that has been applied to ligand design. This has important separation needs. The TRUEX process
resulted in the existence of numerous ligand is well developed at the laboratory scale, but has
families but a paucity of thermodynamic data for yet to be demonstrated on a real Hanford tank
them. Stability constants and kinetic data are waste under continuous counter-current extraction
especially important in separation applications conditions. SREX is under development at
since the performance of the ligand is critical. Argonne National Laboratory (Horwitz, Dietz, and

It would be advantageous to have structure- Fisher 1991), and has been demonstrated to
function data in hand to evaluate the conse- extract Sr from actual LWR HLLW (Swanson

quences of changes needed to make a ligand 1990). However, considerable development work
specific for a metal. This also relates to the remains to be done on SREX. There may be a
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Table 1. Solvent Extraction Processes of Potential Benefit to the Remediation
of the Hanford Site and Other DOE Sites

Primary Potential Potential
Hanford Hanford Benefit,

Separation or Process Benefit Benefit Other Site

.... TRUEX (a) X X

Extract HNO 3 from X X
TRUEX raffinate

SREX (a) X X

Lanthanide/Actinide X X

Cs extraction, acid side X X

Cs extraction, alkaline side X X

Sr extraction, alkaline side X X

Tc extraction, alkaline side X X

Toxic metals (Cr, Ph) X X

Other Radionuclides (79Se) X X

Recover Pd, Rh, Ru, and X X
other valuable material

(a) The TRUEX and SREX processes are capable of extracting Tc
from acid media.

need to separate the lanthanides from the improved performance will need to be
actinides, if a decision is made to transmute the developed. This will entail an approach
long lived actinides. The removal of radionuclides combining synthesis, testing, and refinement.
such as 137Cs,9°Sr, and 99Tc and toxic metals such For example, extractants that are capable of
as Cr and Pb from Hanford tank wastes may be selectively removing Cs+ from acidic solutions
necessitated by evolving regulatory requirements, with high sodium content need to be devel-
Exploratory investigations as to how to achieve oped. Extractants that are _ selective for
such separations should be initiated so that the the transuranic elements over ions such as
technologies can be brought on line in a minimal Bi3+, Fe3+, or Zr4+ would be of great benefit
length of time should regulations dictate removal in the treatment of Hanford tank wastes. Such
of these materials, an extraetant would constitute a "second gen-

In addition to the specific separation needs eration" TRUEX process.
listed in Table 1, research into the fundamentals
of solvent extraction is needed. A brief list of - Modeling and correlation of solvent extraction
these research needs is as follows: properties. Comprehensive models are needed

to correlate the various properties of solvent
• New extractants. In order to meet the chal- extraction systems, e.g., phase interactions,

lenges outlined in Table 1, extractants with kinetics, thermodynamics, and speciation.
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• New techniques. New experimental techniques Ceramic and inorganic membranes may have the
for studying solvent extraction phenomena desired properties but are more of a prospect of
need to be developed to aid in deducing the the future.

molecular level principles governing solvent A systems approach should be undertaken to
extraction systems, critically review and evaluate the feasibility of

using membranes for site-specific separations.
• New configurations for solvent extraction This effort would encompass using process simula-

systems. Adaption of solvent extraction tion to determine whether state-of-the-art
systems to new col_igurations such as membrane technology can achieve the separation
supported liquid membranes and solid performance required for the different waste
sorbents needs to be investigated in greater matrices on the Hanford Site. In this context,
depth. The advantages and disadvantages of membranes should be examined for use in stand-
such systems for specific types of extraction alone processes as well as in hybrid separation
feeds (e.g., tank waste, groundwater, etc.) need processes.

to be identified and quantified. One process that might be suitable for
There are a number of issues related to hazardous chemicals commonly encountered in

solvent extraction that must also be addressed, very dilute process streams and groundwater is
These issues include: 1) dissolution of the conventional RO membrane separation. This
material that is to undergo solvent extraction, method may be desirable as an integral part of the
2) leaching of specific elements or substances that overall separation process for removing water and
need to be separated, 3) solid/liquid separation, concentrating the process stream. RO membranes
and 4) waste characterization as a function of time should also be investigated for their applicability
because properties of wastes appear to be chang- to different waste matrices and separations of
ing with time. These issues must be addressed for concern to the Hanford Site.
the successful implementation of a particular
solvent extraction process. The applicability of membranes for CCI4

removal from groundwater should be determined.
Membranes with a high selectivity for CCI4 over

Membranes water will be required.

Membranes have been used by industry world- The use of coupled transpert for the removal
wide for many different applications. There are of nitrates from both dilute solutions, such as
many proven commercial applications, some under groundwater, and concentrated solutions, found in
harsh conditions. The major advantage of mem- storage tanks, should be investigated. The
branes is ',hat they are modular and therefore pumping ion might be hydroxide ion. Suitable
flexible and scalable. However, membrane tech- materials with acceptable stability and separation
nologies have not been applied to nuclear properties must be identified. A method to main-
problems, tain the driving force, for example by removal of

For application to Hanford tank waste separa- nitrate ion from the permeate, must be devised.
tion problems, membranes must be able to Other areas of membrane research should be

operate in harsh environments. The properties directed at coupling other physical and chemical
membranes must have are oxidation stability, radi- phenomena with membranes in order to enhance
ation stability, and stability in strongly acidic and their performance. Methods such as the use of
alkaline environments. For other separation prob- electrical potential in electrodialysis membranes
lems these requirements are not as rigorous, such and complexants in facilitated transport mem-
as in groundwater clean-up where radioisotopes branes may be particularly applicable to dilute
and reactive chemicals are highly diluted. Organic solution separation problems on the Hanford Site.
polymers which can endure harsh environments
and perform satisfactorily must be identified.
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Electrodialysis employs ion exchange mem- waste itself. Results should be compared to
branes and an applied electric field to separate results from solvent extraction and solid support
ions from solvents and solutions of neutral studies with these materials. Radiation resistance

solutes. The energy of separation is that expended of the ligands, membranes, and supports should be
in removing the solute from the solution. For this examined.

application, the membrane needs to be ion- In general, there is a need to directly compare
conducting to effect the separation of the ionic membrane separation techniques with comparable
species in solution, solvent extraction and ion exchange techniques.

Electrodialysis might be used to separate Solvent and ligand systems can be very similar for
anions and cations from groundwater and dis- all three methods, and a direct comparison will
solved tank wastes. Obstacles to this approach are provide data that will identify the most efficient
obtaining selectivity and maintaining membrane method for the particular separation.

stability. The effects of complexing ligands on Novel membrane materials and configurations
separations should be investigated. Simulated should be investigated. For example, solid state
tank feeds should be tested. The applicability to membranes containing fixed reactive sites might be
HNO 3 recycle for waste volume reduction should prepared. This type of material could have good
be determined, chemical and radiation stability. However, it is

Facilitated transport membranes incorporate a unknown whether an appreciable flux can be
mobile carrier which serves to selectively react attained and, if it can, whether the membrane will
with the solute of interest on the feed side of the be selective. Initial research would include mate-

htembrane and transport it to the permeate side. rials preparation and characterization, concept
The properties sought in the chemical transport demonstration using a simple model, and investi-
agent are similar to those sought for sequestering gations of the driving force and transport mecha-
agents; namely, the chemical interaction must be nism. The effect of material composition on selec-
strong enough to give the desired selectivity, but tivity and flux could then be further examined.

not so strong as to prevent the release of solute The effects of radiation on organic membranes
on the permeate side of the membrane. These is not well characterized or understood. Realistic

facilitated transport membranes increase the radiolysis conditions should be used to conduct
capacity and selectivity of separation processes mechanistic studies. Structure/damage relation-
without incurring the limitations of emulsion ships need to be elucidated. Effects on separation
formation and feed contamination that sometimes selectivity and flux should be studied. Fenton's
accompany solvent extraction processes. On the reagent (Fe+2/HxO2) oxidations might be applica-
other hand loss and deactivation of carrier are ble to the simulation of radiation damage. Inor-
problems inherent to facilitated transport ganic membranes with good radiation resistance
membranes, may also be developed as supports in supported

A variety of ligands for use in supported liquid liquid membranes.
and emulsion liquid membranes and as facilitated The overall focus of research should be on

transport agents for the removal of noble and understanding, controlling, and predicting
toxic metal ions from dissolved tank waste should selectivity. Highly selective membranes will
be studied. These ligands could have bonding minimize the amount of staging required to
sites containing oxygen, nitrogen, or sulfur or achieve a given degree of separation and hence the
combinations of these heteroatoms. Also, ioniza- cost of separation. Research should entail
ble crown ethers should be studied in supported developing an understanding of the fundamentals
liquid membranes. Kinetics and thermodynamics of interactions at the atomic and molecular level

of ligand binding must be understood and selec- and incorporating this into methods of synthe-
tivity should be studied. The pH dependance of sizing membranes with molecular engineered
binding to ionizable crown ethers and other physical and chemical properties to meet the
ionizable ligands is also of interest. Separations processing needs of separations from very dilute
should be tested with mixtures that represent solutions.
actual wastes and, if promising, be tested with the
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Other research needs on membranes are mem- high or low pH, but many of the clays are pH sen-

brane fouling and concentration polarization, sitive. Research is needed in the area of synthesis
Both phenomena are detrimental to the mem- of new clay materials, such as pillared clays, that
branes separation performance. Fouling results can target specific elements or ions. Research is
from the preferential attachment of certain solutes also needed for understanding the kinetics, selec-
to the membrane surface and/or buildup in the tivity, and reversibility of ion binding in the clays.

membrane pores. Concentration polarization is a Zeolites
build-up of rejected solutes near the membrane
surface. Both problems are of long standing The zeolites, like the clays, can be used as
recognition in the membrane R&D community flocs and filters for the removal of metals and ions
and consequently improvements will require crea- in solution. Zeolites have the advantage of a
tive approaches coupled with molecular level three-dimensional rigid structure and, therefore,
understanding of the problems, resist swelling and plugging better than clays when

used in a packed column. This allows for a high

Solid Sorbents throughput process.
Bray and co-workers developed a titanium-

Solid sorbents have been used since the treated zeolite that was demonstrated on a com-
beginning of the Hanford mission in the 1940s in mercial scale for the removal of Cs, Sr, and Pu in

the form of ion-exchangers for the separation and West Valley alkaline wastes. In this case the
purification of radionuclides. Solid sorbents will zeolite was also compatible with the final waste
again play a major role in the cleanup activities at form (vitrification feed) and replaced glass-
Hanford and other DOE facilities, forming additives required in the process. This

A major problem with developing a waste allowed for a once-through process with a rela-
remediation scheme is dealing with the secondary tively high decontamination factor. Sandia
waste generated from the process itself. A National Laboratory has studied NazTi307 as a
separation process whose product is compatible floe and a sol-gel for the ion exchange of ions in
with the final waste form would be economically solution. The pH range of use is between 7 and
advantageous. This type of system would also 11, which is compatible with the bulk of the
mitigate the cost of developing a once-through defense waste on the Hanford Site. Research is
process. Once-through processes enable the needed in this area to produce more materials that
highest possible DF for a system because it is can be used as a selective sorbent and as a com-
impossible to completely strip a resin for reuse, ponent of the final disposal matrix.

lt will be important to study both the applied Other ion-selective complexants or binders
and basic science of metal specificity and sorbent were identified for incorporation on zeolites. A
functionality. This is where the bridges between silver impregnated zeolite has been developed at
basic and applied science need to be developed. PNL for the removal of radioiodine. This may
With knowledge of how reagents work at the also be of use for the removal of TcO 4 from
molecular level, new approaches and better refine- solution. The use of [NiFe(CN)6] "2or
ment of current technologies can be achieved. [CoFe(CN)6] "2anchored to a zeolite for the
The link between the universities and national removal of Cs may be another possibility.

laboratories should be fostered. Resins

Clays Radiation stability is a major concern for the
Clays can be used for the adsorption of toxic use of organic-based resins. A selective reagent

metals. One advantage is that many of these clay that could hold up to -109 Rad would be ideal
materials are found in nature and do not need to for use in treating tank waste. Using reagents
be synthesized. The approach for many applica- sorbed on solvent-impregnated solids to simulate
tions include using the clay as a filter in a flow polymers may provide a way to quickly screen a
system or as a floccing agent in a batch system, potential reagent for exchange activity without
Depending on the clay, the matrix can be used in developing costly polymerization syntheses. As an
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example, attaching di(2-ethylhexyl) sulfide to a extraction of toxic metals, lanthanides, and
solid support may work as a method for complex- actinides from groundwater, soils, and possibly
ing and extracting transition metals from solution, from the single and double shell tank wastes. The

With organic resins and organic-supported extraction efficiency and selectivity is dependent
reagents it may be possible to feed the loaded on the chelator type and the density (temperature
resin directly into the vitrification feed. Currently, and pressure) of the fluid solvent. The mass
organics such as formic acid need to be added to transport properties of a supercritical fluid make
the feed first. It is hoped that by using organic them ideal solvents for cases where deep pore
ion exchange resins this additional source of penetration and low solvent viscosities are needed.
carbon could be replaced by the resin itself. A possible drawback of this technology is the need

for a pressure vessel to accomplish the extraction
One example of a current resin technology is process. The engineering of such a system can be

Duolite e CS-100 (Duolite* is a registered trade- readily accomplished based on the commercially
mark of Diamond Shamrock Co.), an organic ion available extraction vessels used for natural

exchange resin with a high affinity for Cs in product extractions. This technology through
alkaline systems. Duolite ° CS-100 is a granular further development could be available for the
phenol-formaldehyde condensation polymer with treatment of groundwater and soil contamination.
carboxylic acid functional groups. A process for The research needs entail a basic understanding of
supernatant decontamination using this resin was the fluid solvent-metal chelate intermolecular

developed by Savannah River Laboratory (SRL). interactions as a function of fluid temperature and
A resorcinol-based resin has also been developed pressure. These studies would further the under-
at SRL, which has approximately a tenfold higher standing of chelation and extraction with liquid
affinity for Cs than the CS-100. solvent as weil.

Batch distribution studies using CS-100 on Flocculation
NCAW synthetic waste (5M Na +, Na/CS mole
ratio 106) produced a Kd value of 110 for the Flocculation could be used to treat the waste
uptake of cesium from solution. Higher Kd values sludge in the tanks, either through increased
were obtained from solutions with lower concert- settling of particulates in the tanks or by increased
trations of sodium, deliquoring of the sludge. Before flocculation

methods could be applied to waste remediation on

Novel Approaches the Hanford Site, basic characterization of the
sludge would be needed. The sludge must be

This section covers the more novel technolo- characterized with respect to: 1) particle size and
gies that could be applied to waste remediation at shape distribution; 2) mineralogy of particulates,
the Hanford Site. Novel approaches include, but 3) chemical composition of the particle surface;
are not exclusively limited to, supercritical fluid 4) zeta potential of the surface; and 5) super-
extraction, flocculation, catalytic electrochemical natant composition with respect to both organic
oxidation, and bioremediation. "[_e specific topics and inorganic make-up as well as ionic strength,
addressed in this section hold promise in the pH, etc. Information on the microstructure of the
remediation of hazardous waste streams or con- sludge including hierarchy of floes and the current
taminated soils or groundwater. These topics dewatering mechanism must be determined. Basic
represent a cross section of the most promising studies involving the efficiency of polymer addi-
new technologies available at present or in the tives, the effect of mixing, polymer configuration
near future, and orientation need to be undertaken for opti-

mum sludge consolidation. Structural information
Supercritical Fluids on the nanoscale level about the interfacial struc-

The physicochemical properties of supercritical ture and chemical species is needed to generate
effective methodologies for floe formation.fluids are controlled by temperature and pressure.

Supercritical carbon dioxide has low critical condi- Further investigation of the parameters needed for
tions (31.3°C, 1050 psi) and is an environmentally the scale-up of sludge treatment using flocculation
benign solvent. This solvent can be applied to the techniques needs to be undertaken before the full

promise of this process could be realized.-
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Catalytic Electrochemical Oxidation decontamination, while biomass sorbents could

The catalytic electrochemical oxidation of prove useful at present for the sequestration of
plutonium oxide and organics is a technology problem metal cations.
_ediately available to specific waste remedia-
tion needs at the Hanford Site. This method Organics Separation and
seems precisely suited for intractable solid wastes Destructio
in terms of their dissolution and decontamination.
While prototype systems have been developed, Possible methodology for the separation of
further work needs to be undertaken covering the organic compounds involves supercritical extrac-
effect of interferents on the oxidizing species tion of soil, groundwater, and possibly tank wastes
(Ag +, Ce +4) in terms of precipitation and com- using CO2 as the solvent. The advantages of this
plexants. The destruction of organics nee_ method involve the use of an environmentally
further investigation to determine the parameters benign, non-toxic solvent and an efficient mass

transfer process for bulk extractions using a
tor maximum efficiency of operation, supercritical fluid. The potential _awback

Bioremediation includes the use of a pressurized extraction vessel
to achieve supercritical conditions for CO2

Bioremediation and bioaccumulation of (31.3*C, 1050 psi). Further research on this tech-
anions, cations, and organics are important nique would need to be undertaken to define the
technologies that may address hazardous waste experimental parameters (temperature and pres-
remediation at the Hanford Site. The use of sure conditions) involved for process implementa-
microbial action for the sorption, destruction, or tion.

accumulation of these species in soils and ground- Destruction of organics can be considered
water could prove to be highly efficient for metals under four broad categories: 1) oxidative destruc-
and organic compounds. The development of tion; 2) irradiation; 3) molten salt combustion;
microbes for in-situ tank remediation of EDTA, and 4) microbial destruction. Oxidative destruc-
HEDTA, and citric acid is a long-term goal that at tion of organic wastes entails manganese catalyzed
present is beyond the capabilities of the tech- nitric acid oxidation of the organic chelators;
nology. Biological reduction of NO3"and Tc, Cr, electrochemical oxidation of the organic complex-
and U could prove applicable using select ant using a CEPOD type process; photochemical
microbes. The research needs in this area involve oxidation using Tid 2 semiconductor like materials
the further physicochemical characterization of with UV light; catalytic destruction of organics
other biomass species for use as selective sorbents (halocarbons) using organometallic metal com-
for chemical species of interest. Determination of pounds; and supercritical water oxidation of
the capacity and adsorption sites on biomass organic compounds. While these oxidative pro-material is needed to extend the basic under-

cesses hold promise, they each have various
standing of the mechanism of metal ion sorption constraints limiting their application. For
on these biomass materials. The factors effecting example, in supercritical water oxidation the
radiation and chemical stability of both biomass temperature and pressure parameters needed for
adsorbents and microbes must t,e identified to efficient destruction should be better understood.

extend their application to mixed hazardous Halocarbon destruction using organometallics
radioactive waste. The characterization of deep could be used to remediate solvent spills, e.g.,
subsurface microbes needs to be extended to carbon tetrachloride or trichloroethylene, but
obtain a better understanding of their life cycles, conditions need to be determined for process
The ultimate research goal involves the genetic optimization. Photochemical oxidation using
engineering of microbes to specifically produce a semi-conductor material (TiO2) shows promise of
desired chemical (e.g., a complexant) or to biolog- good efficiencies, but this process cannot be used
ically reduce a specific chemical species. Micro- with UV absorbing solutions and radionuclides
bial action on organ/cs and inorgan/cs holds could affect the performance of the process.
interesting potential for groundwater and soil Electrochemical oxidation of organics appears to
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be quite compatible with mixed radioactive waste instead, focus on the material or technology per-
streams. Further development of other charge formance and the effects of a radiation environ-
transfer ions is needed. Manganese catalyzed ment. Engineering design and operation can
niw:c acid oxidation has been shown to work on accomplish a low dose by low concentration of the
oxalate; therefore, it could be applicable to radiation emitting ions, low contact times, using
HEDTA, EDTA, and citric acid. excess or continuously replacing the separating

Molten salt combustion is a process for reagent, and removing any gamma/beta emitters
destruction of organics which first requires the first. Generally it can be said that radiation
separation of organic compounds from inorganics, effects are detrimental; inorganics are more stable
This could prove difficult for the metal chelates in than organics; and gas generation/
the tank wastes. While this process could be production can be expected.
useful in addressing the destruction of organic Another issue to consider is that the oxidation
compounds, much experimental work remains to state of the ions can be changed by radioactive
be undertaken to demonstrate the process feasi- decay. One trait of a good separating reagent is
bility with mixed wastes, that the degradation products are poorer com-

Irradiation of organics and halocarbons using plexants than the original extractant. Although
gamma irradiation in sufficient doses dechlorinates this is not a firm requirement, the advantage can
many compounds. The radicals produced by irra- be seen with TBP, when it decomposes to DBP it
diation cause organic destruction. Spent teel binds stronger than the original extractant. In this
could be used as the gamma source; furthermore, case care must be taken to continuously scrub the
85% destruction could be achieved and pilot-scale extracting solvent.
tests have been run. Tests to determine the radiation stability of

materials should be conducted somewhat differ-
Microbial remediation of organics could prove

applicable for groundwater contamination and soil ently. In some cases, good separation materials
cleanup. While microbial breakdown of the have been discounted for use because they failed a
organic complexants in the tank wastes would be radiation stability test that was conducted under
useful, it remains beyond the scope of present _lay nonrealistic conditions. Matrix effects are
technology, due to the constraints of high pH, salt extremely important. The literature or models
content and the intense radiation field, could be used as a start or experiments such as

Fentons reagent, or gamma pit experiments.

Radiation and Chemical Stability of These should be used for indication only and
experiments in a flow system with the exact matrix

Separation Materials as expected are the only legitimate tests.

An important step in examining separation
processes is to identify and develop materials with References
improved irradiation and chemical stability per-
formance. At the same time, materials perform- Horwitz, E. P., M. L. Dietz, and D. E. Fisher.
ance must be reviewed under existing proposed 1991. "SREX: A New Process for the Extraction
technologies. The key is to understand what and Recovery of Strontium from Acidic Nuclear
materials (and the chemical or physical properties Waste Streams." Solv. Etrr. Ion Exch. 9:1-25.
of the materials) are resistant to radiation/
chemical damage or what engineering methods are Swanson, J. L. 1990. "Results of Initial Tests of
needed to limit or overcome the adverse effects of the TRUEX and SREX Processes on Commercial

radiation damage. An important considcration is Fuel Reprocessing High-Level Waste."
not to let radiation effects drive the advancement PNL-SA-18109, presented at the 200th National
of new separation technologies and materials; ACS Meeting, Washington, DC, August 31, 1990.
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Workshop Agenda

Tuesday, July 23, 1991

Morning Session

8:00 - 8:05 Preliminaries and Background Chairperson/JL Straalsund, Pacific Northwest
Laboratory

8:05 - 8:15 Welcome WR Wiley, Pacific Northwest Laboratory

8:15 - 8:25 Introductory Remarks JD Wagoner, DOE Richland Field Office

8:25 - 8:55 Overview of DOE Waste Management ICEHain, DOE Headquarters
Program

8:55 - 9:25 Hanford Site ER and WM Needs JR Hunter, DOE Richland Field Office

9:45 - 10:00 Baseline Technology for Hanford RJ Bliss, Westinghouse Hanford Company
Tank Farm

10:00 - 10:15 Advanced Technology MK Korenko, Westinghouse Hanford Company
°

10:15 " 10:30 Science and Technology Perspective ML Knotek, Pacific Northwest Laboratory

10:30 - 11:30 Chemistry of Hanford Waste SF Keller and TL Stewart, Pacific Northwest
Laboratory

Afternoon Session

Sequestering Agents - Chairpersons/WJ McDowell, Oak Ridge National Laboratory
DW Wester, Pacific Northwest Laboratory

1:15 - 1:50 "Metal Ion Separations with Proton-Ionizable Lariat Ethers and Their Polymers,"
RA Bartschf['exas University

1:50 - 2:25 "Macrocyclic Ligands and Their Use in Chemical Separations," RM Izatt/Brigham Young
University

2:35 - 3:10 "Superstructured Transition Metal Complexes -- A Basis for Functioning Molecules,"
DH Busch/University of Kansas

3:10 - 3:45 "The Design, Synthesis and Evaluation of Sequestering Agents Specific for
Plutonium(IV), _ KN Raymond/University of California, Berkeley

3:45 - 4:20 "Radiation Effects On Separations Materials and Processes, _NE Bibler/Westinghouse
Savannah River Co.
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Wednesday, July 24

Morning Session

Solvent Extraction and Membranes - Chairpersons/JL Swanson, Vacific Northwest Laboratory
GJ Lumetta, Pacific Northwest Laboratory

8:00 - 8:35 "Combining Extractant Systems for the Simultaneous Extraction of Transuranic Elements
and Selected Fission Products," EP Horwitz/Argonne National Laboratory

8:35 - 9:10 "Separation of f-Elements by Solvent Extraction," GR Choppin/Florida State University

9:10 - 9:45 "Developing New Chemical Tools for Solvent Extraction," BA Moyer/Oak Ridge National
Laboratory

10:00 - 10:35 "Reactive Membranes for Metal Ion Separation," JD Way/Oregon State University

10:35 - 11:10 "Removal of Heavy-Metal Pollutants from Groundwater Using Reverse-Osmosis/Coupled-
Transported Hybrid System," DJ Edlund/Bend Research, Inc.

11:10 - 11:45 "Organic Separations with Membranes," EW Funk/Allied Signal, Inc.

Afternoon Session

Solid Sorbents - Chairpersons/WW Schulz, Consultant
SA Bryan, Pacific Northwest Laboratory

1:15 - 1:50 "Polymer-Supported Reagents with Enhanced Metal Ion Recognition: Application to
Separations Science, _ SD Alexandratos/University of Tennessee

1:50 - 2:25 "Ground-Water Remediation at the Hanford Site," W. Fries/Rohm and Haas Company

2:35 - 3:10 "Concepts for Immobilized Extractants," RT Paine, Jr./University of New Mexico

3:10 - 3:45 "New Ion Exchange Materials and Their Potential Use for Nuclear Waste Treatment, _
A. Clearfield/Texas A&M University

3:45 - 4:20 "Use of Titanium-Treated Zeolite for Plutonium, Strontium, and Cesium Removal from
West Valley Alkaline Wastes and Sludge Wash Waters," LA Bray/Pacific Northwest
Laboratory

Evening Session

7:00 - 8:25 Parallel Working Group Sessions
- Toxic metals separations
- Radiation/chemical stability of separation materials
- Anions: sequestration and separation
- Actinides separations

8:35 - 10:00 Parallel Working Group Sessions
- Technetium environmental remediation and waste management
- Cs/Sr separation and sequestration from ground water and tank wastes
- Noble metals and other strategic materials separations
- Organics: separation and destruction
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Thursday, July 25

Morning Session

Other Separation Methods - Chairpersons/CM Wai, University of Idaho
CR Yonker, Pacific Northwest L_boratory

8:00 - 8:35 "Selective Chelation - Supercritical Fluid Extraction of Metal Ions," CM Wai/University of
Idaho

8:35 - 9:10 "Principles, Techniques, and Recent Advances in Fine Particle Aggregation for Solid-
Liquid Separation, _P. Somasundaran/Columbia University

9:10 - 9:45 "The Use of Catalyzed Electrolytic Plutonium Oxide Dissolution (CEPOD) for Waste
Treatment," EJ Wheelwright/Pacific Northwest Laboratory

10:15 - 10:50 "The Use of Non-Living Biomass to Recover Heavy Metals from Aqueous Solutions,"
DW Darnall/New Mexico State University

10:50 - 11:25 "Bioaccumulation of Radionuclides and Metals by Microorganisms: Potential Role in the

Separation of inorganic Contaminants and for the in situ Treatment of the Subsurface,"
H. Bolton, Jr./Pamfic Northwest Laboratory

Afternoon Session

Wrap.Up - Chairperson/JL Cox

1:00 - 3:00 Parallel working group sessions
- Sequestering agents
- Solvent extraction
- Membranes
- Solid sorbents

- Other separation methods and related topics

3:15 - 4:45 Working Group Reports - Columbia Room
- Sequestering agents
- Solvent extraction
- Membranes
- Solid sorbents
- Other separation methods and related topics
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